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the sewing school
last Saturday afternoon because of the
storm,
and as the building will not be heated
during
session of

Charles J. White of Boston, executor of the
I)r. James C. White, late of Boston and
Dark Harbor, has sold the summer home at
Harbor to John

town, Penn

The price

an un-

u

W. Pepper of Jenkfn
was $25,000.
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Johnson; Christmas

a

Saviour,” Stuart, Mr.

Response,

Birch.
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“Christmas Pastororgan
ale,” Op. 56, Merkel, and “March of the Maji
selections will

Kings,”

be

Dubois.

Methodist church next Sunday morning Rev, Horace B. Sellers will preach on
"The Babe in a Manger,” preceded by a short
Christmas sermon to the boys and girls. Sunday school at noon, wnan all visitors will be
welcome. At 2.30 in the Wood’s schooihouse,
Northport, there will be a special Christmas
program under the auspices of the pastor and
the Sunday school. At 7 30 p. m. the subject
of the Gospel service in the church will be
At the

"The

Incomparable

Christ

This, Thursday,

evening at 7.15 the regular prayer meeting,
followed at 8 15 by a meeting of the teacher’s
training class. Mrs. S. A. Parker will coach
the cast, who are to present in January “Our
Folks” under the auspices of the Baraca class,
assisted by the Philathea class.

great credit to all concerned.
furnished by their own Victrola. The program
included the stocking,
wand, laurel and drum drills, little Tom Parker
using r.he drum in the latter; three choruses—
Snow Time, Christmas Song and Santa Claus
Song; a Danish Folk Dance and a Christmas
Acrostic.
music

re-

At the Unitarian

be held

nue,

telephone

212-3.

Sunday morning preach-

immediately following

the free

Op<.

ra

entertainment'. There will bs songs by
Wescott and Mary Spear, a recitation
by Mabel Spear, and a little Christmas play.
“The Christmas Sprites,” the parts to be taken
House

Horace

by Helen Wescott, Hope Dorman, Jennie
Spear, Helen Burgess, Elizabeth Doak, Betty
Hanshue, Elana Shute, Robert Johnson, Ruth
Dinsmore and Dorothy Spear,
Julia Littlefield, accompanist. Santa Claus will distribute
candy and presents and the parents and friends
of the Sunday school are cordially invited.
Weather.
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During
won the respect and regard of ail
who have made his acquaintance and the dee^
affection of his parishioners. He has a charming wife and two beautiful little daughters,
Alfreda and Janice.
Belfast as well as the
North church are to be congratulated.
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NEWS.
will not

accept Ger-

many’s so-called

In the
peace proposals.
House of Commons Tuesday Mr. Lloyd George

said there

were no

proposals

for peace. Toentei
had no knowledge,

proposals of which they
was to put their heads into a nocse with the rope
end in the hands of Germany.
Much as the>
longed for it, the premier added, the Central
Powers’ note,and the speecn preceding it, afforded small encouragement and hope for an
honorable and lasting peace. He said furthei
that each of the Allies had seperately and in-

into

dependently

arrived at the

same

conclusion

the Allies would insist that the onl?
the war must be a complete guarantee
against Prussian militarism disturbing the
peace of Europe.

and that
end of

*

In the past week, as the result of three
days’ fighting on the western front, the French
made a considerable advance and took 9,00C
prisoners and a number of guns, etc. Nothing of importance from other fields.

For National Prohibition.
The proposed National prohibition amend-

has been ordered favorably reported
to the House by the judiciary committee by a
vote of 12 to 7. The proposed universal sufment

frage amendment
out

was

recommendation.

ordered reported with-
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settled
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Burkett,

in Boston.

M. Heal of

Perkins and daughter of Gastine
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always

was

Mrs. Abbie N. Pillsbury.
and^Mrs. James H. Howes will leave
Saturday to spend Christmas with their
daughter, Mrs. R. P. Whitman, in Campello
Mr.

Mass.

Miss Sabra B. Dyer, who is studying and
teaching in Boston, will spend the holidays
with her parents, Mr. ana Mrs.
George B

Dyer.
MUs Irene C. Marks, stenographer in the
Executive department, Augusta, went to Rock-

Friday for
Raymond S. Bird.

land

missed

by

the

Unity, Nov. 23,

in

Mr, and Mrs. W. F. Faulkner will spend the
vacation with relatives in Ashland.
Mr. Faulkner returned Tuesday from a few
days’ visit in Orono.

holiday

Donald S.

Clark, a student at the Institute
Technology, boston, will arrive today to
spend the holidays with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Harry W. Clark.
of

Miss Marjorie Shaw, who is a teacher in the
Claremont, N. 11., High school, arrived Saturday to spend the holidays with her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter C. Shaw.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel H. Strout and Mies Mil-

spend

to

Mrs.

resulting
ployed during

in heart failure.

eases

the

Mr. and

home of

She

Mrs. Hall F. Hoxie, sons David and Thomas,
have been in Belfast with relatives for

Miss Katherine E. Pillsbury of Boston, who is
visiting at the home of Mayor and Mrs. W. K.
Keene, was called and remained at the home

several

Sept. 19, 1848,

her sudden

who had

shock to many
sudden illness.

She

was

not

death

horn

in

was

Isleeboro

Tuesday

farai^in

|

this

city.

Mrs. Ciok

Saturday morning

land

to

went to

meet

Port-

him.

vliss Marian Hazeltine, a student in the
Conklin school, New Y'ork, will arrive Satur
day to spend the holiday vacation with her

the

she married William Morris

Cook of Billings, Montana, arto spend the holidays with hia

William L
rived

a

daughter of the late Daniel
and Bethsheba Pendleton Warren, and her
When a young
childhood was spent there.
woman

months, will leave today, Thursday, to
join Mr. lioxie in P/rooklyn, N. Y.

was a

learned of her

with

winter

Frances A Sargent, a teacher in the
Conway, N LI., schools, arrived Satur
day to spend the holidays witn ner parents
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Sargent.

who

general favorite, arid

the

Lawrence, Mass.

North

where she had been for years as housekeeper,
was taken ill later in the day.
Her niece

Pillsbury

remainder of

Miss

1

was em-

and

Mrs

the

relatives in

forenoon, Friday, at the
Mrs. Thomas B. Dinsmore,

until after the funeral.

today, Thursday,

dred I. L. Demnions will leave

I

Abbie N. Pillsbury died at 8 a. m., Dec.
18th at her home, No. 28 Spring street, after
a few days' illness of a complication of dis-

this week to

Mary E. Pierce of Boston will arrive
Saturday to spend the holidays with her
mother and sister, Mrs, Sarah E. Pierce and
Mrs. Essie P. Carle.

Cemetery

1916.
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a

will arrive the la6t of

Miss

home, where she had

in the Friends

was

Hazeltine,

visit with Mrs.

next

lived for sixty-three years, and by many
friends. A son and family of Hyannis, Mass
who visited her twice a year, will also miss
her. She is survived by one sister, and by
two sons and a daughter.
Another daughter,
Mrs. Mildred Palmer, wife of Albert Palmer, a
highly respected citizen of Knox, died many
The funeral was from her late
years ago.
home and burial

week-end

Mrs. Ben Hazeltine.
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and
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a

spend the holidays with his parents, Mr. and

a

who cared for her at her

D.
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in

greatly

will be
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The second brother,
Cape Horn when a boy,
in Nainamo, B. C„ later

many years ago.

grandchildren

j

parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ben. Hazeltine.
Miss Inez L. Barker, the district

Pillsbury

nurse

ir,

Belfast, who lost his life about 35 years ago
Islesb^ro, was the guest of Belfast friends
employed as a carpenter on the shi
! last. Friday. She was on ner way to spend
Galatea, of which his brother, the late Capt.
Christmas with relatives in Montviile.
Benjamin Pillsbury of Baltimore, was n comIt will interest the friends of Lincoln Col-

while

some

fi.rd

from a trip to France, and William
engaged in repair work after a heavy
gale when he was washed away by a sea.
Mrs. Pillsbury is survived by three sisters:.Mrs.
Emma Perkins of Castine, Mrs. Flavilla Her
return

and Mrs. Rose Decker of

rick

at 1 p.

York,

Universalist
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of R.
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by

was an

past few years, and
employe of F. Wileyf
woman of gentle nature,

was

a

Mrs.

j

with

m
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of
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accompanied by

w

ith

Mrt.
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tne

Field.

during the winter while Mr. Holattending the legislature at Augusta,

her

brook is

the Sc. Charles
Orleans, Dtc. 16th for Houston,
Texas, to spend a few days before going to
San Antonio, where she will he at the St.
Anthony hotel.
Maud Gammons left

Miss

I

she

New

Mrs. Horace B. Sellers and little daughter
Estelle, will leave next Monday noon
for Long Branch, N. J to visit relatives. Mr.
Sellers will spend the week in Boston to at-

by her loyalty and sweet disposition.
Funeral services were held at the Baptist
church, Camden, conducted by Rev. S. E. Froliock.
The deceased leaves an aged mother
had

was

Miss Annie Pratt is a guest of her sister,
E. C. Holbrook,in brooks, and will remain

1

old

the wide

He

employ hotel,

Bucklin for the

prior to that
tai.or. She
beloved

Boardman had been in the

business in connection

on

fair.

poor health for some months, died
9th in the Maine General Hospital, Port-

Dec.

Field, proprietor of the Eastern Maine
Fair, left Bangor Dec. 14th for New

A. S.
State

in

land.

‘‘Th* Vision Of.

Monday mgnt to spend the holidays with their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Whitten.

m.

Ella Boardmsn of Camden, who nad

Mrs.
been

nnP.m.

Miss Alice 1. Whitten from Boston and Mise
Whitten from Portland arrived last

Islesboro, by

Wednesday

his

a

Bertha

half-sisters, Mrs. Isabel Moody and Mrs.(
Celia Nash of Islesboro, one half brother.
Capt. Benjamin Warren of New York, and by
several nieces and nephews. The funeral was
held at her late home

that

part of the required reading in the
English course of Baneor High school.

two

Rev. Arthur A. Blair of the
church officiating,

tnms

War,” is

was

de

Mildred

tend the Billy Sunday revival meetings.

brothers, Eugene and Frank of
Camden and Fred of Kockport, to whom deepand

three

est

sympathy

Miss Louise Clement, a student in the Ab! bot school, and Stephen J. (’lenient, who has
been teaching in Easton, will arrive to-*
Sewell F. Haskell, a veteran of the Civil 1 day, Thursday, to spend the holidays with
War, died Dec. 13th at his home in Brewer, | tHeir parents, Mr. and Mrs. Amos Clement.
aged nearly bO. he passed his early life in
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Plummer, who had Peer,
Ellsworth, enlisted in Co. C, 1st Maine Heavy visiting Mrs. Blanche Foster and family in
Artillery, in 1862, saw much service, and was West Unity for nearly-fv ur weeks, started Dec.
is extended.

wounded in action.

A

widow,

j

four

daughters

14th

and three sons survive: Mrs. C. A. McCartney
of Weeks Mills, Mrs. Herman Hill of Kennebunkport, Mrs. Frank Neary of Revere, Mass,
Mrs. Inez Gasper of Somerville, Mass., Hiram
H. Haskell of Redlands, Calif., Edmond R,
Haskell of Canada, and Robert C. Haskell oi

on

over

trip to their home

their return

Mrs. Plummer

fornia.

was

accompanied

c

hatted with the

two

and the call

Maine senators for

minutes

Thomaston, had died that day at her home
in Lrndon. Er.gland, word being received by
cable. She wan the ninth child of Capt. Olivei
and Susan (Oakes) Jordan, a noted Thomaston family, and was married to Capt. Gilchrist
Oct. 28, 1856. She was 82 years of age.

ing

the sudden death of her

T.

H.

telephone

Senator Fer-

nald to the W hite House Dec. 13th and introd uced him to President Wilson, They were
The President
received in the blue room.

from Boston received
in Thomaston Dec. 14th conveyed the information that Mrs. Rebecca W. Gilchrist, widow oi
the late Capt. Raymond L. Gilchrist, formerly
A

Cali-

in

very enthusiastic

the man) beauties of Maine.

Senator Johnson

Brewer.

Continuance of capacity running at footwear
factories is foreshadowed by the steady influx
of good-sized orders, but the extraordinary
conditions in leather prompt shoe manufacturers to exercise prudence in accepting new
business. In line with the usual experience at
this season, demand for leather is quieter, yet
the strength of prices is undiminished and some
additional advances have been registered. The
market, however, i« largely nominal.—Dun's
I Review, Dec. 16th.

weeks’

Melrose, Mass.

Boston will arrive
tomorrow. Friday, to remain over Chriatmae
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs, A. £>. Heal.

of

Shoe Situation.

lew-

a

and

W.

Miss Louise

good mother, caring for the
her home, assisting and encouraging them in their school work. She
she

—,--—
very much to note my neglect to write you
with reference to the balance of my trip from
St. Louis to Dallas.
While the trip was most delightful in every
respect, it was undoubtedly one of the most
severe tests a car could be put to.
On leaving
St. Louis the roads we encountered through
Missouri and Kansas were in places unusually
rough; but they only required slow driving in
order to travel comfortably.
Through Oklahoma, however, we encountered the worst roads I have ever witnessed, and j
for twenty-two miles we pulled sand,with the
wheels nearly to the hubs. This distance was
covered in low gear and second, so that you
may well imagine the severe test this distance alone would give a car.
It is conceded by every one conversant with
a Dodge car that it is one of the greatest sand
pullers on the market. We pulled sand in
some places where the car scarcely seemed to
move, nevertheless the engine kept working
as rhythmically as though it was pulling on 1
the city pavements, and did not cease until we
pulled from the sand bed.
While it may be almost incredible, nevertheless, our trip from Belfast, Maine, to DalI
las, Texas, was made without one particle of ;
car trouble, and, in view of this experience,
I cannot recommend this car too highly.
Shall give you « definite date for the delivery of a 1917 car at Belfast, Maine, within the
next tew weeks.
Trusting you will find it possible to make
delivery on date specified, and with kind personal regards, 1 beg to remain.

T he

from

father, George

Augusta, survives. The deceased married Joseph Stevens, a highly respected citizen
of Unity, who passed
away Sept. 22, 1876.
Quiet and unassuming, patient and cheerful,

Dallas, Texas,

Owing to the establishing of the Bangor district of the United States district court, the
term held at Portland is made much shorter.
Federal prosecutions of smuggling and internal revenue luw violations, made by reason of
conditions existing alorg the Canadian border,
will all be heard in Bangor henceforth, and the
indictment list returned at Portland last week
includes two for western Maine, postoffice embezzlement^, six for Chinese opium smoking
practices and one of a secret nature. This
cuts down the time for disposing of the criminal docket to a very brief session.

Swairpscott

Miss Charlotte B. Wadsworth is spending a
part of her Christmas vacation with her^nand-

to

Harriet, died

Dallas, Texas.

The United Stated District Court.

returned to

Macomber.and daughter Ruth

returned

Portland, Boston

sister

later

Yours very truly,
R. A. Peavey.

Carter

Misses Alfreda Ellis and Blanche Jenneysp
at the U. of M., arrived
yesterday to
spend the holidays with relatives.

Bangor, but the winters here were
too severe for him and he returned to Vancouver. where he died soon after,
leaving a
wife and six children. The youngest brother.
James, settled in Unity. He died a few years
ago leaving a wife and two sons. A sister,

—-

w‘

life-long resident

a

H.

students

sailed around

married and

|

to

here he has

WAR

to

Stevens,

hr.norahle

an

George,

|

his short residence

THE

Harry

Mass., Monday from a brief visit with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. H, H. Carter.

Mitchell, one of six children, and was left withfather or mother at the age of ten years.
The oldest brother, William, served his
country
in the Civil War in Co. G. 21st Maine
Regiment came home, and died a short time after
from disease contracted in the
army, leaving

the congregatheir guide on

Mr. B. O. Norton, Belfast, Maine.
My dear Mr Norton:—On reviewing

Bangor
for a course at the Theological Seminary and
graduated in June, 1916, with high honors.
During his Seminary course he preached in
Orland and resigned that pastorate to accept
1911

Mrs. Albert C. Burgess.

out

Dec. 11, 1916.

Methodist minister, then of Canada.

a

Kenney A. Burgees will arrive today to reMonday with his parents, Mr. and

main until

away Nov. 20th at her home,
aged 79 years, 11 months and 8days. She was
a daughter of
the late James and Esther

DODGE CAR

2036 Commerce street,

Mr. Hawthorne and his family to Belfast.

small church in New York which

A

From Belfast, Me.,

cepted, and the following year he married
Miss McDonald, daughter of Rev. H. M. Mc-

1

J

a

TRIP IN

!

_

p*TKUl,r-.

begin

nized Mr. and Mrs. Dinsmore

glad

land, and while in business in that city engaged
in church and community work and preached
as a layman.
When on a business trip to this
country in 1906 he was offered the pastorate

Fred Waldo Brown.

Miss

Unity, passed

attended college to prepare for that calling.
His first pastorate was in Massachusetts, where
he married, and later he was called to CharlesHe recogton, where he is greatly beloved.

and People.
members of this
to your Minister

item last week and must go back a little: Dec.
The service was interesting and impressive
11th the ground was frozen hard, the roads
throughout and a strong feeling of good felfull of ruts and holes and the travelling the
lowship was manifest. Business and social
worst ever. The weather bureau at Washing- functions of
sister churches kept many away
ton had been predicting snow for two days,
who otherwise would have been
to welcome

A. Hubbard.

fair; to MiES Anne C. Crosby for a dona$15, and to Charles V/. Frederick for
The interment will be in Grove Cemetery.
one ot $5, to be a dded to the fair fund.
The paper of the afternoon, “The City care Aurora Rebekah Lodge attended in a body and
Forgot," was read by the hostess, and was a the bearers, Messrs. M. K, Knowiton, Orriri J.
Littlefield and Samuel
very entertaining account of a trip through Dickey, Edward F.
the south by Mr. and Mrs. Dinsmore last win- Adams, are members of ihis Lodge. There
a
ter, when they visited Jacksonville, Miami., was profusion of beautiful flowers, many of
Daytona, Palm Beach and other fashionable | which were distributed among the friends of
resorts in Florida, with interesting incidents the deceased.
tion of

Lord Jesus Christ in this community?
tion, and with his wife acted as
Response by the Church.—We do.
Moderater—Do }OU, the Pastor of this many occasions. In Charleston Mrs. Dinschurch, promise to give loyal and loving ser- more met and talked with Miss Ottolii
qui, the
vice to this people, striving to do among them
maker of the famous Lady Baltimore cake,
and through them the Will of our Lord Jesus
Christ?
which is shipped all over the world, and heard
Response by the Minister—I do.
from her its history. At the close of the
Prayer of Installation, Rev. F. D. Persons, Banpaper one of these cakes, received direct from
gor, Me.
Chariestjn, was served, and all pronounced it
Hymn No. 646, “God of the Prophets.”
Charge to the People, Rev. H. to. Capron, Ban- delicious. Mrs. Arthur E. Wilson, Mrs. James
gor, Me.
S. Harriman, Mrs. S. A. Parker and Miss CharCharge to the Minister, Rev. Dr. D. N. Beach, I
; lotte B. Wadsworth assisted the hostess in
Bangor, Me.
Right Hand of Fellowship, Rev. T H. Martin, serving. The next mealing of the Alliance
'Searsport. Me
will be held with Mrs. Wilson at the parsonGreeting from the Belfast Churches,
Dec 28th, when Rev. Arthur E. Wilson
Rev A. A. Blair, Belfast. age
will read a paper on “Socialism and How the
Hymn No. 703,
“Ye Christian Heralds, go Proclaim.” War will Probably Affect It.”
Benediction by the Minister.
Rinck
Organ Postiude—“Fugue in Ab,

church Saturday afternoon
Dec. 23rd, Ihe children’s Christmas party will

•j

The

Baptist church. Rev. J. Wilbor Richardson. minister; residence, 1 Northport aveFirst

Bangor,

was

Covenant for Minister
Moderator.—Do you, the
ctiurch, promise to be loyal
and to co-operate with him
his efforts to advance the

Mr. and Mrs. Harold P. Cobb will
spend the

shock

Workers Union, *To her invalid
Elizabeth Parker, she had for years
given the devotion of a mother. She is survived by one sister and two
brothers, Mrs
Harriet L. Parker, Harvey H. and James F.
Smalley.and two nieces, Elizabeth and Melvina
V. Parker, all of Belfast. In
religious belief
she was a Spiritualist but had attended the
Methodist church for years. The funeral took
place at her late homo Sunday at 1 p. m., her
pastor, Rev, Horace B. Sellers, assisted by
Rev. Arthur E. Wilson, Unitarian, officiating

cent

Sermon, Rev. John J. Martin, Ph. D.,

themselves with

The

severe

Shoe

niece,

Sunday, when the
Advertised Letters.
The following letters
installation
pastor. Rev. W. T. Hawthorne, will deliver a
remained unclaimed in the Belfast post office
Christmas message. A special collection
This action of the Council called forth con^or for the week
Palm Beach she witnessed a children’s party
ending Dec. 19th: Lewis H.
the Municipal Christmas, which should have
gratulatory remarks from Dr. Beach and exClark, Mr. J. F. Flynn, Mr. E. B. Havener,
in the cocoanut grove by Russell Colt,
been taken last Sunday, will be taken at this
of good will from all. Letters were given
pressions
Ernest Roberts, Percy A. Perry, Bcb. Charlie
the husband of Ethel Barrymore, and attended i
read from Rev. John A. Ross of Hampton, N.
service. Sunday school at noon. There will
& Willie.
the services in the non-sectarian chapel built
be a Christmas tree'and party in the vestrv at
H., the church's oldest pastor, Rev. Georsre S.
and endowed by the late millionaire Flagler
me
iraveiiers oiuu will meet with Mrs.
4 p. m. Monday, to which all members of the
Mills of Bennington, Vt., Rev. David L, Wiland heard the ReV. George Morgan Ward, a
Walter C. Shaw Tuesday, Dec. 26th. Program: son of
Bath, Haraden S. Pearl of Bangor, and
Sunday school and parish are invited.
most eloquent and fearless speaker. She also
paper, “The Wonderful City of Tokio,” by Rev. C. A. Moore of All Souls
church, Bangor.
There will be special Christmas services
told of the palatial hotels at Palm Beach, the
Mrs. Robert F. Dun ton; reading, “Flower ArH. M. Prentiss, representing the Pastornext Sunday at the Universaiist church with
most magnificent hostelries in the world. At
rangement,” by Miss Annie V. Field; reading, elect, was admitted and he read a
proposed Miami she was
special music by the choir and a special sermon “Admiral
specially fortunate in being
Miss Grace H. Hall.
Togo,”
by
order
of
was
which
exercises,
fully approved
by the pastor. The public is cordially invited.
at a celebration given by the school
Mrs. J. A. Fessenden and Mrs. L. W. Pendle- by the Council. The parts for the installation present
Sunday school at noon. Following is the musichildren to James Whitcomb Riley, the dearly
dleton are at the St.Anthony hotel,San Antonio, were then assigned, and the Council adjourned
cal program:
loved poet of the people, who has since passed
visited New Orleans and Housuntil evening.
Texas,
having
Voluntary, O Sanctissina,
Lux
away. Then feeble and weak he was wheeled
Anthem, Rejoice, The King is Come,
Supper was served in the vestry from 6 to 7
Hall ton en route, They were to meet in San Anthe park, where the children laid flowers at
Anthem, There’s a Song in the Air,
Fearis tonio Mrs. Ralph Emery and daughter, Mrs. o'clock tor the invited guests and officers of to
Response, Holy, Holy,
Vogler Chas. B. Hazeltine, but did not know whether the church by the Ladies’ Aid, Mrs. Charles his feet until he was almost buried in them,
Carol, At the Break of Christmas Day, Howard
and iu the tew words ot thanks to the little
Lieut. Hazeltine would be able to leave the bor
A. Pilsbury, president. The menu included
Postlude, Match, Pontisicale,
Lenneus
ones who had so honored him he made the
der
to
them
join
Choir, Luther Hammons, Bass; Miss Emma
escalloped hsb, mashed potato, rolls, cream second
public speech of his life. This experiMr. O. E. Frost, teacher of the adult men’s pie, cake and coffee.
Skay, Alto; Mrs. E. P. Frost, Soprano.
ence alone was worth a trip south.
On leavFollowing is the order of the evening serNext Sunday morning services at 10.45 at and women’s class of the Baptist church ening the Florida resorts, where fashion and
vice:
the Unitarian church there will be decora- tertained them last Friday evening at his home
gaiety ruled, Mr. and Mrs. Dinsmore journeyed
Plans for the coming Organ Preiude Communion in G, Ed. Batiste
tions of Christmas trees and candles, with an on Northport avenue.
to Charleston, S. C., a city reminiscent of olden
Miss Amy Stoddard
were discussed and the
year
was
evening
spent
appropriate sermon by the minis er. Rev. A.
rise and remain days, with its handsome colonial dwellings and
socially and with music. Mrs. Frost, assisted Doxology (Congregation
E. W ilson, on “The Light of the W’orld,” and a
standing through invocation.)
quaint old churches—a restlul place, “The City
Mrs. Charles E. Rhoaden, served confec- Invocation
by
by the Moderator of the Council.
bolo, “The Christmas Caudle” by Betty HanCare Forgot.” Here was met Rev. Clifton Gray,
of
the
Minutes
of
the
Council
assorted
cake
and fruit punch.
tionery,
Reading
by the
shue.
The regular choir consisting of Mrs.
pastor of the Unitarian church of Charleston
Scribe,
Memorial hall was crowded last Friday afterWescott, Mrs. Dickey, Mr. Johnson and Mr.
Hymn No. 228—“O Master, let me W'alk with for fifteen years, who when a young man lived
noon
to
listen
to
the
Thee.”
the
children
program by
Goodhue, with Miss Louise Dennett, organist,
in the Hayford district and attended the Uniwill render the following selections: anthem, of the McLellan school under the direction <f Scripture Lesson,
Rev. W. E. Streeter, Brooks, Me tarian church in this city, and on confiding to
Grace
E.
Miss
Walton, principal, and Mrs. E. S.
“Behold I Bring you Good Tidings,” Trutte;
the then pastor, the late Rev. J. M. Leighton,
Anthem—“Thy Way, not mine, O Lord.
“There Were Shepherds,”
C. S. B' >ggs his desire to enter the ministry was led
Pflueger; solo, Pitcher, music teacher. The pupils acquitted
next

■

!ler,Ttiea““
Lt *“er.

of belief and

ivl. Cobe for articles contributed for the

statement of

substance ot his ministry was given by
the Pastor-elect.
Voted that the roll of the Council be called
ami that each member as his name is called be
given opportunity to question the Pastor if he
so wished.
The roll was called and questions
asked. Voted that the Council be by itself.
It was then voted that the examination was
satisfactory and that the Council proceed to

will of
Dark

statement

a

the

the school vacation there will be no
meetings
of the sewing school until Saturday, Jan. 6th-

Minister’s topic: “The
ing service at 10.45.
enjoyed
Wonder Gift,” a Christmas address to boys and
mnlliniT
nut iroin r.t
h good
financial gain. girls, young and old. At 12 noon the Bible ana u came tnat night—lour or nve inches of
in the main auditorium. A
*
damp, sticky snow, which coated the limbs and
just a little below 300 school convenes
large attendance, much enthusiasm, good twigs of the trees, the shrubbery, and every•> of
Unity, installed teachers, classes for
A
welcome thing
every age.
out-doors matting a very attractive
follows: Lela M. Pillsextended to all visitors. Sunday evening winter landscape.
If thawed and drizzled
Harry ]. Murray, worthy
preaching service at 7.30; Minister's topic* during the day and Tuesday there were many
‘■?l
*'ens, associate matron;
“The Christmas Sign,” a sermon of good cheer, snowslides from roofs, though the snow still
tetary: Hattie M. Berry,
and Christmas music. This, Thursday, night clung in many places and the trees retained
"«nnet, conductress; Marat 7.30 the weekly prayer and praise service in most of their white
coating. It grew colder
'ate conductress; Mertie
The public cordially invited to | at night and
the vestry.
Wednesday there was another
vile F. McManners, marthis service.
Please read I John, 4th chapter snow fall, which, with that
remaining from
■rganist; Lizzie T. Gerry, for the
evening's lesson. Preaching at North- the first storm, was sufficient to make good
•Wutaker, Ruth; Beulah B,
port Baptist church Sunday afternoon at 2 30. sleighing. The day was fair, with a much
Ward, Martha; Addie
The young people who are rehearsing for the lower temperature at night, and Thursday
a: Margaret
warder;
Myrick,
p,
play will meet on Monday and Friday of next morning the mercury was at zero in the city
-: tmel.
Installing officer, week.
anii pa8t matron of Josiah
j and 10 or 12 below out of town. The sun was
and so were many sleighs and teams,
The Woman’s
i, Thorndike.
RefreshMissionary Society of the out,
was hoping that the snow would recake and coffee were Baptist church
held their annual meeting j Everyone
main and seasonable weather continue until
the banquet hall.
l
Wednesday evening, Dec. 13th, at the home of j
I after Christmas at least. Snow was predicted
Mrs. Walter J. Clifford. The topic was Mexfor Thursday night, but did not arrive until
'Utc of
1 rade.
\
ico and the program was under the direction j
Friday night, and it was a record-breaker, lc
I of Mrs. Laurinton A. Nichols.
Mrs.
Charts
feac,
snowed hard all night, accompanied by a northmarkets
and wheat
E Rhoades gave the early history of Mexico,
east gale that blew the snow into drifts.
r-ti.
unaffected,though and readings on its churches, missions and
Snow continued to fall all day Saturday, ana
Year-epd trade makwere
Mrs.
K.
B. Craig,
tan and
given, by
holiday buying schools, etc.,
the two janitors at the post office, who have
Wholesale
and
Mrs.
[
George D. Mahoney, Mrs William L.
jobbing
a
territory to keep clear, shoveled all
-anly active. Stocks Cook, Mrs. L L. Robbins, Mrs. Warren A. quite
•I
substitutions for
day and just about held iheir own. Some of
I
Industry hard pushed. Nichols and Mrs. H. S. Morey, Officers and the milkmen got in late, hut did not make
-hipments the country committees for the ensuing year were elected their
|
appearance Sunday. There was a com• ariy
general. A re- as follows: President, Miss Maude E. Mathbradstreets’ Dec. 16th.
plete suspension of business Saturday morning
1
ews; vice president, Mrs. L. C. Putnam; secreand few people ventured out, but in the aftertary, Mrs. Warren A, Nichols; treasurer. Mrs.
noon it moderated, the w'alks
"lay Association.
were cleared
Charles E. Rhoades; program committee, Miss
somewhat, and at 6 p. m. the storm was over
up of the
i
Maine State Mathews, Mrs. George D. Mahoney and Mrs. and the stars were
out. Travel b<; land and
v
held in Portland Dec, Herbert S. Morey; membership committee,
water was suspended Saturday. The noon
officers
mowing^1 thr;, were chosen: Mrs. George Holt, Mrs. Gerald W. Howard train
brought no mail from beyond Burnham
Freeport; vice
,M'k, Portland; secretary, and Mrs.Kempton B. Craig. Mrs. Clifford assist- and three trains were
reported stalled on the
Hirn; treasurer. W. E. Scott, ed by her daughter. Miss Doris, served cocoa
main line.
The evening train did not arrive
\ ‘v,:"niniittee, John F.Thomp- and assorted cake.
until 9 p, m., but brought the delayed mails
rJ!:'v
Portland, H. M.
; ,! Sayward,
The annual meeting of the Baptist church and Postmaster
A. Cobb, South
Portland,
Keating called upon the carBUTVlIlo,
was held last Thursday evening wiih a very
riers to deliver the mails on their routes Sunlarge and enthusiastic gathering. Rev. J. day morning and they responded cheerfully,
'dhou s i\fcw | heater.
Wilbor Richardson presided and the following but must have had a hard
tramp through the
officers and committees were elected: Board
“ °e®
drifts, as the walks had not been cleared genP‘»ce of amusement in
of Assessors, O. E. Frost, Chai les H. Twombly,
>»
erally or the streets broken out. We hear of
““Pletcd. It is upThe Ar»o®took B. B. Greenlaw, Charles E. Rhoades and Alton no disasters here, but elsewhere on the coast
H?Uc"1
lhe m»in
ILF
sm
drop curtain, K. Braley; clerk, Maude E. Mathews; treasurer, shipping suffered. Conditions were the same
h °! t-atadan 'u4, ,,ire0enta a magnificent
Rockland reported the
Charles H. Twombly; Missionary treasurer,
all over the State.
i v V\ c“'rur; Thia larKe canvaa
ltd
worst Btorm in 25 years, Bangor the worst in
Mrs. Willis B, Fletcher; auditor, Willis B.
of Camden, who
It,;' " n«Ih1 C0rIeton
Millinocket reported the main
15
years.
80ve tii0 peraona) attenFletcher; superintendent of Sunday school, streets blockaded with drifts that averaged 10
hantin,!V and
putting in place.”
Charles E. Rhoades; membership committee,
feet in height. Trains were late everywhere,
R. F. D. routes canceled,«street car service
the pastor and the four deacons, Mrs. George
h“ family from the
suspended, etc. The snowfall in Portland was
Avenue f« the Wil- H. Robertson, Mrs. L. C. Putnam, Mrs. I. D. 16 1-2 inches, and the average fall in northern
«»
M00ld street
Fletcher and G. W. Howard; Maine 80 inches, and it must have been|as
Saturday.-Madison Rich, Mrs. W.
visiting, Mrs. Warren A. Nichols, Mrs. W. E. much as that locally,
had

;

A

very

and “Aunt Lydia,” as she was known
Miss Edith C. Wilson of Westboro,
by old and young, went*to work in the shoe
Mass.,
factory, where she was a general favorite and will arrive Saturday to spend the week with
her bright and sympathetic manner endeared Belfast relatives.
her even to chance acquaintances. For years
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil G. Roberts were called to
she sent out many parcels to the
needy and Searsport to attend the funeral of her mother,
unfortunate, and it was her greatest delight to Mrs. Thomas Rich.
the work of the Red Cross and will hold special give, even beyond her means. She was a memMisses Hester and Louise Brown will spend
by the
the holidays with their
sessions each week for this purpose. Miss ber of Aurora Rebekah Lodge, I. O. O. F., and
parents, Mr. and Mrs
records
of the

the

part in the examination and installation of
Rev. Waller T. Hawthorne as pastor of the
North Congregational church Dec. 14th,
by a
singular coincidence was scribe at the ordina-

v.

to to

entering

a

was

in 1891

ministry.
The Hogan & Thompson
I made permanent. Prayer was offer d
restaurant and Reverend Frederick T. Persons. The
Free Will Baptist Missionary Davis, who is bakery on Main street was closed last
fcR:,t .ta of MontviHe,
Colburn said that a recent letter received
Saturof the church respecting the call of the Pastoriefendant. The re- holding meetings in
Rangeley and vicinity, day.
| from Mrs. George A. Quimby, who is visiting
elect and the appointment of a committee emAssociate Justice plans to be at
i...
>
Liberty, South Montville and
her daughters in Sao Paulo, Brazil, states that
George B. Garcelon and Helen W. Garcelon
s in part f
powered to arrange for his installation, with
Halldale (Montville), on or before Dec. 31st of
Troy have been granted discharges from the formal call and the letter of the Pastor- | Mr. Pineo has a brother at the front, and that
ur t annexed,
,,c
for several weeks of evangelistic
i she and her daughters, Mrs. Pineo and Miss
meetings. bankruptcy.
to recover for
elect accepting it, were read by the Clerk of
Mr. Davis is reported to be successful wherKatherine C. Quimby, were devoting several
been s<>ld the deThe report of a Golden
the Church, Dr. Adelbert Millett. Oral ex™ j
in
East
Wedding
h construe- ever he goes, and he is having a large revival
hours each week to making bar.dages for the
Belfast
is unavoidably deferred to next
call
were
of
the
also
the
of
terms
planaiion
disweek,
iialldale
in Rangeley and vicinity.
! Red Cross. Votes of thanks were extended to
with other local matter.
this court on
mad by the Clerk of the Church. And it was
Rev. Haroid S. Caprun of Bangor, who took
Mrs. Alva R. Scott oi Bangor and Mrs. Ira
from which it
vot< d that these were satisfactory,
There^was no
j
of Lucius

case

had

Morris L. Slugg returned last
Tuesday frcro
a'business trip to New York.

thought she could not recover, but j Christmas vacation in Searsmont and Union.
her unusual vitality and
Miss Edith S. West of Boston will arrive
strong will prevailed.
In May, J915, she had a fall that fractured her Saturday to visit her
mother, Mrs. E. E West.
hip and in a recent tail was slightly injured
1- V- Miller was called to Lincolnville last
!
She was a great sufferer after the
final shock Tuesday by the death of his brother, Josiah S.
but then, as in ail her
invalidism, she had the | Miller.
most tender care. She was born in
Boothbay,
Mrs. Sallie Durham Hanshue of Boston will
Oct; 26, 1832, the daughter of the late
Capt. arrive Saturday for a short visit with Belfast
Isaac and Martha Farnham
Smalley. In early relatives.
life she married Wm. H. Hatch. They lived in
Mrs. J. C. Carey of Montville was in Belfast
Belmont in their younger years, ^ut came to
Belfast about 30 years ago. Mr. Hatch died the past week, visiting Mr. and Mrs. Calvin
and’t

>■

■

PERSONAL.

Mrs Lydia A. Hatch died Dec 15th at her
home, No. 26 Church street, from the effects
of a shock sustained the
Sunday previous

message

was a

very

some

pleasant

one.

T, Hawthorne, wife of.the pastor of the Congregational church of this city,
Mrs. Walter

telegram Friday morning, announcfather, the Rev.
McDonald, in Rochester, N. Y. Mr.

received

of

a

McDonald

preacher

was

able to go to
1

left

on

for

the

40 years a Methodist
Mrs. Hawthorne was un-

over

in Canada.

New York, and Mr. Hawthorne
train for Rochester,

noon
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Veterans Meeting in Brooks.

Greeting |

Christmas

i

j

LET US PUT A

Victrola

1

|

Nothing can furnish so much lasting pleasure,
family and friends as a Victrola, which we can

|p

$15,
|
fvjLLU! living
recurn.

much entertainment for your
furnish for the following prices:

so

.....

over as

nigbest standard, brings you the
actual
voices of the world’s greatest artists. True to life and ever
ready to
entertain any one at any time.
^ It TOR and COLLMBIA RECORDS

(jJjj

are

(two selections).

si

only

75 cents for

M
^

f
_

fHflj)

We vvil1 a!so

|

UM)

g,adIy

show you other

things

that

we

have,

such

past awaited them.

M

jP

and other

(JJJJ

|

things

J. L.

2

72 ft/fain

^

Street.

It was

Community
Efficiency Conference.

EVOLUTION.

,

a

To

Editor

the

There

have

of

been some

tha,t

of man-

tem.

FOLEi KIDNEY Fiii-S
BACKACHE KIDNEYS AND BLADDER

FOR

A Great State Fair

_

Conference
the

fact

was

that

not fruitless is shown by
several new departures

!

such

historian the domain of our thirteen original States is not within their
boundaries, but outside. And the navi-

!

have been undertaken, that were directly recommended by the conference comRetorms for

missions.

gation
delinquent though

the

acts
we

tion acts

had been many times advocated;
the concrete recommendations presented

women

are

not American

have some, but his
English laws.

The

on

feasible lines.

officers of the

securing this year
the country,

known

a

manner

conference
number of

are

j

tions of these

men,

men

as

will be made follow-

ing

!

who have “done

(

the commission reports. The commission of Maine men having diagnosed
the case, it will be toe duty of the men

things”

in

municipali-

ties in other States, to give the conference their best judgment as to the reme-

dy,
of

to

point
handling the
or

out

the mast

given

e

fffcient way

problem.

Nor will this be restricted alone to the
problems presented by the commissions.
Each community has its own peculiar
difficulties. It will be possible lor delegates at the conference to arrange for
personal interviews with the visiting experts, to whom they may state the situations in their

own

municipalities,

and

re-

ceive valuable suggestions on the best
methods of proceaure.
A bran new feature this year is the
‘Five Year Program” of municipal betterment. This program will be outlined
*

at

the

conference,

and if

generally adopt-

ed by the cities and towns of Maine will,
it is believed, spell rapid advance for the
Pine Tree State.

are

made

factory? The schoolroom thus
becomes a factory and the teacher a
mere machine in that factory.
It may
be argued against the change of departments that a good teacher of history
might riot have the reasoning power es-

experts in
municipal affairs and social service, to
The rec mmendagive expert advice.
over

that phonograph discs

the

at

sential to mathematics.

ject
to

needs

reasoning,

educate the child

as

But every suband any attempt

druggist

the

steam

not

took of the

body

than

myths

any

same

fills

facts year after
truth enters the

of the

ancients.

If

fact, they would
doubdess hesitate to make the change,
for the same reason that they refuse to
give us a phonetic alphabet in place of
the

they observed

the stuff that has come down to us from

antiquity.

This

savors

somewhat

A moat interesting letter dated Nov.
8th has been received in Searspcrt from
Mrs. C. N. Meyers, who is with her husband in the schooner Eleanor F. Bartram.
She was at the time visiting in
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, and writes; “The
sidewalks are such big, broad ones laid
in mosaic and geometrical designs in
black and while, copied after Lisbon,
and a bit uncomfortable to unaccustomed
eyes. We have made the ascent of the
sugar-loaf mountain by the aerial line,
bt ing drawn from one mountain top to
another by a car suspended on a wire.
This was a bit scary, but I did it. There
are such beautiful
gardens here, and
houses after the style of Swiss chalets.
Some of them are entered from the roof,
and some by means of four or five flights
of steps leading to the front doors.
Everything is under the Portuguese influence here and some of the streets are
quaint and picturesque. We expect to
leave Rio de Janeiro about Nov. 11th
for Frey Benios en route for some home
port, and hope to reach home the last of
February. Frey Bentos is a little place
in Uruguay where Libig makes the beef
extract.
Burton is well and has proven
to be a fine Baihfr.

Children Ury
FOR FLETCHER S

OASTOR IA

do from year to
year learn more and
abJe to more fully comply with
nature’s laws, which are more
fully Divine than the Bible.
which
Any
we

are

disregards

religion

the

value of science is not
even adapted to the needs of
the people
ot India, to say
of

nothing

America.

when

ful animals from most

wjiiiuuuiiuiug

title page of

his “American Literature.”
"As

a

strong bird on pinions free.
the amplest spaces heavenward cleav-

Joyous,

Such be the
ica!”

thought—I’d think

of

thee, Amer-

In harmonv with t.ho ahnvp apntimpnt
he alludes to the milk-and-water vol- I
of Peter Parley and Jacob Abbott

umes

and says:
“This unnatural, unwholesome stuff grows and multiplies like bacteria, Every generation sees a new attack of juveniles, milder or more malignant than the others, but boys and girls,
if their taste be not poisoned, will in-

stinctively

choose the beautiful or heroic

books that

inspire the race of
“generation to generation.”.

men

from

literature for older people he says:
“The idealists of the nineteenth century
As

unsightly speci-

mens, but by aid of the telescope he
watches worlds in process of creation
and then he goeB to church and hears
the preacher tell how God made the
earth in a week.
Geo. M. COLE.

of

ing

GLIMPSES OK KIO UE JANEIRO.

fully work out, forgetful that it is
not in the power of man to
fully comprehend all the processes of creation. But

Chinese ancestor

worship.
Wm. Long places on the

a

at

ouuu

rortiana

of

one

changiess spiritual

force—colored with something of the"
hues of heaven, the whole romantic
movement in American literature.”

as

much to the farmers and

breeders of the State

as

do

similar featuies at the great State fairs
of the Middle West to the farmers of

section, was discussed.
project was enthusiastically endorsed by such men as ex-Governor William T. Haines, William G. Huntoon, Inthat

The

dustrial Director of the Maine Central
1
1

!

Railroad, Ralph G. Patterson, General
Manager of the Waterville, Fairfield &
Oakland Street Railway, Hon. Fr^nk
S. Adams of Bowdoinham, one of Maine’s
leading farmers, Hon. Harvey D. Eaton,

I President of the Central Maine Power
Company, and Dr. Leon S. Merrill, Di! rector of

I

the

Bureau of the

Agricultural Extension
University of Maine. All

of these men agreed that the need of

a

real State fair in Maine was great, and
that properly conducted it would be of
inestimable value to the agricultural interests of Maine, and that Waterville
was the ideal location for such a fair.
Among the plans mentioned and endorsed was that of having one boy from
each grange in the State, selected hy
the grange, as the guest of the fair during the week, one of the conditions of
the entertainment Deing that he should
make a written report to the grange
which sent him of the work done in the
agricultural and live stock departments
of the exhibition.
Also, that the judges of the fair should
be selected and paid for by the State, and
that in the judging of each class arrangements should be made for the accommodation of a number of spectators,
and that the judge should be required to
explain why this or that animal was
chosen for the premium in preference to
the others.
It was also proposed to hold a great
live Btock auction sale, such as is held in
other States, at which all the breeders
of the State will be given an opportunity
to dispose of their surplus stock.
President Patterson^proposed that the
Chamber instal a graduate of the agricultural department of the University of
Maine on an experimental farm, within
the limits of Waterville, this farm to be
a center for the dissemination of the latest information regarding agriculture.
Our Jitney Offer—This and

■■UHiUELI

Notice of Foreclosure.
\\711EREAS, Albert W, Dickey,
**

of Northport, in the county of Waldo and State
Maine, by his mortgage deed dated the
Fourteenth day of March, A. D. 1914, and re
corded in the Waldo Registry of Deeds, Volume 319, Page 487,
conveyed to me, the undersigned, a certain parcel of real estate Bituate
in Nortbport, in the County of
Waldo, and
bounded as follows;
A certain parcel of land Bituated in Northport aforesaid, and being the same premises
conveyed to me by Annie R. Hassen by her
warranty deed dated September 29, A. D. 1910,
said deed being on record at the Waldo
Registry of Deeds, Volume 301. Page 471, to which
said deed, and the record
tnereof, reference
may be had for a more particular indentificationjand whereas the condition of said mortgage has been broken:
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of
the condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage.
FLORA MAY COOMBS.
December 2, 1916,
3w49
of

linocket.

First break the cold;
Then use Doan’s Kidney Pills to avert the

cough is

relieved. Delay is dangerous—get Dr. King's New Discovery at once.
For nearly fifty years it has been the favorite
your

remedy
Get

a

for

soon

grippe,

coughs and colds.
Druggist. 50c,

croup,

bottle today at your

DEAN’S RHEUMATIC PILLS for Rheumatism and Neuralgia. Entirely vegetable. Saf

kidney dangers.

Charles F. Swift, Masonic Ter

oc.

IS II "JUST A COLD?”

radically opposed to the materialLingering Coughs Are Dangerous.
eighteenth, which followed
Get rid of that tickling cough that keeps
the theory of Locke that mind is essenyou awake at night and drains your vitality
tially a blank 'sheet on which knowledge and energy. Dr. King’s New
Discovery is a
is inscribed only by experience. This pleasant balsam
remedy, antiseptic, laxative
eighteenth century materialism is taught and promptly effective. It soothes the irtoday. These two.fundamental concep- ritated membrane and kills the cold germs;

expression

mean

live stock

Eyes Examined.
Frank F.

a

were

preme importance and that nature is but
the symbol, the garment, the changing

At this ban-

Philip H. Doyen of South Portland is
DON’T MISS THIS Cut out this slip, ento build approximately $1,000,000 worth close with five cents to Foley & Co., 2835 Sheffield Ave.. Chicago, III., writing your name and
of ships at South Portland for Greek in- address
clearly. You will receive in return
terests, represented by agents at New trial' package containing Foley’s Honey and
Tar Compound for coughs, colds, and croup;
York. Contracts have been signed and
Foley Kidney Pills, and Foley Cathartic Tabwork ha.3 begun on an 1,800 ton steamer lets. Sold everywhere.
and two large, powerful tow
boats, to be
delivered in August, and he has sold to
the same parties the steam
freighter
America for $125,000 in cash. The
America, which originally was built for
a steam lighter at a coet
considerably Belfast People Should Ask Themselves
less than $75,000, will be renamed
Olga
This Question.
and placed under the Greek
flag. She is
now at New York,
Don’t say: “It’s iust a cold.”
loading a cargo of
steel bullets and cotton for
It may turn into backache, rheumatic aches,
Marseilles,
France, for which it is said, her owners achy joints.
Or other serious sickness that comes from
will receive $50,000. For some time
past weak
kidneys.
the America had been employed in
carryColds are due to congestion.
ing paper for the Great Northern Paper
makes the kidneys overwork to
Congestion
Co. from Cape Jellion to New York, suc- filter the blood.
ceeding in that service the steamer MilColds often leave the kidneys weak.

ism of the

tions that the individual soul is of su-

will

was

to

in the State of Maiue.

1917 exhibition the great State Fair of
Maine, with educational features that

factory and
those who parand blood of the Christ

but it

The teacher

education.

ture

quet, which was attended by over 200
professional and business men, farmers
and educators, the plan of the directors
of the Central Maine Fair to make the

engine,

Adam 9inned, and all men sin or fall
they violate nature’s law, which
is only hinted at in the
year forgets how new
Bible, the primer
of religion. This law of
I mind.
God, the violaI Educators have used myths, fables tion of which produces death, is being
and fiction as tools of their trade during more fully discovered from year to year,
ihe effects of this violation of law
so many centuries that they fail to obupon
serve that the truths brought to light in posterity is also being observed.
The
this modern world are stranger, more scientist not only sees delicious frui: defascinating and more highly educative veloped from unusable stuff and beautibottles is

who hands out the

launched
a movement was
which will undoubtedly have a far-reaching effect upon the business of agricul-

Commerce,

industrial world,

including
naviga- teroplane,

Words are liable to imply a different i ‘n a wider, more spiritual sense.
We have a host of
at the Community Efficiency Conference
meaning in different departments of
evangelists going
put the delay of years beyond the pale education. In literature truth means thrr»nii.k l-w-,
lu tier*j
of argument, and the State has already that which is true in all times and places, nal torture all those who fail to realize
accomplished large things in that direc- while in psychology it means that which that the Jesus who dwelt on earth nearly
tion.
is considered true in some certain local- two thousand years ago was at that
Uenmte recommendations at the Com- ity or at some specified time. These I time clothed in a body not
composed of
munity Conference a year ago were that differences of vocabulary would not I ordinary elements of earth. These same
Boards of Trade and Chambers of Com- grow up if teachers were changed every evangelists fail to realize that the same
merce should get
together with the few years from one department to an- Christ spirit which they adore today
Oranges and become acquainted. This other. Other evils would also be avoid- hallows every atom of earth as fully as
has been undertaken with the greatest ed by these changes.
it ever did any atom.
They eomdemr*
success hy the Chambers of Commerce of
Did vou ever see a teacher Drintine- Darwin for suggesting to the world a
Portland and Waterville, and has been facts on the child’s mind in the same theory of creation which he was unable
worked out

At the State Fair Booster Banquet
held at the Elks Hall, Waterville, Tuesday evening, December 12th, under the
auspices of the Waterville Chamber of

accomplished.

laws,

are

plans Under Way for a Fair to Rival Exhibitions of the Western States.

It was not those who
interpreted the
Bible in a narrow sense who
brought into existence our modern

a

a

ing “God be with you till we meet
again.’’—Alice M. Palmer, Sec’y pro

I
arguments in
in
and perhaps for
entire races
AUGUSTA, Me., Dec. 18. Four separ- favor of the
—anyunity of history and against thing that
assumes the
ate commissions of Maine men, whose ;
necessity of the
| breaking it into epochs. America has extermination of
instincts which were
knowledge of Maine people and Maine known periods of
discovery, exploration j given to be
regulated-no matter bv
conditions is first hand, will present and settlement. It has
known periods what name
you call it,
their report to the Maine Community | of
no matter
religious awakening, of educational whether a fakir
or a monk or a
at
its
second
anConference
Efficiency
deacon
and
of
industrial awakening. believes
awakening,
it,-if received ought to
nual session in Augusta, January 12th, It should
proalso know a period of social
duce
insanity in every well regulated
12th and 14th, a little less than a month
awakening, but when we hear men talk n.ind. Good mental
from now.
machinery ought
of reading a thousand pages a
day and 1 10 break it3 own wheels if
These commissions are studying a wide
anything is
scarcely speaking to a neighbor, the re- thrust
among them which tends to
variety of subjec's. not all of them verse seems to be
stop
and
it is or reverse tneir
approaching,
motion."
“‘moral issues,” many of them questions even hinted
that man might lose I he
While Holmes thus expresses his
of business administration, pure and
esti! power of speech if some more ronvenimate of
Calvinism, doubtless he and many
simple
ent
means
of
;
communication were in- of our
greatest writers would place the
The reports will not be merely in I
vented.
Bible on the list of works of
"speech form,” but will be printed and
genius, and
History'being thus a series of waves, genius is nothing but an unusual maniin the hands of the delegates, and wil[ i
the
historian
who
to
festation
of
attempts
knead it
the creative
contain concrete recommendations for
spirit most fulI into a solid mass without crack or cleav- ly brought to light in the
actiorT, first, by the State, second, by the
Bible. Proand interweave with it the
contigu- testants are as truly worshipers of symcommunity group, such as the grange, age,
ous
bols
European
and
history, performs tor us
images as Catholics. Until all
church or club, and third, by the indiI the thankless task of the artist who are
vidual.
"iMing to accept an unbiased viewThat the last Community Efficiency paints the ocean without waves. To point, little can be

|

enjoyable program and
rising vote of thanks was
the hosts. Closed by sing-

most

and

extended to

Oliver Wendell Holmes
says: Anything
13
brutal- «uel. heathenish, that
;
The Journal: ™akes llfe
hopeless for the most
I

|

of the United bi

Crockett.

meeting,

Maine

crew

tier,” given by Mr. Crockett; singing,
Mrs. Merton Fogg; address to the association by Seth W. Norwood, Esq., of
Brooks; piano duet, MisB Roberts and
Miss Emmons; remarks by Comrade

|j|

Sleeper & Co.,

was

scholars of Brooks, followed hy three
reels of pictures, “Indian’s on the fron-

8

too numerous to mention.

Presenting silver eup aiven by tin; American Uefcnse society to officers amt
New Vnrk for hiahest final merit for suns and torpedoes In battle practice.

following program
given: Singing, “Tramp, tramp, tramp,
the boys are marching”; prayer by Rev.
Mr. Streeter of Brooke; address of welcome, Mr. Plummer of Brooks; response
by President Trask. The “Flag Pageant” was then given by High school
remarks and the

§M

as

Photo by Aiui'iii'iiri Press Association.

President Trask called the afternoou
meeting to order with a few appropriate

(i

Upholstery Goods, Curtains, Brass Goods,
Children’s Sleds,

1

Then the dinner call was sounded and the boys fell into line and marched to the dining room, where a fine recepted.

111

We willjgladly place one of these instruments with records
in your home on
trial at any time, but we will not force one
upon you without your request.
We also make pa yment on easy terms for
you, if you desire.
Drop into our
store and let us plav a few selections of your favorite music for
you at any time.
Let us show you what you are losing every day of
your life that you do without
music in your home.

(fa

committee on time and place of next
meeting, and an invitation from Ezra
M. Billings Post to hold the January
meeting with them in Monroe was ac-

<!•!>

double record

a

Sec’y Stinson being absent, Alice
Palmer was appointed to act as Secretary pro. tem. Three comrades were reported as having answered the laBt roll
call, since the November meeting: Comrade Hiram A. Hustu9 of Monroe, Co. B.
19th Maine; Comrade John Dickey of
Brooks, 13th Maine, and Comrade Joel
H. Grant, formerly of Monroe, 13th
Maine. The President appointed Comrades Palmer, Crockett and Rowe as

181

$25, $35, $50, $75, $100, $150

recogmiea me woria

ent.

|

INTO YOUR HOME FOR CHRISTMAS

<P

The December meeting
Veteran Association was- helc
with Harvest Home Grange, in Crockett’f
Hall, Brooks, Dec. 7th. President J. G.
Trask or Newburgh, called the forenoon
meeting to order with 25 veterans pres-

County

|
1

Grafonola

or

I-=-1

of the Wald<

Let this Belfast resident tell you about
them
A, J. Noyes, proprietor of public garage, 3
Vine street, Belfast, ^uys: “I have taken Doan’s
Kidney Pills off and on for a few years and
they have always relieved me of attacks of
kidney trouble. I was in such bad shape with
backache about six months ago [that I couldn’t
I believe my work, driving so much
move.
and the jolting, was what caused the trouble.
Every celd made the complaint worse. Whenever I have been troubled in that way, I have
got Doan’s Kidney Pills from the Old Corner
Drug Store and in a short time they have fixed
me up.
I recommend this medicine willingly.”
Price 60c .at all dealers. Don’t simply ask
for a kidney ren. edy—get Doan’s Kidney Pills
—the same that Mr. Noyes had. Foster-Milburn Co., Props.. Buffalo.N. Y.

Glasses fitted.

Graves,

Seth W. Norwood,
i

Registered Optometrist,

Attorney

at

36 0 PIC
36 0 ART

I.aw,

Belfast, Me., 1. O. O. f. Bldg
BROOKS,

^

V’/ .v

MAI ME.

FAC

'1C
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©N ALL M“
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The Lewis U, Fernald homestead at corner
of Cedar and Salmond streets.
38
JOHN R. DUN TON,
Adm’r estate of Lewis O. Fernald, deceased

11I. SINS, I D„
Office 14 Main St.,

lei. 341-3

Residence 17 Church St.,
lei. 234-3

E

H

BOYINGTON,

STORAGE
First class accommodation for furniture

forage
ply to
s

BOYINUTON OPTICAL CO.,
44 South Main Street, Winterport, Maine
OFFICE

DAYS, MONDAYS AND TUB8DAY8

at $100 per month per load.

Ap-

ELON B. GILCHREsT.

My
corner

situated

house,

on

Bella st, Maine

Two houses for sale:
street and one on

particulars inquire
4tt

one

Northport

on

£

readers each month.

^

the

<
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Shop

Note*

shop, and

how to mnk>
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Amateur Mechanics

>

sports and play l.nrg*-!>
bow to build boats, mot >r<

S
)

FOR SHLS BY
Ask your dealer to
to news stand. hior fifteen cents f.

jn

35,000 «SWS

-how you
$1.60 f<
current

Catalogue of Vechanical Book

Condon

avenue.

iy

t»

FOR SALE

:

MAGA7IN<

WRITTEN SO YOU CAN UAi.
All the Creat Event?
Engineering and Inv
the World, are describe
ing manner, as they

the

E. Q. FROST,

tf40

=

^

of Salmond and Cedai

streets.

pop;
MECHA:

3
£

FOR SALE

Eye-Sight Specialist
OF THF

JsTl

For

at

64 MILLER STREET

^

POPULAR MECHANICS
6 North Michigan Av :mu

Popular Mechanics offers
does

not

employ

*

no

Join in
clubbing of
solicitors to secure

no

^^bS=saa=SHC==I01=||g=30|=3Ho|, @

^

CALL AT

P.

pWlQHT
and

see

PALMER’S

the finest

HOLIDAY

displav of

GOODS

|

Ties, Mufflers,

Toilet Articles in all
fjdh Robes

new

P

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Snow were
guestf
Dec. 10th of Mrs. Clara Merrill.

n
>lo1

ioi_.

callers in

towi

every catarrhal sufferer should reg-

Gerald Atwood of Eastport, a U. of M.
student, spent the week-end with Mr!
and Mrs Joshua

Treat,

employment

in a

lock

factory.

meeting, Dec. 20.h.
be served.

Winifred Nealiy and Geneva
are at their respective homes,
the E. M. N. School, Castine, for

in

tne

holidays.
c-.

Temple.

...L

1*0

111

on business connected with the four-master he 13 to command on a voyage to Palermo, Sicily.

2

Sausage

Sags

Z

ARLINGTON SAUSAGES
t

FRANKFURTS and

|

SCHONLANDS
Pressed Ham and

Bologna

•

2

at

FOGG’S MARKET

§
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TROY.

MONROE.

The church fair held at Troy Grange
hall on the afternoon and evening of
Dec. 8th was a grand success, both soPendleton is
keeping cially and
financially. The attractive
Robertson.
appearance of the hall revealed artistic
who had been visiting taste and much labor. The Sunshine sooil's, has returned to ciety aiso gave valuable aid by furnish: ori, Conn.
ing a handsome booth decorated in sunBhine colors and well filled with articles
'ii ments, who is still in
both useful and ornamental.
Sales were
gor, is reported to be held in the
afternoon, followed by a supsiowiy but percep- per. In the evening the hall was crowded with an enthusiastic and appreciative
whist club met Dec. audience which watched and listened
Tha with deep interest to the play, “tviy
Forrest
Grant.
The fine rendering
Mrs. J. B. Palmer, i Brother’s Keeper.
rirst; Mrs. A. F. Dur- j reflected much credit to the actors,
and Mrs. G. A. Palm- showing thorough work and hard study.
Excellent music was furnished by John
Rogers and his orchestra, which received
■X. P. Ellingwood enter- much
applause.
triends Thursday even; -nor of their son Har- i
Coughed Fifteen Years.
Ernest Stone. Twelve I
Coughs that hang on and grew worse in the
whist was played, and |
night re relieved hy Foley’s Honey and Tar.
were served.
R. F. Hall, Aiabe, Va., writes: "For 15 years I
was
afflicted with a troublesome bronchial
held in the Odd Fellows
and irritation of the thr at.. Foley’s
cough
the Rebekahs was well
Honey and Tar relieved me; and a ter taking
ancialiy successful, in one bottle the cough ceased.” Sold everyAll the where.
-able weather.
sale were disposed of,
served to a large namGet Into Print,
The
ing was enjoyed.

Walley is visiting Mr.
k P. Clements.
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won
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Mrs.
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for
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McManus is
in Troy, who

are
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move

a farm in Pittshis family there

f Hermon w'as the guest
Bertha Blethen, a few
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obb of Brunswick, who
st of relatives for a few
ed to her home.
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While food and clothing have advanced in
coat, it is well for the sick that the prices of
such reliable family remedies as Foleys Kidney Pills are not increased.
Foley Kidney
Pills cost little and relieve backache, pains in
sides and loins, sore muscles, stiff joints, rheumatic pains and bladder trouble. Sold
every-

t‘t

Stonmgton

Gifts
was

re-

a

Mrs. Jessie Harding’s.

Harding, reported ill
routined to the house,
k

1 is

spending a two weeks'
; his grandparents, Mr. and
Harriman.

..

t;.

£
■

Aivah Berry and Evanattended the dance at
rifiay night, Dec. 8th, and
Snort time.

'e
: :i
an
5

’'na

ti
is
■'

;

last
but

y

Luke and Miss June Lit-

*o Lowell, Mass., Dec.
*^nt winter
with relatives.
kan m

thifi district Dec. 4th,
Husband of Sedgtrr. The school at Mt. Hea'he same day, with Miss
"ariling, teacher.

11, Llizabeth
i.

i

9th

1

i

wmA

to

Colby

The stores are putting on their holiday
attire and the windows are looking attractive indeed. It would be well to patronize the home stores before looking
farther for Christmas suggestions.
The river road was put in bad conditions by tne late rains and continued
warm weather.
The heavy traffic made
deep ruts which one man compared to
The road smoothing
plowed ground.
machine was used with good effect Friand
Saturday, Dec. 8th and 9th by
day
Clarence Ford and Fred Young, who have
the road in charge.
Howard Lodge, F. & A. M., elected
the following officers Friday evening
Dec. 8th: Willis P. Tripp, W, M.; Waiter
A.Cowan, S. W.; Frank Orne Cambridge,
J. W; Lewis Atwood, T.; Seth H. Morgan, S.; Ellery Bowden, S. D.: Newell
F. Perry, J. D.; Chas. It. Hill, Eilery
Bowden a: d Isaac Dunham, finance committee. The installation, which will be
private to the brethren of the order, will
take place Friday evening, Jan. 29th,
and will be followed by a chicken supper.
The following exercises were given at
the Upper Primary school Friday afternoon. Dec. 8th, of which Miss Katherine
Haley is the efficient teacher: Welcome
speech, Mildred McDonough; recitations,
Marjorie Baker, Frances Downes, Arthur Dunton, Tillie Carew, Charles McDermott, Helen McDonough, Rose Baker,
Barbara Clements, M*ary Kearney; song,

school. Sleep, Baby, Sleep; recitations,
Eva Baker, Carl Knowles, Adria Leonard, Barbara Foley, Lillian Baker, Frank
Cyr, Dorothy Foley, Guvanus Dunton,
George Lord, Esth-r Baker, Kenneth
Foley, Eunice Fisher and Arthur Leonard; closing song, school. There were
12 visitors, all of whom were pleased
wilh the exercises of the afternoon.

Neurasthenia is

a condition ot exhausof tiie nervous system, The causes
aie varied.
Continuous work, mental
oi physical, without propei vacation
periods, without proper attention to
diet and exercise, also worry over the
struggle for success, are the most common causes.
Excesses of almost any
kind may produce it.
Some diseases,
like the grip, will cause neurasthenia.
Co also will a severe shock, intense
tion

or

grief.

The symptoms aie oversensitiveness,
irritability, a disposition to worry over
tildes, headache, possibly nausea.

The treatment is 0113 of nutrition ot
the nerve cells, requiring a non-alcoholic tonic. As the nerves get their
nourishment- from the blood the treatmant must be directed towards buildup the blood. Dr. Williams’ Pink
Pills act directly on the blood and have
proved of the greatest benefit in- many
cases of neurasthenia.
A tendency to
anemia, or bloodlessness, siiown by
most neurasthenic
patients, is also corrected by these tonic pills.
Two useful books ‘‘Diseases ot the
Nervous System” and ‘‘Wliat to Eat
and liow to Eat” will be sent free by
the Dr. Williams Medicine Co., Schenectady, N. Y. Your own druggist Bells
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills.

ing

SWANV1LLE CENTER.
The L. A. S
Hall

was a

Watson

where.

i’ECT FERRY.

ported.

Mrs.

No Higher Price tor this.

urew, wno naa recently
of her parents tor two
inert to her home in Ban-
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The following from the Norway Advertiser applies to The Journal as well:
No business man in any town should
allow a newspaper published in his town
to be printed without his name and business mentioned somewhere in its columns.
This applies to all kinds of business,
general stores, dry goods, grocers, furniture dealers, professional men, and in
fact all classes of business men.
This does not mean that you should
have a whole or half or even a quarter
of a page ad in every issue of the paper,
but your name and business should be
mentioned, if you do not use more than a
two-line space.
A stranger picking up a newspaper
should be able to tell just what business
is represented in a town hy looking at
the business lineup in the paper.
Are you
represented in this paper?
Why not?

Several couples from here attended the
large whist party Saturday evening, Dec.
9th, given uy Mr3. Ida Lang of West
Winterport. A pleasant event is re-

anxiety

fair

grand

Dec. 6th at Comet Grange

success.

Lottie Pendleton is housekeeper for
Robertson and son.

The Industrial Club will hold its next meeting Dec, 20th at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Otis
Patierson.

Charles Marr, who has oeen with his niece,
Mrs. Flora Marrf for the past three months
has returned to his home In Westbrook.
When Ed. Thompson went to the barn last
Sunday morning he found that his old family
carriage horse had broken his halter and was
lying in behind the other horses with one leg
badly broken. It is supposed he was kicked
by one of the horses. It was necessary to end

College

Several gifts I o Colby College are announced by Pres. Arthur J. Roberts in a
circular letter to the alumni.
Charles
F. T. Seaverns, '01, gave $5,000 to the
a
for
college library
reading room; Mr. his
sufferings.
and Mrs. George S. Stevenson are giving
a scholarship of $75 in
The remains of Hiram Hustus were brought
memory of Prof.
William Elder; Dana W. Hall, ’90, has from Waterville, Dec.
7th, where he had been
contributed this year his customary $50
living for several years with a son, to his home
for scholarship aid; Florentius M. Halin Monroe and services were held at the old
lowed, ’ll, William H. Lyford, ’79, and homestead and burial
was in the family lot in
E.
have
George
Murray, '79,
again given
$100 eacn for debating and public speak- the Robertson cemetery. He bad had a tumor
ing prizes, and the Forrest Goodwin in the stomach for some time and kidney
He was It
prize of $100 has again been continued trouble developed at the last.
by Mrs. Goodwin. Charles A. Dean haB years oid.
this year given $500 for current expenses.
Hon. Richard Cutts Shannon, '62,
Constipation Makes You Duil.
contributed $1,000 for general uses.
That draggy, listless, oppressed; feeling
This year the college is making an appeal for $376,000 to meet the conditional generally results from constipation. The inoffer of the General Education Board of testines are clogged and the blocd becomes
$125,000 toward $500,000 at Colby’s Cen- poisoned. Relieve this condition at once witt
tenni I in 1920.
More than $290,000 has Dr. King's New Life Pills; this gentle, nonalready been pledged.
griping laxative is quickly effective. A doss

KIDNEY PILLS
FOLEY
FOR BACKA2ITE KIDNEYS ANO Bl.
ADDER

at bedtime will make you feel brighter in th«
morning. Get a bottle today at your Druggisl

26c.

Li' estock Breeders, Dairymen and. Seed

Improvement Association.
»*

Stockton last week

Sausage |

A Joint Conference
of

..i.
uaot/vi.oup,!!

and Links

Chi o

Thompson

from

The conference of the Maine Dairymen's
Association, Livestock Breeders’ Association
Improvement Association began Dec. 5th in City Hall. Augusta. In the
morning Charles H. Crawford of Dexter gave
an address on "Two Years’ Records of a Profitable Sheep Flock.” On 36 sheep and lambs
Mr Crawford said he made a net profit in one
year of $5.26 tor each sheep.
Ex-Gov. William T. Haines of Waterville
pleaded for better and more cattle for the
faimers of Maine.
At the afternoon session Dr. Raymond Pearl,
of the Maine Experiment Station,
"Some
on
Fundamental
gave an address
Principles on Which the Business of Livestock

sweet

Breeding Depends.”
The Breeders’ Association elected H. M.
Moulton of Cumberland president; A. H. Ellis
of Fairfield treasurer and E. E. Gifford of
Bowduinham
Henry G. Brier of Portland, J.
H. Ness of Auburn and L. E. Mclntire of Waterford, executive committee.
Officers were elected by the auxiliary breedfollows:

were

made

by

Prof

Franklin

Menges of York, Penn, Prof. Arthur W. Gilbert
of Cornell University and Samuel H, Eaton of
Oxford.
At night there was a banquet attended by
members of the Maine Dairymen’s Association
and the Seed Improvement Association. H. M
Tucker of Canton was toastmaster, and the
speakers Commissioner of Agriculture W. T.
Guptili. Henry G. Beyer of Portland, Charles
D. Woods of Orono. William J. Thompson of
South China, Frank E. Southard and Rev. A.
Francis Walch of Augusta.
R. L. Copeland of Brewer was reelected
president of the Maine Seed Improvement association at its concluding session, Dec. 8th.
The other officers are: Guy C. Porter, Houlton, vice president: E. A. Rogers, BYunswick,
secretary; C. M. White, Bowdoinham, treasurer; Frank Lowell, Gardiner; H. M. Woods,
Orono; O. E. Hodges, Fairfield, executive committee; W. G. Hunton, Cherryfield, member
Maine Experiment council; L. C. Holston, Cornish; W. G. Hunton, Cherryfield, delegates to
State Federation of Agriculture; N. H. Rich,
Charleston, visitor to Maine College of Agricnhnro

The

following

resolutions

were

adopted:

Resolved: In our opinion the office of the
commissioner of agriculture should be removed
from politics and that the term of office should
be lengthened. The executive committee is

hereby directed

to take up the matter with the

executive committees of similar organizations.
Resolved, That it iB the opinion of this association that the assistant dairy inspector
should be relieved of the work of state improvement and that provision should be made
therefor, so that the seed inspection and cert fication should be carried on by an official appointed tor this purpose in the office of the
commissioner of agriculture.
LINCOLN VILLE.

Parker Young is in Boston for
days’ visit.

a

few

Mr. and Mrs. V. A. Woodbridge returned to Camden Sunday, where Mr.
Woodbridge has employment.

There will be a public Christmas tree
at the Grange hall Saturday evening,
Dec. 23d, also a Christmas ball Monday
evening, Dec. 25th. Good music.
We are pleased to report that Miss
Harriet Hall, who had been ill with
typhoid fever, has recovered. She was
attended by Dr. Kinghorn, who has
given excellent satisfaction and is having a good patronage in town.

and

after paying

\Valdo County was
clubs:
Bro ks Clubs—L. H

START THE DAYjt
OFF RIGHT

all

Lewis

Ryan,

Bert

Serve breakfast in

/

forget about the furnace until real
cold weather comes.
Don’t burn coal or wood when you
don’t really need that kind of heat.

I

j/

expenses

j

and

a warm room

(

j

perfection
S/S

l\

S M OKELE

II

HEATER

It will keep your whole house warm
and make you more comfortable for
less money. No fires to build—no
coal to carry—no ashes to clean up.

\l
if

II

Quick

—

Clean

Dependable

—
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f|
II

ll

I
If
ll

For sale at

I

stores

l

For best results

Norman

\

I

department and hardware
everywhere. Write for free
descriptive booklet.

ll

represented by the fol-

Shibles, leader;

I

I

Webber, Clyde Smith, Philip btubbs, Raymond
Hall, Dan Gould, Collins Taylor, Millard Roberts, James S, Roberts, Fred H. McKinley, J.
H. McKinley.
Freedom Club—Perley S. Cross, leader;
George Hurd, William Weed. Jesse Bangs, Ed
ward Leonard, Raymond S. Leonard, Gardner
Tibbetts, Lee .Elkins.
Liberty Club—Donald H. Mathieson, leader;
George Stuart, S. S. Bridges, Jr Clyde Fuller,
Allen Moody, C. S. Knowlton, Frank Bridges,

use

Socony

ll

If

Kerosene

Standard Oil

Company

Stove Dept.

50 Congress Street, Roston

of N. Y.

((

1/

Dyer.

Liberty Club C. M. Howes, leader; Eibridge
Cunningham, Elmer Colby, Harold Eastman,
Harvey Jackson, Norman Davis.
Monroe Club—Guy M. Twombly, leader; Horace Cunningham, Donald Gould, ira Hartley,
Frame Riley, Norris Clements, Theodore Richie,
Bertram Jewett. Harry Littlefield, Lewis H.
Littlefield, Charles Durham, Floyd Crocker,
Fred Knight,Percy Hopper, Guy Nealley,Lewis
Libby, Clifton Hamm.
—

|

speculators.
Addresses were iriven at the evenim? session
by Richard Pat tee of Laconia, N, H., president
of the Milk Producers’ league on “The Boston
Milk Situation from the Pi oducers Standpoint”
and by R. L Cummings of West Paris on "Sh .11
the Producers Organize?”
Other speakers
were Dr. Charles Wood of the Maine Experiment Station, Commissioner Guptili, George E
Merrill of Gray, Dr. Raymond Pearl of Orono,
b\ L. Bradford of Auburn, W. K. Hamlin of
East Waterford, E. E
Harris of Skowhegan,
C.
E
Henry of Pittsfield, J. J. Farrell of St.
Paul, George L. Flanders of New York and C*
L. Jones of Corrina.
Dr, George M. Twitchell of Monmouth,
Bpeaking before the Maine Seed Improvement
Association,Dec 7th,thought there is a a chance
in Maine for the army of artisans who are
turning from manufacturing centers to the
land with no experiences and limited means.
•‘One can bring 10 acres of rolling land to yield
$800 to $1000 cross return yearly beyond what
goes for the family use,” he said.
W. J, Morse of Ororo said powdery scab is a
much less dangerous disease than was sup-

corn,

lowing

trustee.

Gommiseioner of Agriculture William T,
Guptili had large cards hung upon the wall to
impress upon the audience the decline of the
animal industry.
On one were these words,
"Once Maine had 750,000 sheep. Today it has
less than ICO,000.”
On another was this legend, "Maine formerly raised its own horses and had a surplus to
ship. Maine now brings into the State 9,000
horses each year.”
On a third were these words: "Cows have
fallen off in the last 10 years; in Maine, 36,000;
New Hampshire, 27.000; Massachusetts, 54,000; Vermont, 32,000, making a total of 149,000
for the four States.”
Leslie E. Mclntire of East Waterford said a
farmer cannot produce milk nowadays and
make money, unless he has some side line. He
said the dairy business is on the point of being
put out of existence. The speaker, when
asked to suggest how he would lower the cost
of feed, replied he would kill off some of the

Addresses

and

stay.

Tucker of Canton was elected president; L. C.
Holston of Cornish, vice president; Leon S.
Merrill of Orono, secretary; Frank S Adams
of Bowduinham, treasurer, and J. A. Nesi of

posed

Cape Cottage

thanking them for the entertainment they had
received, and the courtesies shown them. Mr.
Macfarlane played several of his selections on
the municipal organ, and was enthusiastically
applauded. Brief addresses were made by the
publicity secretary of the Chamber of Commerce, A. L. T. Cummings, W. G. Hunton, industrial agent of the Maine Central railroad,
Charles W. Flagg, president of the State
Board of Trade, and George B, Morrill, president of the Maine Canners' association. Each
spoke of what the boys had accomplished and
summarized the work of the extension service
of the University of Maine, A large proportion of the prize winners were small boys, and
they were cheered by their fellows as they
came off the platform with their money.
The show was one of the most successful
and educational ever held in Portland and both
boys and girls enjoyed every moment of their

Maine Jersey Breeders’ Association: Presi
dent, David E Moulton, South Portland; vice
president. Owen Smith, Portland; secretary
and treasurer, S. C. HolBton.Cornish; executive
compiittee, A. E. Mooers, Houlton; Henry M.
Moulton, Cumberland; Willard C. Wilson,
Cumberland.
Maine Holstein Breeders’ Association—President, L. E McIntyre. Waterford; vice president, J. H. Blanchard, Auburn; secretary and
treasurer, Harold E ohaw, Topsham; executive
committee, C. L. Jones, Corinna; C. S. Pike,
Lubt c: A. E, Hodges, Fail field Center.
Maine Shorthorn Breeders’
Association—
President, C„ E. Cobb, Denmark; secretary and
C
R
Mechanic
treasurer,
Leland,
Falls; executive committee, N. E. Chapman, East Corinth; Garrett Fenderson, Carmel.
Wednesday, Dec. 6lh, was given over to the
Maine Dairymen’s association.
Herbert M.

Auburn,

at

netted $6.62 profit. She, with other girls competing.was applauded Thursday morning when
she went to the platform to receive her prize.
The exhibition and meeting closed Thursday
morning, L»ec. 7tn, when about 500 prizes were
awarded to the contestants and a total of $1754
in money given out. R. P.
Mitchell, State
leader of the boys’ agricultural clubs, presided
and he asked the boys to write their hosts

biologist

as

outing

an

pert instructions given.
Another interesting comnetitnr with
tho
boys was Ethel F. Fuller. 14 years old, of the
Club.
She
lives
with her parents in North
Jay
Jay and was prepared to enter the High school
when 10 years old.
On account of her being
somewhat young her parents decided to have
her wait two 3 ears before beginning her High
school studies. She entered two years ago and
is now in her third year. She learned of the
sweet corn club being formed and decided to
enter it, not expecting to secure any very
notable results
She raised 820 4-5 pounds of

and Maine Seed

ers’ associations

boys

held in the City hall.
The smallest member of the group was little
Isabel French of Rumford Center, 10 years of
age, who is a member of the Rumford Center
Club. Learning of the club she talked the
matter over with her parents and decided to
join it. She found the work very interesting
and when she harvested her crop of sweet
com it was found to weigh 676 pounds.
She
made a score of 47.25 on all the points and was
awarded a $3 prize. After paying all expensis
she had a profit of $2 8-. besides all the fun she
had in growing the corn according to the ex-

Coluzxxhus*

Misses

!

I

The

confer the
their next
Refreshments will

the

organ

given

were

PERUNA CO*

Mizpah Rebekah Lodge will
degree on two candidates at

Milo Fields and Miss Doris 'fainter
were married in Bangor Dec. 9th.
They
will reside for the present in the Ashury
rent
on
Hubbard
Hill.
Staples

Home-Made

which for nearly
half a century has
been the reliance
of the American
Home.
Both are good.
Your druggist can
supply you.

Mr. and Mrs. Carroll T. Young spent
the week-end at the home of Harold W.
Clements in West Winterport.

to

Fort Williams in the afternoon. Portland people housed nearly all the boys free of charge.
Addresses we.e made before the Maine
BoyB’ Sweet Corn Club in City Hall Wednesday by Wallace Buttrick of New Yoric city,
executive secretary of the general education I
board; William J. Thompson, master of the
State Grange, and A. A. Heald, layman's Bee- !
retary of the State Y M. C. A. Ralph P.
Mitchell, State leader of the club, presided. A
theater party in the evening was much
enjoyed by all the boys. They were guests of the
Chamber of Commerce.
The girls’ group of contestants at the State
Boys’ Sweet Corn Clubs was composed of interesting competitors in the raising of corn,
and while all have interesting records in their
successful efforts in raising sweet corn under
the direction of the county agent and the local
leader, two were centers of much interest during the three days in which the exhibition was

Manyprefer
thefiquid form

Jr.

Miss Louise Smith pleasantly enterI tained the Delta Alpha S. S. class, Monday evening. Refreshments were served.

0

ffoot Farm

use this reliable remedy.
The tablet form will be found very
convenient. A tablet or two at the
very beginning of a cold will frequently prevent its development,
and these tablets may be taken regularly with beneficial results.

The Misses Gladys and
Dorothy Dockham are guests of their cousin, Miss Edith
Dockham, in Prospect.

Three Days’ Session in Portland.

selections and then were
formally welcomed by George L. Crossman,
president of the Chamber of Commerce, and
Frank H. Purington, president of the Common
Council, in the absence of Mayor Chapman, in
behalf of the city. Hon John A. Roberts of
Norway and P. W. Monahan of the University
of Maine were the other speakers.
They

ularly

accepted.

have

of

!es F. Swift, Masonic

were

listened

Its action is prompt, usually very
effective, and its use is without harmful effects. Every household should
keep it at hand for this purpose, and

Bickford oi

and Girls’ Clubs

by Municipal Organist MacFarlane,

Peruna is That Tonic.

Ernest Spurden and Harold Clark have
gone to Terryville, Conn., where they

IS THE PLACE TO GET

Candy, Best
it93 in bulk, Broken Candy, Kisses,
t\ xed Nuts, Layer Raisins, Grapes
er
Fruits, Christmas Cigars in
rxes, also full line Fancy Groceries

„,Mr-

Walter

^

U

styles,

Mrs.
Corner

ai‘d

a

The Maine Boys’ Sweet corn Club.500 strongmet in City Hall, Portland, Tuesday
evening,
Dec. 6th, for thd largest assembly of the kind
ever held in the Stale.
The youngsters represented 11 of the 16 counties and brought
with tlem 380 exhibits of sweet corn
composed of 3800 ears. After an informal addresB

ter the inflammation, remove the
waste, and help Nature to build up
resistance.

Mrs. Eunice Campbell, who haB beer
critically ill with pneumonia, is convalesc

The resignation of Miss
Chipman, teacher of the Intermediate
school, has been

Charles F. Swift’s Store
Boxes

the

White s
Dec. 9th.

1

Christmas

through
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for Men, Women and Children
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Liqwe

Hold

is usually found through the prompt
administration of a mildly laxative,
dispersive tonic—one that will scat-

clerking
holiday season.

lug.

mbrellas and Hosiery,
Books, Stationery, Pictures,

[

Parker Thomas of Portland was a rebusiness visitor in town.
R. W. Lane is
for Treat <£

5

boys’

Quick
,-CoId Relief-

R. L. Clements visited D. T.
Clementi
in Belfast Dec. 6th and 7th.
cent

offered, including

i have ever

;,k Shirts,

I

WIHTBRPORT.

j

Mothers--This Child Was
Cured of Bed-Wetting
You’ll find it here,
Things lrom far and near,
Nice, but not dear.

Mrs. C. W. Peters, Lancaster. Pa.,
R. 3., writes: “My six-year-old girl has
I
wet the bed since she was a baby.
found no relief until I tried your sample of Foley Kidney Pills. I saw they
were helping her, and bought two bottles of my druggist and she is altogether cured. Thanks to Foley Kidney
Pills for the benefit I have found in
them, as it takes a lot of washing off
I have told a number of mothers
me.
since I found the cure.”
Parents no longer scold or punish a
Instead, they
child for bed-wetting.
improve the little one’s physical condition, until the annoying and mortifying
act is done away with.
A few simple rules aided by the use
of Folev Kidney Pills will stop any ordinary case of bed-wetting that is not
caused bv obstruction or malformation
of the parts. They are safe to take and
harmful
of
drugs.
free
absolutel v
Foley & Co.. 2S35 Sheffield Av„ Chicago,
will 'send their leaflet on bed-wettinr tr
any one asking for it.

Choice Confectionery in
and Fancy Boxes.

Bulk, Glass

Cried and Fresh Fruits.
Canned G ccds arb Gccds in Glass.

Fancy Biscuits in Great Variety.
Christmas Candies and Holly.
Lettuce and
Dinner.

SOLD EVERYWHERE.

Celery for the Christmas

Cigars in Small and Regular Size

Boxes.

Tobacco and Smokers’ Articles.
EVERYTHING in
Groceries.

Staple

and

Fancy

THE LATEST

A. A. HOWES &

Congress Playing

Groceries, Drugs and Medicines.

Cards
Narrow Whist

‘AFTER MY SON’S RELIEF I
TOOK TANLAC AND IT HELPED
ME TOO,” SAYS MRS. L. 6ROMN

Cards
Picket Cards

1 was
“I U9ed to be very nervous.
much
easily fatigued and my system was

down,” said Mrs. L. Brown. 12 Front
she haa
street, Portland, as she told how
been relieved by Tanlac.
terrible
“My nerves were in such a
condition that the least excitement would

run

2 Packs for 25c.
The long evenings are now
here and card playing is in
order, and to meet the demand we have a complete
stock in all the new styles.

‘upset’

1 never experisimply wondertul.
enced anything like it.”
Ilia such as described by Mrs. Brown,
are often due to weakness of the
bodily
tissues. When the stomach fails to do
its duty the nerves become affected and
then follow headaches, dizziness, sleeplessness, indigestion and many other derangements. Tanlac is especially designed to combat these conditions and its
success is well proven by the fact that
over 250,000 people have given written
testimonials regarding its efficiency.
Tanlac may be obtained in Belfast at
the City Drug store, where the Tanlac
man explains Tanlac and Tanlac Laxative Tablets to the public. Advt.
wag

—

--

1

and Medicines.

me.

“I first heard of Tanlac through my
His work is
son, who is a machinist.
nervous.
very confining and he became
Sometime ago he started to take Tanlac,
and it helped him almost from the start.
He has splendid health now and is not
troubled with nervousness.
be“Seeing my son’s improvement I
the relief I got
gan to take Tanlac and

A A. Howes & Co.
Groceries, Drugs

CO.,

MEN WANTED—TO.BRINC OR MA1LJ
their Safety Razor Blades to me to be sharpened better than new. ^Single edge, such as
Gillettes, 36c; Durham Duplez
Gems, 26c.
60c. per dozen. C. E. Sherman. 72 Main street
Belfast, Me.

Unnaren

Uij

FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

PUBLISHED EVEHV THURSDAY BY

C

Republican Jour. Pub. Co

ARLES A.

PILSBURY.

Advertising Terms.

one

Physicians and pharmacists have
k'US known the desirability of comInirtg iron—a superlative tonic—in a
;hod-purifying, building-up medicine.
The combination of the iron with
f ood’s Sarsaparilla has now been seired through the happy thought of
prescribing Peptiron Pills to be taken
in connection with the Sarsaparilla—?}
one.before eating, the other after.
In this way the two medicines work
and
most
harmoniously
together
beneficially, supplementing each other,
and.giving a four-fold result in bloodcleansing and lip-building.

on<

square,

Inch length in column, 25 cents for one weel
and 26 cents for each subsequent insertion.
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00
year; $1.00 for six months; 60 cents for threi
months.

garden!

Thai

Square Garden,

New

Two million dollars for
is what Madison

York,

sold for at

a

a

recent foreclosure

Hood’s

big gains

1,331,280,age in the United States
'000. On the same date in 1915 the tola
These are supwas 1.555,920,000 more.
was

to

distribution of

be the eggs-act

figures.

Knocks.
This abbreviation is absolutely barrec
from The Journal columns, and if it gets
in it is when the editor isn’t looking.
We regard its use as evidence of very
bad taste, or of reprehensible laziness.
A recently published book, “The Mak
ing of a Newspaper,” by Don Seitz,
business manager of the New York

of the

$14 to put in the circle treaaury.
Mias Annie Bryant from UDity is dressmaking for Mrs. D. W. Dodge.
was

Miaa Winnifred Dodge is clerking for Misa
Effie M. Flye through the holidaya.

Hazel Sparrow and Persia. Wentworth. who have been attending the Farmington Normal school, will paaB tbeir vacation
•wrth their parents in Freedom.
Mieses

given by the 'students of Freedom Academy Friday evening, Dec. 16th, was
very good and will bear repeating. Although
it waB a cold, atormy night the hall was well
The drama

filled.
Ernest and Thomas Vose are visiting their
.uncle, -bred Vose, in Houlton, They will return home after Christmas and their grandmother, Mrs. E. E. Vose, who baa been visiting her son for several weeks, will return with
Ahem.

chias again, in July 1899, a reception was helc
in the Universalist church and the address ul
welcome was given by John F. Lynch, Esq.;
and as he was comparatively a new comer the
situation was explained to him and he was told
that if the Press association made another visit
to Machias the writer would insist upon delivering the address of welcome. It was a safe
proposition as the excursions of the associa*

good quality—

are

as

and

Men’s Christmas Neckties.
Men’s Scarf Mufflers,
Gloves for Boys’ and Men,

Indian

our

people,

we

have been

impressed

“We

Christmas

even

this affected

class of

no

burden of increased expenses was being
felt generally by employe3B receiving $3,000
and less, and especially by such as were heads
families

or

had

others

dependent

Brother, Son

duties.

necessary lor
I reco mmended

to our

Bath Robes

directors the plan which

Smoking
Pajamas

they unanimously adopted today.
“We shall make the payments Wednesday
Dec. 2»7th. They will represent, not chanty,
on the one hard, nor a raise of
wages on the
o ther, tut rather, if 1 can reduce the idea to a
p hrase, messages of good will, understanding
and appreciation on the part .of the officers of
the Company for efficient and loyal employees
in a temporary time of stress.”

vpiitc

r\i'

'Mir'

/<n

Shirts

Underwear

Mackinaws

Sweaters

Combination Sets

Mufflers

has

We welcome YOU to come and see our

elected

officers for the ensuing year as follows: Master, Ed. Goodwin; overseer, S.'A. Nutt; lecturer, Effie Goodwin; sec'y, Hazel Pottle; chap-

ain, Lydia Stevens; treasurer, Henry Peavey;
Florai Villa Pottle; Pomona, Etta Fernald;
Ceres, Carrie Hall; gatekeeper, Rich Lermond.
Dirigo Grange, Freedom, has elected officers
as follows:
Frank Clement, master; W. A,
Thompson, overseer; Anne M. Murch, lecturer; O. W. Downey, steward; Percy Nickless,
asst, steward; Ella Sylvester, chaplain; Ernest
Vose. treasurer; Annie Clement, secretary;
George Nichless, gatekeeper; Gertrude Libby
CeresjLennie Downey,Pomina;A.dd;e Nicklos?,
Flora; Hazel Nickloss, lady assistant Bteward.

any

We are anxious to make it easy for you to select
your Christmas Gifts here.

1

Comet Grange, Swanville, has elected officers for the ensuing year, as follows:
M aster,
F. Porter Webb; overseer, Hermon Bachclder;
lecturer, Mrs. Charles Nickerson; steward.
James Brown; assistant steward, Rushbrook

Thayer;

treasurer. Miss Louise

RALPH D. SOUTH WORTH GO.
12 Main Street,
-THE

Thayer.

Home

Leon Webster, who cat his foot while cutting wood for W. S. Nickerson, is getting
along finely.
Last Friday aa Miss Doris Nickerson was
harnessing her horse the animal kicked her,
cutting through her overshoe and leather
b oot and making something of a wound in the
flesh.
FAIRFIELD

PERSONALS.

Frank Reed and Otis Pyne have gone to
Troy, where they will be employed.this winter.
Mrs. Ethel Miller has been called to Troy by
the illness of her sister, Mis* Evelyn McLellan.
Harvey Patterson has returned to Belfast,
where he is employed, after spending the
week-end at the home of his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. George Patterson.—Fairfield Journal.
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CIFTS-

packed,

packers.

dotror sasiV
bilbos dsllan
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Household Goods
joods

Miss Annie Nickerson is in Unit];, the guest
er aunt, Mrs. S. P. Libbey, for a few days.

STORE

OF

secretary, A T. Nickerson; gatekeeper, Isaac,
McKeen; Ceres, Mrs, F. Porter Webb; Pomona,
M rs. James Webster; Flora, Mrs. Fred Webb;
lady assistant steward, Mrs. Rushbrook

of h

CHRISTMAS

Belfast, Maine,

STORAGE and
PACKING

Cunningham;

SWANVILLE.

you need in

help

display—
selecting will be cheerfully given.

•
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stored or shipped by our expert
Estimates given by calling.
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Co.,
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HOUSEMAID
WANTED

FOR SALE BY

SWAN-WHI1 TEN-BICKFORD COMPANY

APPLY TO

Mrs. M, L. SLDGG,
32 CHURCH STREET.
CARD OF THANKS

mi, siae,

hsLXsZT0?

LOST
A

pocket

given

on

book Iasi

Friday.

Reward

return to

43 Congress Street, Belfast.
lwSlp

NOTICE

We wish to thank the relatives and friend;
1 wish to give notice that on and after Janufor their kindness during the long illness o: 1
our daughter, Beulah F., and for the beautifu
ary 1, 1917,1 will deliver for cash, with prices
sent
as
Mr
floral offerings; also for the^spray
low as possible. 1 also wish to thank my
by
and Mrs. M. E. Decrow, omitted from th< 1 customers tor their orders and hope for a continuation of the same.
obituary.
MRS. W, C. HASKELL.
MR. and MRS. E. H. THOMPSON
Stockton Springs. Maine.
Iw61
AND FAMILY.
P

I
I

December 14, 1916.
Taken this fourteenth day of December,
1916, on an execution dated October 12, 1916,
issued on a judgment rendered by our Supreme
Judicial Court at a term thereof begun and
held at Bangor, within and for the County of
Penobscot, on the first Tuesday of April, 1916,
to wit, on the ninth day of June, 1916, in favor
of Walter J. Bicknell of Hampden, in the
County of Penobscot and State of Maine, and
against Charles F. Drake of Frankfort, in the
.County of Waldo aforesaid, for the sum of
three hundred and fifty-two dollars, debt or
damage, and twenty-five dollars and eightyseven cents, costs of suit, and will be sold at
public auction at my office, No. 19 Congress
street, Belfast, in said County of Waldo, to
the highest bidder, on the sixteenth day of
January, 1917, at eleven o’clock in the forenoon, the following described real estate and
all the right, title and interest which the said
Charles F. Drake has in and to the same, to wit:
Two certain parcels of real estate conveyed
to the said Cnarles F. Drake by Darius K.
Drake, by deed dated November 5, 1892, and
recorded in the Registry of Deeds for said
County of Waldo, in Vol. 231, Page 42, and
therein described as follows:
First Parcel. A certain parcel of land with
the buildings thereon, situated in Frankfort
aforesaid, containing fifty acres from off the
south end of lot No 77, being the same conveyed to Selden Morton by Philo J York, by
his deed bearing date August 6, 1870, and recorded in the Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book
152, Page 132, reference to which deed is to be
had for a more particular description.
Second Parcel. Also another parcel of land
situated in said Frankfort, with buildings
thereon, described 33 follows: Being all of lot
No. 85 on the east side of the road leading by
the homestead of the late Nicholas West. Be
ing the same set off by the Commissioners ap
pointed by the Court, and conveyed to Selden
Morton by Jane Monroe by her deed of May 4,
1883.

Ranges
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said Frankfort,being formerly the homestead of
the late Jane Kingsbury, containing one hundred acres, more or less, and being the same
conveyed to the said Charles F Drake by two
deeds, viz: one from Abbie F. Kingsbury, dated
October 3, 1901, and recorded in said Waldo
County Registry of Deeds in Vol. 263, Page
360, and the other from Darius K Drake, administrator of the estate of Jane E Perkins,
dated December 3, 1902, and recorded in said
Registry in Vol. 224, Page 474, and described
as follows, to wit: Beginning at a stake standing in a red oak stump on the west side of
Marsh Stream, being the northeast corner of

land settled by Daniel Lane;thence north,eighty
degrees and thirty minutes weBt by said land
settled by Daniel Lane, two hundred and four
rods to a yellow birch tree marked “J. C. 1808;”
thence north ninety degrees and thirty minutes east, eighty rods to a stake and stones;
thence south, eighty degrees and thirty minutes east, one hundred eighty-six rods to a
stake and stones on the west bank of Marsh
Stream; thence southerly by said stream to the
place of beginning.
Also another parcel of real estate situated in
said Frankfort, being formerly the homestead
farm of Darius K. Drake, and the same devised by the said Darius K. Drake to the said
Charles F. Drake by will, an abstract whereof
is recorded in said Registry in Vol, 317, Page 19.
FRANK A. CUSHMAN, Sheriff.
3w51
Belfast, December 14, A. D. 1916.
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SANDYP01NT.
Merry Christmas

BASKET BALL II

to all readers of The

Jour-

Pass

nal.

A

large

crew

of

men were

most of the

snow

clearing the roads

day Sunday.

Mr. 1*lye, auditor for the American Express
Co., was here last Friday on business.
Schools began in this district Monday, Die

18th,

a

Stormy .Nigh'
boat.

Several from here went to Belfast last week
for Christmas shopping.
of

Outfits
Pads

]1

Shops

STATE OF MAINE.

SUITS AND OVERCOATS

1

1

Table Lamps

Irons

COUNTY Ob' WALDO' SS.

Caps

the annual election of officers of Sebasticook grange, Burnham F. A. McAllister was
ejected master.

Tranquility Grange, LincolnvHle,

Jewelry

Gloves

At

Percolator

Penobscot

Hats

ft

H
K

I

consideration

Traveling
Heating

Curling Iron

Hosiery

Ties

ft

ft

I

See Them at Our Electric

Handkerchiefs

Jackets

Vacuum Cleaner

Table Grill
Toaster

A FEW SUGGESTIONS WE WOULD MAKE

of those having administrative
gathering such facts as seemed
a definite opinion on the subject,

concern

After

Chafing Dishes
Hair Dryers

growing tendency of making gifts of something
| ear is each Christmas becoming more pronounced

v

1

Fori

your

Friends.

or

^ft'
I

Clark&ColI

As tokens of the Yuletide, Electrical Gifts
possess every
desirable quality—usefulness,
attractiveness, and durableness. Below we present a
partial list for

The

up.m

them. W'e desire a high quality service from
all, and we desire also the feeling that we are
all one big business family and that the welfare
of each is the concern of all, and especially is
it the

News

You will find it a real pleasure to come here to solve
the Christmas problem of what to give Father,

the

;

Gifts That Add Beauty
To the Home

York.

our

but that

Si.nn

Electrical Gifts should be on
your OhristroList.
There is something Electrical that is
Shopping
suit
able for every member of the family.
are
They

Home of Good Values

particular

employees,

Play Suits,

This year

FROM THE

with

niaik''1^P

Electrical Gifts
Christmas

;

favored

of

tJij^B

50'to

The Main Street Clothiers, Belfast

Association

Joseph W. Simpson

7^
25c

$4

Harry W.

■

from many sources,that the
in the cost of the necessities

found that

evening.

B

25c.. 35c. ^

Caps with l ar Bands Inside, 50, C| (|l
Combination nackinaw, Leggin
a,,0...
Special at $5.(Id, for Boys 4 x

I

employees.
employee8,or

the

"

XO

Mackinaws for Men and Boys, *5.00 to $8
So
Dress Suit Cases and Bags, $1.00 to
$7 on
Pine seetction ot Hose and
Handkerchief.,,,
Holiday Boxes. Men’s Shirts 1 i f) to $
Knit Skating Caps in all shades 50,

I am divinely moved for I
good enough, and I feel sure that I am
to
be
entirely controlled, by
enough
evil influences.
His varied experiences in his practice in the
Courts, his life generally in a Maine country
village: his occasional visits to the cities and
his casual peeps at city life; his mingling with
politics as a participant in the performances* f
one party and as a keen observer of the doings
of another party; his views on religious and

Automobile

B

,

w

or Overcoat
would
fine present for the Boy of the,
Price $4.00 to $7.50.

*

bad

Maine

5P *

A Widow Jones Suit

“It cannot be that

other vital subjects and bis remembrances of
many noted Maine men of tbe past and of the
present time are all told in a quaint and an ex
ceedingly interesting manner, and running
through its every page is a vein of droll wit
a d humorous philosophy that is sure to
captivate the reader.
Every Maine lawyer will enjoy reading,it for
by its perusal he will gain much knowledge,
some consolation,and a lot of amusement.
i*or sale by
D. A. Curtis & Co., Maci.ias
Dillingham’s, Bangor; and A. J. Huaton, Portland.
Price $1.50.

Bp

thes<

wear

aim

Robes-

ua,h

am not
not

*^B

Popular Gifts for Men c0|L
J

man.

of Rockland and

banquet in

ct!,

Any man
proud to
clothes—come see the exceptional values we have at

the

also at the

Hon.

?
sna/.

Kuppenheimer Cloth J
will be

apparently things

Lynch accepted

IB

especial”^

men

of the past,
tar
situation gracefully and
did much to make the reception enjoyable tc
the visitors, who unanimously voted him e
good fellow. And now he has written and published a book, and we quote this notice of it
from the October number ef Sprague’s Journal
of Maine History:
John F. Lynch of Machias, Me., one of the
bright, able and best known lawyers in the
State, has recently written *. book, issued this
year from the press of George D. Loring in
Portland. He has entitled it “The Advocate,
An Autobiography and Series of Reminiscences.” It is unique in its arrangement as it
contains neither chapter nor section, but is one
continuous and delightful relation of his life

tion

to conform

Several of our patrons attended the North
Waldo Pomona Grange in Monroe Dec. 13th.
was

folks. What gift would gladder
or young man’s heart better than a
suit or overcoat? But, be sure your

his

present increase
of life was seriously discommoding some of

sentiment abroad

paid

“spoken pieces” on the stage of Libby
Hall, remarked to a fellow member that he
felt that this duty should have devolved on
hiip. When the Press association visited Ma-

bile Association in .Portland at which ther
wore 175 gueats.
The information bureau re
ported that $12 000 had been spent in the caus
the past year. The directors elected include
Charles S Hichborn of Augusta, David Tilbot

one

Brooklyn Eagle.

there

revenues

knowledge, gained

Kaiser’s peace proposal,made public las
week. It is similar in tenor to the unofficial propositions emenating from Ger
many for some time past, with a view

were,

and had

William H. Taft has accepted an invitation from the Maine Bar Association to at
tend its annual convention, which will ba
help
in Augusta Jan. 10.
The ex-President will deliver an address at the’afternoon session and

of

FREEDOM.

is the present which will fill an
actual
the receiver’s life—this applies

Every Maine speaker, except Gov, Curtis
a mill tax for raising good roads funds
at the annual banquet of the Maine Aut'-mo

of

There is general agreement, outsidf
of the pro-German element, as to th<

and after all billa

Presi

ployees against the emergencies of Bickness,
accident or death, and to provide a pension for
those who have served the Company faithfully
and grown old in its service. Nevertheless,
without trying to pry into the private affairs

been made.

given by the Ladies’ Circle

ith this announcement

to changes in the selling price of
goods and changing profit of his business.
“Employment in the Telephone Company is
practically continuous, and, furthermore, a
special benefit fund has been cheated to insure
reasonable security of the income of its em-

those of a conqueror to a defeated foe
To accede to them would be to abandoi !
all for which so many sacrifices havi

The dinner

w

hand, and expenses on the other, to
changes occurring in general business
conditions. In this respect the Telephone
Company is entirely different from the manufacturer, who from time to time increases his
forces as the demand for his product increases
or decreases, and changes hie wage schedules

has made no reparation.
the terms of settlement are not stated
in the KaisCr's note they have been un
officially given out many times and ari

largely attended

relative

meet

While

She seeks it in the
terests of humanity.
interest of the Central League, in which
she is the dominant power and he driving force. A nation that refused in the
beginning to hall a conflagration that
clearly promised to set the world ablaze,
that desolated Belgium with a ruthlessin modern warfare,
ness unparalleled
that deliberately directed the killing of
non-combatants by those twin weapons
of savagery, the submarine and the Zeppelin, cannot plausibly pose as the spokesman of humanity.
Germany wants now
a peace made n Germany, a peace based
the
German
upon
conquest in Europe.
She has wanted such a peace ever since
the defeat of her armies at the Marne
showed that she couid not crush France.
The Allies of the Entente will not accept the proposal. They will not negotiate now.
They have suffered too much
from German domination in the past,
they have spent too much in blood and
treasure in the great war to make an
agreement that would leave Belgium and
the Balkans without adequate guarantees against aggression, that would ignore
the claims of Russia, France and
Italy, that would re-establish Germany
in her old position as a constant menace
to the peace of Europe. Not for such a
peace are they recasting ministries and
girding up their loins to fresh'effort.—

or

em-

Gif®

The Best

On the first visit of the Maine Press association to Machias. in July 1890, a reception wae
held in Libby Hall and George W. Drisko, edi
tor of the Machias Union, since deceased, gave
the address of welcome. The writer, who was
a resident of Maehias long before Mr. Drisko,

Lillian H.
Knowlton, do.; land and^buildings in Belfast'

the

Allied powers, and been, to a certain ex
tent, a condonement of the serious of
fences against this country for which

by

Bex

par-

Company depend on
the rates for service allowed by the commissions. and should provide for all expenses, a
Bradstreet, Freedom; land and buildings in
fair return to the property, and a surplus to
Thorndike,
care for emergencies. Their euffiency is judged
Carroll Turner. Jefferson, to Lewis
Day, Paby the results of a period of years, for it is not
*
lermo; land in Palermo.
feasible to be constantly modifying rates on
Elmer M. Knowlton, Belfast, to

been
departure from the attitude ol
neutrality this country has assumed
would have given great offence to the

clearly and truthBrooklyn Daily Eagle:

Com-

Spalding said:

“The

a

thus

Telegraph

and

meeting in Boston*, Dec 19th.

In connection
dent

he neutral nations without note or com
It was obviously the only tiling
To have endorsed it would havt
to do.

are

Herbert w. Kackhtt, Knox, to
Harvey A.
Shibles. et alg, do; land in Knox.
Emery O. Pendleton, Belfast, to Grace M.
Young, Greenville; land in Belfast.
Nellie E. and Charles W.
Ryder, Belfast, to
George W. Peavey, Brooks; land in Brooks.
Robie G. Frye and Jessie Frye Osborne, both
of Sharon, Mass., and Gertrude Frye O’Brien
of Glendale. Calif, to Robert F. Dunton of
Belfast; land in Searsmont. (Two deeds.)
Herbert H. Morin, Charlestown, Mass., to
Fred F. Perkins, Stockton Springs; land and
buildings in Stockton Springs.
Clarence M. Knowlton, Belfast, to Lizzie
Belle Webster, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
The City National Bank of Belfast, to Simon

rank.

ment.

the

their

ployees, without regard to

t

stated

holiday present, the fact

Naturally, the “voice with the smile” is
ticularly in evidence among telephone

President Wilson did the right thing ir
sending the Kaiser’s peace proposal tc

the continuance of the war, while if thej
accept them the Kaiser will have gained
all that he hoped for when he began the
war, ar.d militarism will be triumphant.

Northport,

Mattie E. Stevens,Unity,to Emily S.Mosher,
do; land in Unity.

unexpectedly

most

^England Telephone

New

judgment.

move of the Kaiser, for if thi
Allies refuse to accept his terms it wil
be claimed that they are responsible foi

no sense a

comes

pany at

for the country press in general, but if
environment and of individua
one of

masterly

in

will receive three

more

tribution to. employees, amounting to over
$600,000, was decided by the directors of the

tc

and it is based on therfalse premises tha
Germany did not begin the war and h
rot responsible for the bloodshed that
has ensued.
Diplomatically it was

present to assist

at this time
of the year makes it a most timely evidence of
the continued concern of the Company's officers
for the welfare of its employees. This dis-

local subjects. This is a matter thal
cannot be settled by a hard and fast rub

The conditions

or

that it

reasoning by which Mr. Seitz reaches
this conclusion, but. found the foregoing
statement in a review. An- exchange
advocates the use of editorials, but says

influencing public

emergency

|

boy
He begins it by giving evidence of what has
George R. Mosher, et al, Unity, to Emily S. undoubtle89ly been the experience of all writers
of high and low degree in all the ages and that
Mosher, do; land in Unity.
is
known as “inspiration.” His
Emily S. Mosher, et als, Unity, to James firstcommonly
lines are these:
will receive more than $175, and no employee
H. Bacon do; land in Unity.
or what I am to write about,
1
write,
“Why
of less than three months’ service and no genI do not know and yet I am compelled by some
Waitie J. Keene, Camden, to Oliver E
Keene, influence
eral official will in any way share in the paybeyond my control to write someLincolnville; land and buildings in Lincoln•
ments.
thing.”
ville.

World, advises against
umn in country newspapers. As we havi
not seen the book we do not know the

Germany

an

in the

weeks’ pay.
Employees who have been in the service less
than one year but not less than three months
will receive two weeks’ pay. No employee

the editorial col-

they should be confined exclusively

week,Wednesday,

next

meeting unusual present expenses.
Employees who have been in the service one

W hile iri

Now is the time that the headline
decorator writes it “Xmas” in order tc
anc
get it into the big type.-Pats

W. Ripley, Searamont, et als, to
Milbury F. and Alice D. Hunt, do; land and
buildings in Searsmont.
Emily S. Mosher, et al, Unity, to George R.
Mosher, do; land in Unity. (Two deeds.)
Chas. Dissel, et als, Lower Merion, Pa, to
Albert M. Davis, Boston; land and buildings

them in

year

According to figures gathered by the
National Warehouse association,on Aug
ust 1st, 1916, the number ol eggs in stor

posed

participate,

each

Lincoln-

in

Lucretia

New England Tel. &
Tel. Co ]
More than 13,000 employees of the New England Telephone and Telegraph Company will

t

“wet” night.

Ferguson, Somerville, Mass; land
ville.

[Publicity Department

“Few hit trail on rainy night”
headline in Boston paper. No goloshes,
probably. —Portland Press.
No. Can’t you see that it is because
a

tonic

The N. E. Tel. & Tel. Go To Distribute Over $600,000 to Its Employees.

in the no-license vote.
is

Sarsaparilla and great

Buy these medicines today.

The elections last week in seventeer
Massachusetts cities made no changes in
the wet and dry columns, but there were

fully

Hustus, Waterville, to A. Ernest
Hustus, do; land and buildings in Monroe.
Alton E, Andrews, Belfast, to Georgie E.
Ferguson, Somerville, Mass; land in Lincolnville.
O. E. French, Lincolnville, to Georgie E.
Hiram A.

properties in Peptiron Pills.

they be? Nit!

Will

to

Northport.

^et blood-purifying, appetitegiving, liver-stimulating qualities in

We trust that all those neckties thal
»re being knit for Christmas will be done
in time.— Boston Globe.

JOHN LYNCH—HIS BOOK.

Bartlett, dc; land in Unity.
T. N. Pearson, Morrill, to Emma )|foodbury,
do; land in Morrill.
Herbert R. Dyer, Sears port, to A. E. and A. I
S. Trundy, do; land in Searsport.
Joseph LaFurley, Stockton Springs, to Her- !
bert S. LaFurley, do; land and buildings in
Stockton Springs.
Esther A. Ford, Winterport, to Mary A.
Woodbury, Belfast; land and buildings in

You

sale.

it is

Medicine.

Course of

f BuSManage,

For

Combination—Finest

Magnificent

A

ESTATE.'

The following transfers of real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending Dec. 20. 1916:
Irsael B. Stone, Troy, to Robert W, and Hat*
tie M. Cook, do; land and buildings in Troy.
Lynnetta K. Bartlett, Unity, to Frank A.

AND SARSAPARILLA
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PEPSIN, NIIX, IRON

Republican Journal

The

with the

same

teachers

as

last term.

Mrs. Howard Leach died Dec. 15th after a
few days illness. Sympathy is extended the

family
Miss

from

friends here.

Nellie

school in

Blanchard, who is attending
Pittsfield, has been quite ill the past

week and will not be able to
several days.

come

home for

Miss Agnes Harriman, who is attending the
Maine Central Institute, Pittsfield, arrived

Islesboro, Dec. 14

ton on the 13th
day of t
teenth week of school *
the
squad,
Deer Isle liig;
a thrilling
experience in t i
swept Penobscot Bay 1
was scheduled to
play I
here last night, and lit!
heavy gale blowing, with
started in a heavy 40-fo<
having a large cabin.
until within two miles if !■
ing when the engine br-.ihwas drifting out to sea
dredge served as an anchc
ground, i he hoys made t
able all night in th; cabin
was great
anxiety at Ster
found that they had not rthere were numerous teN
here supposed that the ir
on account of the storm.
had but little idea where

I
j

■

j
\

]

!1
\
i

i

j
|
f
I
;

light. The engine was s
home Saturday night on the evening train for again as the
propellet h
mooring
line, which had i
the holiday vacation.
the bow.
To disentanv.
was lowered over the -i
heels by others who forn.
Camden to Crush Rock.
although drenched to the
in
The Mt. Battie Crushed Stone Co., was orgetting the screw clear
ganized Dec. 9th at Camden to carry on the landing here about. 4 30
18 hours from home, great
business of crushing stone for road building
the people here and UnThe team plavc i
another purposes. Capital stock, $5,000; all people.
were beaten. 15 to 10
1
common; par value, $100; paid in, $300; shares
game were $13. The sunim
subscribed, 3. President, H. L. Shepherd,
Islesboro h s (15)
Rockport; treasurer, T. E. Gushee, Camden; F. Boardman
If, 2 (1)
clerk. May B. Pendleton, Camden; directors, ti
F. Dodge rf.
R
c
Pendleton
2.
Shepherd of Rockport, S. G. Ritter bush and !
T. E. Gushee of Camden. Approved Dec. 12. ! 1\ Dodge rb 1
Thia company is erecting a plant near the site E. Crosby lb 2.
of the old Fay house, to crush rock for road
Referees, E. N. Pendi*
building purposes.
rimer, Benner.

|
!
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jI The World Famous Building Toys
j
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CARLE & JONES’,
Boys can build hundreds
of Toys with one Set.
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Miss Lillian Dexter, B. H. S. *17, is assisting
in the City Drug Store during the holidays.

of Belfast.

‘^News

CwnioS

Deeds, has been completed and will be of great
convenience for reference.

Mrs. Harry Emmons, who was recently operated on at the Tapley hospital, is improv-

Co- received mortf
to can and ship

continue

ing.

Auction club Dec. 13th at her home on
Church street, Mrs. George R. Doak and Mrs.

Monday

)

dow.

,.

until after
,pen evenings
cannot come in the dayevening when they are
!

snow

day from 3 to 5 p.

mas

Wednesday for his
will
reeport. and Mrs. Varney
She has been assisting in
,,
work.
.audio during the holiday
left

the

that

pi^sent to

good time.

basket ball season was opened last week
in the Coliseum Rink, when B. H. S. played
the Shamrocks. The girls Af the High school
are practicing and will have a team, with Miss
Lillian Dexter manager. There is also some

organizing

talk of

a

shoe

factory

..

and

generally

team.

Members of the Woman’s Club are reminded
of the basket conveniently placed at the club
room to receive gifts for the
municipal Christ-

Boris Sweatt.

\li«s

William K. MacNeil, manager of the farm at
the Girl’s Home, has received an appointment
as R. F. D. carrier on Route No. 1, Belfast, to

Gray will play
utch &
game at, the
;-'h. at 3.30 p. m for the
c:tv, which has for some
French.
and Walter

y

gr

!

silver cup competition.
pad of 81 pins m the

noon

team

id

F. H. Murch and Mrs. Marietta Overlook alcomplete the list of last Tuesday,
Tbe Circle will have a Christmas program at
their meeting next Tuesday at 3 p. m.. to

play.

which the

of the Woman’s Club room, will

nge is holding its anei-r this week.
Monday

given

was

for the dele-

the

Tuesday morning the
oegan, to close this, Thurs-

ii

5

lently
the

accompanied

was

Steamship Corporati
Monday and

insane last

j ail

j

safety.
Tuesday he
for

noon

>n was
on

taken to

was

Margaret and son Rich1 M e
holidays with relatives
t which they will join Mr.

i

A

The Belfast relatives and friends

J

pieces

Keen’s orchestra of five

are some-

gave

a

I feature

a

<.

be shown will

to

No effort has been
elaborate

cure an

Maine Central
and

g

noticed

station last

a

leaving

man

heavy suitcase, and his

a

hjen

T.g

sus-

aroused followed him to

residence and found the
artlett

He

replied

and

man

to

asked what

was

that he did

not

was

he did not have

:

spared

one.

Sheriff Frank A. Cush.

..m re.

a

key

to it. Mr.

ligated and finding it contained
whiskey took possession of the
Bartlett

well.

as

Tuesday

morn-

taken before Judge Lord of
urt, was found guilty of havpossession for illegal sale and
days in jail and a fine of $100

•vag

1

write

default of payment 60 days
i'ould not secure bonds and was

1

(

h itiSTMas Tree.
The tree
post office square and will
Thursday. Elon B. Gilchrest,
finance committee, hag now
least $60 more will be needed

i.

<r.

a-

:ua! expenses of the tree and
are to be sent out.
A check

at

from Mr. and Mrs.
children are to be given a
Opera House Saturday. The
received

n

’! he

at

n

i‘

5.45 with

trumpeting

and Austin

■

in

Jewett from the
fourth story of the

the

At 6 the

tree will be

lighted

male

quartet will sing “Once
City." Prayer will be offerT. Hawthorne, followed by

s

"iter

Hina,”

a
Sicilian carol, and “O!
German carol, rendered by
Mayor Wm. K. Keene will ad-ernbly briefly. The Luther carol,
a

Manger,”
"g with
will then
la

the

will be

given by the

America, all
appear and

joining.
distribute

children.

there is
was

no

need

for

Arey, assisted by Mrs. Arey, served
ice cream and cake.

confectionery

of wonderful charm.

served.

Mr. and Mrs.

Girls’ Home. The Unihave charge of
the Christmas tree to be held at the Girls
Home Sunday afternoon. The committee in
charge will be Mr. and Mrs. Frank I. Wilson,
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Keene and Miss Velma
Mitchell. Santa Claus will be present and
there will be a Christmas program by the little
girls of the Home, There are at present 18
girls in the home, including one only three
at the

Sunday

in

need of

one a

year old.

provisions, potatoes

or

Opera

House.

was

two

performances, there is offered the Param^uo
five-part feature, “My Lady Incog,” which
6tars Hazel Dawn as a girl detective and
which is a rare combination of laughs and
thrills. “My Lady Incog” contains a powerful
union of intense dramatic situations and amusing episodes, with always the suspense of uncertainty and the excitement which corne6
from the battling for supremacy when the
stakes are big. The Hearst News and comedy

and

to win

manner

play a

sal

of

a

!

her

pockets,
cakes.

like hot

me

Nickel Ware,

Chafing Dishes
Casseroles,

Books, Toys, Games, Sleds,
Etc., Etc.
Holidays.*

Please walk in and look around.
come whether you

purchase

You

or not at

CARLE & JONES’

are

wel-

frequent

uiifgesi

line

yet

01

or

stubborn
chast cold when
i\

ordinary specifics fail.
It help^ Lengthen the
lungs and {throat—adds

Christmas
$1.00

gives the system the force
to

help

to

$3.00

disease.

resist

See

The Home

py for one dollar by calling at the Dinsmore
Store and investing that amount in a pair of
the

comfy slippers they

selling at a reduction of 25 to 50 cents over what others charge
for the same quality. See their advt for particulars; and don't forget that this is the last
chance to buy the celebrated Holeproof hose
at the old prices.
After Jan. 1st they advance
are

numbers_$1,000
prizes
given to members of the Christmas
Club of the Waldo Trust Co.
The 1917
Christmas Club is now open to membership.
will

$50.00

to

$30.00
j

up-to-the-minute

our

Scott & Bowne.

CHASE &
Bloomfield, N. J.

16-8

at the batik for
ijook in

...

window.

evenings

===^*T=-?[g] .t————ion—

--

$1000.00 in Cash Prizes
To members of the

Christmas Club
AH members of the 1917 Christmas Club,
for membership at the

solve

Open evenings, ^io
-The City National

ail

gift problems.

trouble to show
bank has

$4,500 in its fiist year of

goods.

paid
Holiday Savings
out

over

fund.

Next year they expect to double and
treble that amount.
New accounts open Dec.

26ih... ..See advt. of the Penobscot Bay Electric
Co. for a list of the many useful and attractive electrical gifts for Christmas... .The telephone lines are sure to be unusually busy at
this time, and it will be worth your while to
read the directions given by the N. E. Tel. &
Tel. Co. for using the telephone... .You can
order choice roaster chickens by telephone of
the Belfast Poultry Farm. They have a nice
lot that will weigh from 4 to 6 lbs. Drawn
and cleaned when killed if desired. Price 25c.
a pound.... Annual meeting of stockholders of
tljp City National bank at 11 a. m., Jan. 9,1917.
Good Roads meeting at the courthouse at
10 a. m.f Dec. 28th. All persons interested
are invited.
Everybody should go....Annual
meeting of stockholders of Searsport National
bank Jan. 9,1917.... Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Thompson and family publish a card of thanks....
See advt. of" pocketbook lost.Stitchers
wanted at the Leonard & Barrows shoe factory, Belfast.... House maid wanted. Apply
to Mrs. M. L. Slugg, 82 Church street... .See
Belfast tax collectors notice of sale....See
notice of Mrs. W. C. Haskell of Stockton
....

[ Springs.

y
now open

j

Company

|

eligible
compete, with the exception of Bank
officials, directors, and clerks.
Inquire at the Bank for particulars of the contest.
to

are

[fi
2

of the winners.

one

Belfast

Open Evenings
Look in

I

|i

H. J. LOCKE & SON’S
Christmas Window

§

H

It will solve all gift problems.

Positively

no

8

&

f|

\

trouble to show goods

H. J. LOCKE &

«

v.

S

SON,

Watch Inspector M. C.

s,

TONIGHT ONLY—TWO SHUWS-7.00 AND 8.30 P. M.,

S

Bracelet Watches
Brooch Pins, Chains and Pendants
Fountain Pens
A»t Bronze
Nutting Pictures

|

Opera House, Css,™*

}

(I

I

■—i

t<.
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HAZEL DAWN IN PARAMOUNT FEATURE

“MY LADY INCOG”
HEARST NEWS

COMEDY CARTOONS

“THE

Mary Pickford in

Sensational Drama

DEVIL’S

“LITTLE

TOY”

With Adeie Blood and Edwin Stevens

Monday Matinee Evening

"THE

We have a nice lot that will
weigh from 4 to 6 lbs Can
be drawn and cleaned when killed if
desired. 25c per lb
Phone

PaL”

OTHERS

S

OTHERS

Wednesday Evening

T uesday Evening
Blanche Sweet in

FOX FEATURE
“Where Love Leads”

For Christmas and New Years.

Saturday Matinee and Evening

Friday Evening
The

WORLD

RAGAMUFFIN”

BELFAST POULTRY
FARM,

FEATURE

E. L.
P. A.

“HER GREAT HOUR”

I

Ill

Many Made Happy
Paid out in this

our

amount.

START
Open

Open

Proprietors.

f

taxes

m

V* »y,e/r l9J6
i(whl
F1,yl“f ”ifast'
rl /
prevlo?sly
'Im t^f''efor'
1

WILY

>(

of

Taxea* Ci,„ of

lXlLlUilCtl

DUllK

ova-51

Eastern

Steamship Lines

all the WAV

ruesday. January

Leave Belfast

AT THE

The City National Bank ot Belfast.

Steamship Belfast

Leave Belfast Mondays and
Thursdays at
2 00 p. m for Camden, Itockland and
Boston

Leonard & Barrows’ Shoe Factory

Wednesdays

and

7.30 a. m for Searsport, BucksportSaturdays
and 'Vinterport.
Return: Leave India Wharf. Boston Tuesdays and Fridays at 5.C0 p. m. Leave Winterport Mondays and Thursdays at 10 00 a. m. for
Boston and intermediate landings.
at

MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE

A Good Roads Meeting.
Belfast, December 19, 1916,
A meeting will be held at the Court House
Belfast, on Thursday, December twentyeighth, 1916, at U) o’clock a. m., to discuss good
roads and the present patrol system.
All persons interested are invited to be present, especially the municipal officers of the
City of Belfast and the several towns of the
County, and the Senator and Representatives
elect to the Legislature.
PFTER HARMON.
VOLNEY THOMPSON,
FRANK I. MORTLAND.
Commissioners of Waldo County.

water.

TWO TRIP SERVICE

Wanted!

The Holiday Savings Fund points the
direction its participants are going, saving
money instead of spending it.

by

BANGOR LINE

9 1917, at 10 o’clock a.m.
C. W. WESCOTT, President,
December
Belfast,
19, 1916.
3w51

Stitchers
4

*5°°
}'iMaine.

u

..

_s._

The annual meeting of the stockholders of
rhe City National Bank of Belfast for the
choice of directors and the transaction of any
nher business that may legally come before
;bem will be h#ld at their narking rooms on

save.

“The great thing in this world is not so
much where we stand as in what direction we are going.’’

lie

Collector

Turbine Steel

EARLY

!

land situated in the City of Belfast, in the C
„# w
e
The following list of tax«s o-. rea' estate of
non-resi lent owner
r
he year 1916. committed to me for collection for acid
fur
on
city
the first I™ of
Jaly' *916- r?”*'n
.npaid; and notice is hereby giver, that if said taxes, .merest and
Hid, so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to par the
nteiest and charges, will be sold at
lnclulilnK
public auction at the
of th
1
ark’ ln ths Me“
nuria'. Building in said city, r,n the first Monday of
February
J' 1917
'7' at ni"a °c ock a
Owner.
Description of Property.
jJt‘ Acr''''IaxJodfrey. Mary Alice. Lot on S. E cur"er of Congress and Bradbu-v
on

OF BELFAST.

Dec. 26.

!

STATE OF MAINE.

Jnpaid

_

accounts also tor the children and

teach them to

|

D

streets.

expect to double and treble the

New Accounts

BRADFORD,

EDWARD SIBlEY,
Belfast, Maine, December 20. 1916.

first year of

Holiday Savings Fund
we

)

!

Collectors Notice of SALE.

|

Next year

COLCORD,

Office

Over $4,500

si

Choice Roesie

MYSTERY STORY FILLED WITH ROMANCE AND COMEDY.

A

particulars of the conH. J. Locke & Son's Christmas

It will

Lamps,

Furnishing So.

Store open

I

DOAK^

1

be

test.

shades,

Hundreds of other useful gifts.
3uy toWe deliver just before Christmas..

|

jewelry and Silver Ware

in cash

Inquire

Hand

day.

(

stock of

cnma,

chafing dishes, casseroles, books,
games, toys, etc. They also have Erector, the
world-famous building toys. Everything for
the holidays.You can make somebody hap-

lined
of Oil

FOR

blood—and | New Wrist Watches

energy to the

Carle & Jones have
nanu-paintea

$18.00,

$16.00.
Plenty
$1.98 to $12.GO.

to

nickel ware,

!

.

cough

Mrs.

New Advertisements.

China

Cut Glass

usually stops

Irish woman, sold
mystery packages, which

in all their

Painted

was

Walter G Hatch,
Abbie Daniels, Mrs. Inez Packard, Mrs.
Nellie Beckwith and Mrs. Larrabee, had charge
of the supper, and Mrs. Frank Wood and Mrs
Annie Pitcher looked after the fancy tables.
About $40 will be netted.

j

for the

$6.75

Lamps

to

with silk

OF NORWEGIAN COD LIVER OIL

fancy articles was
Mrs. Addie Mer-

supper served.
disguised as an old

riam,

>iggest Line Yet

Everything

decorated shades, $12.00

made Reed

You may be

a

Prior to the
held

win

—

enjoyable day

an

by

most

was a

glass shades,

troliers with mahogany,
Pompeiian green,
old ivory and verde
bases, with 14 inch hand

1

senior, Madeline Coombs; Fitzhugh Cnauncey, an instructor, Victor Merriam;
Gerald Bruce, a Yale senior, Howard Hatch;
Jim Gregg, a Yale freshman, Kenneth Mercian.
Misses Lillian and Almeda Richards had
charge of the arrangements for the farce

offering. I from
Friday evening, only, the sensational five-part | went
society drama, “The Devil’s Toy,” with the Mrs.
Adele Blood, Aiontague Love and EdStevens will be presented.
Saturday,
with a free matinee for the children, Mary
Pickford will ne projected in “Little Pal,” an
unique character portrayal. Christmas, mat
inee and evening, William Fox offers Ormit
Hawley in the powerful feature, “Where Lov*'
Leads.”

and

presented in a
hearty applause.

Kendncks,

cartoons will round out this feature

famous

met at Rio

It was as follows: Geraldioe Bruce, a senior, Almeda Richards; Dolly
Hilton, a freshman, Lillian Richards; Marion
and

r-—

'land

with art

BELFAST, MAINE,

No$th Belfast. The one-act farce, “The
Queeu of Hearts,” was very successfully given
in the vestry of the Congregational church
Wednesday evening, Dec. 13th. The cast, in
which all seemed well adapted to their parts,

other vegethese

at

was

spent in sight-seeing in the beautiful Brazilian capital.
That evening they took the train
for Sao Paulo, arriving there the next morning to be greeted by the other members of the
Mrs. Quimby is quite enthusiastic
family.
over the wonderful beauty of Brazil.

The home is

Tonight,

She

C. C. Pineo, which

agreeable surprise,

school will

tables, and with such a large family
things would be greatly appreciated.
Belfast

Lamps

$4.95 to $12.00. Brass Base Reading
Lamps
with green shades, $5.50 to $10.50. Elec-

Roscoe

William White, son of Mr. L. O. White, is
The many friends of Mrs. George A. Quimby
spending a ten-days furlough at home from
will be interested to know that letters, receivthe U. S. S. Minnesota, which is now in Philaj
ed last week, announced her safe arrival in
delphia. His sister, Mrs. James Robertson, j
Sao Paulo, Brazil. She reports a most delightgave a party in his honor last Friday evening.
ful voyage, weather fine, and for the most
It was also in honor of the
birthday of one of
part the temperature enjoyable, though some
the guests,Mrs. Nettie M Merrithew.
There
the heat was oppressive. The entrance
days
were 14 present and the
was
evening
spent
to the harbor of Rio Janeiro was a revelation
with whist.
Fruit and
were
Christmas

Metal Base

o

members of the company as aids. The hall
was attractively decorated with bunting, etc,

I

built in Bath in

is 1032 tons net.

months old and

so

that

The schooner

versalist

ci'ty.

1

family

the

Command, featur-

Bushman,
a

|

| anxiety.
ably supported by \ 1898 and

nd in

c

Our line, just received new from the
factory, includes many
lamps, the designs and colors of which we have exclusive
selling rights for the

^ Waldo Trust

concert

and furnished excellent music for the order of
regard to the safety of Capf.
18 dance numbers. .L’ltle Miss Doris Sweact
J. O.Hayes of the schooner Rachel IN, Stevens, i
Mass to remain for the
danced the Highland Fling, the Sailor’s Hornwho was ready to leave Lisoon Octob-r 28th i
with 400 tons of cork for Philadelphia. The pipe and the Jingle Bells, and responded to
Trtwili be run Christmas {
the encores which followed each dance. Fr»d
voyage is usually made in thirty days, but the
;.ad evening, at the Colonial I
G. Spinney was floor director, with officers and
owners, the Pendleton Brothers of New York,
what anxious in

SEE OUR EXCLUSIVE LINE

1

the arrival of

he

In selecting a gift the thoughtful
shopper combines utility
with art.
These important qualities are best
expressed
by the gift of a Portable Reading Lamp.

J

of the !
taken vio- !

physician was summoned and
seemed considered improved. He gave the name of Albert Desilets and
said he belonged in Manchester, N. H.
He !
will probably be detained here several
days.

of

:ur«.ed to Boston Tuesday,
He

Satur-

next

the steamer Belfast

on

the boat here that aftei

city.

this

food sale will be held

A deck hand
Eastern

g ( lub. went to Orono
janied by Misses Jennie
icord and Emma Slipp,
convention

leave Satur-

day.

An Ideal Gift

j

invited.

open the remainder of the winter.

room

The usual

>rd. the local leader of the

recent

are

day for their homes. At their meeting Jan.
1st the club will discuss the matter of keeping

ai.d

the

Comrades and the public

Misses Sibyl L Russell of Orono and Veda
Folley of Sangerville, who have been in charge

five wonderful acts.

in

possibly longer.

their regular meeting last Tuesday afterThomas U Marshall Circle elected Mrs.

ternates to

Lovely Mary, featuring
-.nd Thomas J. Carrigan,
m at the Colonial today,
d right.
This is a ro-

h

winter and
At

games to

re

Pembroke S. Staples, deceased, and
will begin the work Jan. 1st. Mr. and Mrs.
MacNeil will remain at the Home during the

succeed

by 78

the local

n

a

Rockland last

went to

rs

An Electric Reading Lamp

<

Ladder company wish
for their patron- 1 mas tree. Toys, books, games, mittens, hosi..rles Bradbury in particular, I erV, anything that will give joy to a child, will
le for all to enjoy the solo | be appreciated. Please respond.
.it

;h*

W.

>

The

rentiss and Mrs. H, C, Buzunderwent operations in the
doing well and expect to
next Sunday.
-I ective homes

■,

hoped

It is

m.

every member of the school will be

enjoy
.iy

streets, due in part to the
from the sidewalks.

shovelled

The Christmas tree and program planned
for the children of the Methodist Sunday
school will be held in the church vestry Christ-

Northport, recently

mill in

the sides of the

on

H, E. Jenkins of the
Brooks, are operating

and

}

Harry

The Orono High basketball tearp won from
Castine High, 39 to 13, in Orono town hall Dec.
15th. A dance followed the game.
Tuesday the city had men and horses at
work with a scraper leveling the snow drifts

and ball of Washington
[tl- held in the Coliseum
music by McKeen’s or-

W

E. Hatch of Dark Harbor has the contract for a $30,000 cottage to be built at Dark
Clark acting as substitutes. Mrs*
Harbor for Mrs. A. Devereaux of PhiladelDoak was the prize winner, receiving a Dresden china bon bon dish. Refreshments were
phia. It will be ready for occupancy next
season.
served. This was the first meeting of the club
Mr. Hatch built the Episcopal chapel
in Belfast.
this season; in fact, the fir st time the c'ub has
been together since the death last summer of
Free Matinee and the Christmas Tree. I
Mrs. E A. Yvadewoith, formerly Miss JoseArrangements have been made for a free mat- I
be
wi
1
missed
in
who
always
phiue Burkett,
inee on Saturday,
J)ec. 23d, at the Belfast
the club gatherings, aof which she was the life.
Opera House. This is through the kindness
seven
or eight
Since the organization, some
and generosity of Manager George
Thompson,
years ago, this club has lost four members by who has advised the
Community Christmas
death, the others being Mrs Samuel M. R. Tree committee that he will gladly look after
Locke, Mrs, Frank K. Wiggin and Mrs. William ! all the children who care to attend the afterM. Randall.
noon performance.
This thoughtfulness on
The Universalist Fair, The sale, supper: the part of Manager Thompson is greatly apand entertainment by the ladies of the Uni- ! preciated by the committee, and that the little
versalist Circle and Social Aid, held in Memo- I folks wili appreciate it goes without saying.
In
| rial hall last Thursday afternoon and evening, soncase the night should be stormy, Mr. Thomphas also placed the theatre at the disposal
was very well attended and successful.
Tbe
sales tables were decorated with Christmas of the committee for the exercises which, if
|
bells, greens, etc. At the fancy work table | pleasant will be held about the tree in post
were Mrs. A. A. Blair and Mrs. J. G; Paul, the ! office square.
These exercises will take place
latter bringing from Chicago, where she re- | at 5.45 o’clock, this early hour being chosen in
cently visited, many new and attractive arti- j order to get through before the hour of the
cles. At the utility table were Mrs. Eugene j evening performance in the Opera House, in
L. Cook and Mrs Frank G. Mixer; at the candy case it storms and the committee has to accept
The O. K Cribbage Club held its first ladies
night with Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Tuttle, Jackson Miss J. A. Wiggin and Miss Velma Mitchell; Manager Thompson’s offer.
Old Folk Songs and Dances. Dr. E. E.
An oyster sup* aprons, Mrs. Fred Racklitt and Mrs. G. G. !
avenue, last Thursday night.
the mystery, Mrs. Arthur H. Morse Philbrook, musical director of Castine
per was served at 6 o’clock, followed by music Wardwell;
Normal
and Miss Grace Packard.
The guess cake, school, gave a most interesting and instructive
and cards. Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Christmas
a
and
on
table
in
gaily
talk
decorated,
Earl Talbot, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene L. Cook, Mr.
Tuesday morning, Dec. 12th, before the
charge of Mrs. A. L. Thayer, went to Mr. 1. V. student body of the Belfast High school on
and Mrs Justin Gray.
who came nearest to the number of “Old English Folk Songs and Dances
Miller,
For
The veteran J. T. Lamb of Lincolnville, who
beans in a bottle The supper tables, with many years Dr. Philbrook has made a
has traveled over a41 the roads in Waldo county,
study of
covers
for
that
the new piece of State aid road b^
says
100, had an abundance of food, in- these very old English songs and dances of the
tween the Center and Youngtown, built th's cluding
escalloped clams, ham, chicken, salad?, people, many of them dating back tj 1600 or
year by George Mahoney, is the best piece of
hot rolls, cream pie, assorted cake, doughnuts earlier. Nothing of later
road in the county. The State inspector for
origin can compare j
the State Highway department was also much and coffee. Toe evening program was under with the sweetness and purity of these quaint
J
the direction of Miss E, Frances Abbott, Mrs, old
pleased with this road.—Camden Herald.
airs, and in his talk Dr. Philbrook gave !
In a new organization to be known as the Frank I. Wilson and Mrs. Clarence M. Knowithe history of each and
something of interest
Bowdoin club, composed of the graduates ol ton,and the little ones all acquitted themselves in regard to the composer. He illustrated his j
with
credit.
included
The
music
a
Bowdoin College, Belfast is represented as
piano solo, talk with a number of vocal solos, and was i
follows: Herbert T. Field, ’92; Haraden S. by Miss Ruth Knight; vocal solo, “Banbury also assisted by a mixed quartet, in which Mrs.
Pearl, ’Oo; Prof. Clarence W. Proctor, ’98, Cross.” by Miss Mona Burgess, with Mrs. Philbrook, Mrs E. P. Frost, E. S. Pitcher and
Elmer A. Small, M. I)., ’70; Carl H. Stevens, M. Knowiton accompanist, and a vocal duet, the speaker took part. Mrs. Elon B. Gilchrest ! -j
"Moon Dear,” py Helen Wescott and Charwas at the piano, her splendid
E., ’ll; Prof. William B. Woodbury, ’00.
accompaniments
lotte Knowiton, Mrs, Wescott
adding to the effectiveness of the songs. The !
The American Club was organized at Eatj1 The recitations by two veryaccompanying.
small
chilstudents
were
much
on’s hall last Tuesday evening, with the folpleased with the talk and !
Knowiton and Emily Rackliff,
feel deeply indebted to Dr. Philbrook.
lowing officers: President, Linwood btaples; [ dren, Stanley
were very well received, the latter
memorizing
vice president, Milton Healey; gener. 1 mana selection on “Woman’s Rights” that would
ager, Irving Wade; manager, James C. Robert- ;
tax the mir.d of any grown-up and she
respondsol;; secretary and treasurer, Harold Fletcher;
ed to an encore with a bright selection given
referee, Guy Gray; trustees, Messrs. Gray,
with spirit and understanding. The dialogues
Staples and Healey. It is primarily an ath“The Farm Yard Chat,” “Cinderilla,” in which
letic association.
Clara Hammons, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
The 15th annual concert and ball of Hook
Charles F. Hammons was a star, and “The
and Ladder Company No. 1. held in the ColiMerry Christmas of the Old Woman who lived
seum Rink last Friday evening,was largely atin a shoe,” with her 15 children*were
very entended and a financial and social success. Me- !
taining. The procee is were about $100.

....

|

Miss Helen H. Kittredge is employed in The
City National bank during' the extra work of
issuing their annual statements, etc.

Mrs. Clement W. Wescott entertained the

The Christmas rash is on at the post office
and business is brisk at the parcel post win-

but is still
is
c purgese gaining,
rb the result of a recent

Giles G. Abbott loaded the schooner E. 8.
Wilson with kilnwood for Rockport parties the
past week.

of deeds from
| Tue alphabetical card index
! 1911 to date, in the office of the Register, of

Direct between Portland and New York.
Passenger service discontinued tor the season.
Freight service throughout the yeah.

in

METROPOLITAN LINE
DIRECT BETWEEN BOSTON AND NEW YORK
1

Passenger Service discontinued for the seaFreight Service throughout the year.
FRED W. POTE, Agent,

son,

Belfast, Maine

fOLEYKIDNEY
PILLS
AND BLADDER
FOR BACKA7RE
KIDNEYS

| THE

Current Comment.

Prince Albert gives
smokers such
delight, because
—

its flavor is

so

different and

Our

Post

so

it can’t bite your tongue;
it can’t parch your throat;
—you can smoke it as long and
as hard as you like without any
comeback but real tobacco happiness !

—

—

On the reverse side of every Prince
Albert package you will read:
PROCESS PATENTED
JULY 30th, 1907"
means

to you a lot of tobacco en-

joyment. Prince Albert has always been
sold without coupons or premiums. We
prefer to give quality!

embargo on arms. Villa, Zapata,
Felix Diaz, et al., constantly smuggle
arms and ammunition,and there is reason
to believe they have no trouble in getting
But Carranza, beall they can pay for.
cause he is a regularly recognized Government, is unable to do this. Consequently
an

the national joy smoke

lt~i fynOn^PCC; '"•■p/"*
_

in

pipG OcltxSlaCUOn

jo

hn^1—

P’! WP Of lt"S
Il£> fin'l
CilUIUfellbd.1V/CU

astic friends

ever

T/'OZJ’LLi find a cheery howdy-do on tap no
-*• matter how much of a
stranger you are in the
neck of the woods you drop into. For, Prince
Albert is right there —at the first place you
pass that sells tobacco.’ The toppy red
bag sells for a nickel and the tidy red
tin for a dime; then there’s the handsome pound and half-pound tin
humidors and the pound

claimed

crys%t%s±™'dZr£,
that keeps the
bacbani‘.nupsturim
to-

for it

!
v

It

every smoke desire you
or any other man ever had!
It is so
cool and fragrant and appealing to your
smokeappetite that you will get chummy with
it

!
nujl!iil:TOBACCO IS PREPARED

*\

iINHFrJTMP
UrtdIviVirvci\OUnwpvinc

,y

caj> CMfWPDC

PROCESS DISCOVERED !M

I

3

making experiments to *
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mighty

short time!

"Will yen invest 5c or 10c to prove out
so on the national jcy smoke?
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say-

Thi« «the

revere

Si,'e ant-s

thu-p»«e,...d Process7'messatjeto-you and realize v/hat it moans
in making Prince Albert so much

R. J. REYNCLD3 TOBACCO CO., Winston-Salem. N. C
absence of interior growths, the inside
of the shells were perfectly bright and
clean. No unusual enemies were found

to your

liking._

RUS5KLL

COOK,

tism.

Sold

everywhere.

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Viitlena F. Bagley, lao*
Waldo, ni said County ot Waldo.'deceased,
having been presented for probate. Bertha I.

\

A

of

can get no war
fight his enemies and our enemies.
The United Slates is keeping an army
of occupation in northern Mexico for the
purpose of “gelling Villa.” The Carranzistas also have troops in the same region
and their official business is likewise to
get Villa. But the Carranzista army
leaders are so distrustful of the American
soldiers and are so busily occupied ii:
watching them that, they have neither
time nor strength to go after Villa, who
is taking advantage of the situation and
We find in
is doing about as he pleases.
the field armies of two countries which
a
life
nightmare for the
might make
bandit if they ready set to work at the
job. But nobody is doing anything.
The opera bouffe stunts pulled off in
Latin American countries used to bt
great jokes in the United States, but can
any one remember one more thoroughly
silly than this to which our Government
is a party?

Pease named executrix to serve without bond.
Ordered, That notice be given to all person?* interested 1*> causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks suecessiv* ly in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Beitast, within and for said ( ounty, on the second Tuesday of January next, at t<*n of the
cork betore noon, ami >h.»w eau>e, if any they
have, why the san e should not be proved, approved and allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judue.
a true copy.
Attest:
Arthur \v. Leonard. Register.

( ounty u* Waldo, on tin* second TuesDecember, A. D 1916.
instrument purporting to be the last
will ami tes ament of Charles E. Campbell,
late of Winte port, in said County of Waldo,
de eased, Having been presented for probate
Fred Atwood of Wiutei;port, in said county,
named executrix in said wil 1.
tor

tin*

day

ot

4

certain

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
iuteiested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican .Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may

appear

at a

Probate Court,

to

Belfast, w ithin and tor said County,
ond Tuesday of January next, at
a

IT. hate Coutt hem at
for the • utility of Waldo,
a. D. 1916.

At a

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the Co* nty oi Waldo, on the 2nd Tuesday
of December, A. D. 1916.

to

The President’s “Debt.”
[Professor George Trumbull Laod in

I

Childrsn,

and

©astoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil p
gorio, Drops and Soothing Syrups. Tt o
Opium, Morphine nor other nareotie snlH-n
more than thirty years it has been in coe.-dam
relief of Constipation, Flatuleney, V. ind (V:
Diarrhoea; allaying Feverishness arising
and by regulating the Stomach and Bowels,;
similation of Food; giving healthy and ua!n;al i,'
Tlie Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend,

December,

At a

munition with which

ne

ti

Infants

fi
■
■

bank Official Recommends Them.
T. J. Norrell, vice president of (he Bank of
Cottonwood, Tex., writes: “I have received relief and recommend Foley Kiiney Pills to any
one who has kidney trouble
Kidney trouble
manifests itself in many wsys—in worry, by
aches, pains, soreness, stiffness, and rheuma-

ludicrous sides.
The American Government has recognized Venustiaiio Carranza as the defacto
Government in Mexico. It also has put

its

■»

for

Cole’s case is the latest.

The situation in northern Mexico as it
is affected by the American attitude and
policies has its tragic and shameful and

a

TIRInGE albert

_______

Sequel Willis P. Cole of Winterport,
Clerk, Files a Petition Naming Liabilities

As a

Biggest Dreadnought

Standard, Rep]
of $57,000
IFroip the Syracuse
Another American snip has been sunk
In the wake of the somewhat noted
we
“Washington.
with colors flying.
John I. Frederick bankruptcy case,
are told, “is not alarmed over the sinkwhich entangled several well-to-do men
ing,•• it js Washington's habit not to in the eastern section of the State five
be alarmed over any insult or atrocity or six
years ago, comes a late aftermath
commits.
Greet Britain or Germany
in the petition filed Dec. 12th in the
war.
of
us
out
That is how “he ha8 kept
United Slates District court at Portland
t»y Willis P. Cole, a clerk of Winterport,
WVther Bryan Is Headed.
whose liabilities are named at $57,000,
Tribune]
Oakland
the
[tioin
and who claims that all of them should
It requires no consulting of he oracles be paid by Frederick.
The liabilities consist almost wholly of
to see where Colonel Bryan will fetcu up
fhe logic*! nom- notes endorsed by Cole as he claims at
four years hence. He
He has (he request of Frederick. The biggest
inee of the Prohibition party.
bank,
practically read nimself out of the Demo- creditor is the Bucksport National
cratic party already. His inconspieuous- which holds notes aggregating over $12,ness in the campaign indicated his slight 500.
his
At the time that creditors brought
party hold, and its triumph is not
Fredvictory. It is curious, by the by, that bankruptcy a proceedings against
dozen years ago, he claimed
he figured large only in party adversity. erick. half
that his chief business was fa ming, and
As soon as his party met .with success he
began to recede in prominence, and now that he was exempted under a certain
he has proclaimed his intent to head an- phase of the law, but the court ruled
that he was a potato broker, and he was
other political movement.
adjudged in bankruptcy. Then a half
Not
dozen interlocking suits catne up, many
Tragic.
Funny—If it Were
so-called potato king9 were involved.
[From the Detroit Free Press ]

delightfully good;

That

FREDERICK BANKRUPTY CASE.

be held at
on the secten of
the

clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, approved at d allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register,

Lettei

Belfast, within and
on

the 12th dav
3

NOTICE

ol

DUNTON

of Belfast, in said
county, trustee under the last will of Annlla Baker, late of Belfast, in said
County of
Waldo. uecea.M d, haviug presented a
petition
pi ay u g that his appointment ma\ be confirmed
and mat letters of trust issue to him
according
h
to taw.
Ordered. I hat the said petitioner give notice t.
all persons Interested by causing a
cop\ oi tin.'
°rder to be published hree weeks >iua% smvu
in I he Republican Jourmil, a
newspaper puPii'h
ed at Beltasi. that they appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, wdhin and tor said
County,outhe 9th day of January. A. I>. 1917.
at feu id the dock before
noon, and show cause,
it any they have,
why the prawn- of said petition
er should not be granted
JAMEB LIl.BY, Judge
A true copy. Attest:
ARTHtiK W. I MAAKi), Register.

KOBER1

Be

it Ordained by the
and Common Council of u
fast, in City Council Asset
STREET REUULA
AND HULLS IOR

ARTICLE 1.
VEHICLES IN

*

j

L^XhCUiOR**' NOTICE. Me suoscribeis here !
1J
by give notice that they have been duly a»>
pointed executors of the last will anil testameu !

of

DOLLY J, BRY vN r, late of Freedom,
the County of Waldo, deceased
All persons
having dr niarnls against the estate of said tie
ceased aie desired to
present the same toi
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment imimdiateiy.
«E< 'ROE k. WRY A NT,
JPD'ON B, BRYANT
Me,, Dee. 12. I9i«,

-■

li

I

freedom.

4 DM IN 1ST RAT KIX

S

NOTICE.

Section 1. A vehicle tut.
pass on the iight.
S»ction 2.
A vehicle uv.
shall pass on the left side
vehicle ami shall nut pull o,
til entirely clear of it.
Section 3.
A vehicle tu
street to the right shall tur
the righthand curb as prat
Section 4.
A Vehicle in tur
into another street shaii p
and beyond the center of
street before turning.
Section 5
No vehicle ugency or to allow another v<
to cross its path shall stop
within the business sectiur
righthand curb thereof, and tb
obstruct any crossing.
Section 6.
Within the eit
horn, or other device for
sounded so as to make a har
or unreasonable noise; and
motor vehicle shall permit ai
smoke to escape or any uni.
cutting out the mulll *r or oil.

mesiib

scilber hereby gives notice that he hasbeei
duly appointed administratri x ot the estate of

..

MARY ELLEN (lOODWIN, into ol Eearsmont
to the New York Times:]
in the County of Waldo, deceased, anu giveu
1 quote this sentence from this mornbonds as the law directs. All person? having deFormerly of Belfast, Who is Scoring a Sucmands against the estate of said deceased are
ing’s issue of the New York Times:
The Maine industry Severely Hurt.
cess in Music.
“The leaders of railroad labor feel that
I desired to present the same lor setllehient, and
in the dredges.
ARTICLE II
ail
indebted thereto
The
Cor.
giant
Bangor News.]
Orono, Me., Dec. 20, 1916.
[Belfast
President Wilson is under debt to them, At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and ment ltnuiediatelv are requested to make paySIGNALS,
All indications pointed to the starfish
ior
tne
of
on the 12th day ot
Countv
Waulo.
HESTER >1. W ENTWORTH.
Section 1. In slowing up
scallop is another species and differs as the cause as is evidenced by the folA former Belfast lad, Russell Cook, 18 and that he will use his influence to comDecember, A*. 1) 1916.
Knox, Me,, Dee, 12. 1916.
bat the attempt of the railroads to have
nul
shall
be
those
or
Sound
given
bemuu
from
the
Cod
s. MObllF.K of Unity, in said county.
greatly
Cape
is the conductor of the 50lowing: Throughout the entire district years of age,
the Adamson law declared unconstitutionwhip or hand vertically,
widow of LindJoy H. Mosher, late of Unity,
4 DM INISTRATOR’S
NOTICE.
The
scallop. A number of years ago the life
suborchestra
of
the
Somerville
Section
t
w
2.
in
said
<>r
In
a
High
starfish
in
plece
al.”
ounty
do. deceased, having preproturning w
surveyed the number of
iA scilber hereby gives notice that he lm? j
whether at an intersection of
c
history and morphology of this ancient
Let us briefly analyze this sentence anc sented a petition praying that an allowance be been duly
appointed administrator of the !j w
portion to the living scallops was suffi- school, one of the largest and best known
granted to her out of the personal estate of estate of
or
in
ise,
starting to turn fr.
how full of the most threatening
see
mollusk was worked out by Dr. Drew, at
said deceaseu’s estate.
shall
be
cient to cause mortality. In the three mus ical organizations connected with any
raic.
signal
given
by
| hand
JOHN DICKEY, late of Brooks,
Hav- dangers to the very foundations in law oi
that time Biologist to the Maine AgriOrdered, That the said petitioner give notice to
of the schools of Greater Boston.
indicating with it the dirm the County ol Waldo, deceased, and giver
or four scallops which were brought to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
| the turn is to be made.
ing played in the orchestra during his the republic it certainly is:of the
cultural Experiment Station. For this
bonds
order
to
as
the
be
three
weeks
law
iL
directs.
All
published
persons having
First—The President
successively
Section 3.
the surface with contents not entirely course in the school, young Cook was
republit The Republican
Before backing
Journal, a newspaper published demands against the estate of said deceased ai>
reason it was very natural that when
under an obligation tc
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
desired to present the same for settlement, auc j shall be given, and while h.
cleaned out, the portion of the scallop elected conductor at the close of his has put himself
must
be exercised not
to
all
the
labor
How:
be
held
indebted
leaders
of
unions.
Court,
at
oelfast.
the fishermen found the first of Novemwithin and for sai<
rheitB- are requested to make pay j vigilance
to the school the
still remaining had the appearance of be- senior year and returned
ment immediately.
behind.
the law I County, on the 9th day ot January, A. D. 1917
ber, at the end of “close time,” that the
i this fall to take a post-graduate course By forcing through Congress
at ten ot tlie clock before noon, and show eaust'
WALTER
P.
DiCKEY.
Section
4.
Driver of mote.j
which they demanded in favor of theii
ing partly dissolved, revealed no tearing ! in order to accept the position,
if any they have.w hy the prayer of said petition
Brooks, Me., Dec 12. 1916.
beds contained mostly empty shells and
J kinds shall in approaching
of the tissues such as would be caused j
The orchestra, unlike many others in interests? Or because it was the re- er snouid not be granted.
ner or curve on a public str
;
that this industry, worth annually to the
.JAMES LIBBY, Judgeward of the vote of these unions which,
r»- sub- ! signals in such a way as to .r
notice.
by crabs or fish, and, in so far as the pro- connection with schools, is very fortu- as
A true copy.
Attest:
scriber hereby gives notice that he has beer
fishermen near Rockland over $100,000,
other vehicles and to pedestn
they imagine, gave him his reeleclion!
nate in having players who are efficient
Arthur W. Leonard. Register.
cess of cleaning out had progressed, the
administratrix
of
the
duly
appointed
estate
of
Second—Tne President is to pay the
proach.
on the instruments which are often lackwas to be a failure for 1916, that they
THOMAS HhA(J \ N. late of Searsport,
flesh had been cleanly dissolved from the ;
he
owes
the
labor
debt
which
unions
by At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, w ithin and
j Section 5. Every autunx
ing in such an organization, and which
should apply to the University for asin the County ol \'ald*», deceased, and give1' i venicle shall carry a lighted
to
a
de
bis
influence"
certain
get
for the Countv of Waluo, on tlie second Tuesedge of the shell inwardly and the re- I greatly handicap such. It has its full “using
bonds as the iaw directs. Ail persons having
one-half hour after sunset a:
At the present time no one
sistance.
cision from the courts, probably from the
day of December, A. I). 1916.
demands against tiie estate of said decease*:
before sunrise.
maining portions, with edges softened, quota of violins, 'cellos, wood wind inCourt of ihe republic. Anc
arc tie irtu to present the same for setth iu«-nt
connected with the Station has special
Supreme
4 certain instrument, purporting to be the last
i
siruments and a strong brass section,
The above inwere in normal position.
is
he
to use his influence when hi
will and testament oi Lydia s. Fe'guson, aud all indebted thereto are requested to make
how
*1
with
and
It
of
bassoons, tympar.ise
together
Hapscallop fishing.
knowledge
payment immediately.
late of Belfast, In said County of Waldo, dedicate rapid digestion and is characteris- j bass viols.
RIGHT OF WA \
It is very evenly balanced, has no more constitutional right to in
HANNAH K HKAGAN.
ceased. having been presented for probate. Jane
pened that the writer was to be in tic of starfish work.
I Section 1, A vehicle waiti
Prospect, Me., Dec. 12. 1916.
under the conciuctorship of Mr. fluence the judicial branch of the republic
W. Ferguson named executrix in said will to
and,
has
the
most
humble
and
bo
id.
Washington on other business early in
than
shall promptly give place
inconspi serve without
The ligament, in many cases, was Cook, is making rapid progress.
take on or let off passengers
NOTICE. The subscribei hereOrdered. That notice be given to all persons
November and he took advantage Of this
The annual concert is given, in May cuous of its citizens?
broken although the shells were still
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
gives uotice that he lias teen duly ap- |
Section 2.
by
The driver
f
at
here
are
work
ideas
of
I
Surely
and this year’s work will include the
of
iluee
opportunity to go over the situation at
weeks
in
The
Repointed
guardian
successively
published
approach of a lire engine
hinged together. This would be easily Military Symphony, Hayden; a concert quite appalling nature as (o what the
Journal, published at Bell.tst, that they
publican
GEORGE P. \\ OODWa Ri), late of LincolnI afus (answering an alarm
Bureau
the
States
of
with
United
length
Constitution of the United States, whicl I may appeal tit a Probate Court,to be held at Belvine,
draw up said vehicle as near
explained from work of the starfish, since overture and other numbers. The con- at
last., wit Ir.n and for said ( ounty, ou the second
Fisheries. This Maine trouble received
one time commanded the admirat.ior
in the County of Waldo, and given bond*' as tin
the righthand curb and j
I the distance from the edge of the shell ductor hopes also to give a pop concert
Tuesday ot January next, at ten of the clock law directs.
All persons having demamlsagainsi
the season, with music of a lighter of the world, meant by its careful limibefore noon, ami snow cause if any they have,
bring it to a standstill,
sympathetic attention and they detailed I to the
during
is considerable, and after
said
P.
de-divd
i*>
Woodward
arc
George
;
}*i♦*
hinge
the
the
tations of
legislative,
judicial win tin* same should not be proved, approved sent ibe same for settlement, atnl ill indebted
nature. During the winter the orchestra
two men—one of them an expert in
ARl'lL'LK IV
I
ing the death of the scallop it will give concerts in the suburban cities. and especially the executive branches o and allowed.
thereto are requested t** make payment immemollusk fisheries—to make an investiga- accomplis’
1
JAMES LIB BY, .Judge
to
their
own
SPEED.
function-,with
diately, to
In addition to his work with the S. H. government
would be necessary for a large starfish
A
true
Attest:
copy,
JOSEPH H. WOODWARD.
tion. The following is from the report
out the right of influencing in any suet
Section 1. No automobile
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
to crowd open the valves in order to | S. orchestra, Mr. Cook also holds the
Dec 12, 1916,
Bangor.
Me,,
shall he driven or oper.M.
of this expert to the United Slates ComI position of concert master of the Y. M. way as the word plainly means in thii
reach the interior portions of the flesh.
! limits at a greater rate of 8]
C. A. orchestra in Boston, studies with use the functions of one another.
« DM IMSTRATRIX’S NOTICE.
\V A LDO SS—lu Court ot Probate. Held at Bel
b
I he •mbmissioner of Fisheries:
]
1
\?
fast, on flic 12ti. day of December. 1916. .1 cr hereby gives notice that she has been dn;y I miles an hour.
Had the scallops died naturally or un- L. H. Saiven of Boston, violin and viola;
But, alas! the obscuration and defeac
Elwln C, Dickey, administrator on the estate ot
of the Constitution in this important re
In the course of the investigation 94 ! molested the
appointed administrat'd* of the estate of
ARTICLE V.
ligament would have re- ! gives private lessons on the violin; is
Fiances L. Robertson la'e of Monroe, in said
LLEV\ EI.LYN F. AltEY, utte of Montville.
County, deceased, hav.ug presented bis first
drags were made with the ordinary scal- ! mained intact, as would also be the case j playing his sixth season in the Tremont spect is just what has been going 01
; CONTROL OF HORSES AND V
final
of
said
since
the
and
account
administration
of
es
of
thi:
very beginning
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and giver
BrotherhooJ orchestra, besides apace
Section 1. No horse shall tlop dredge such as is regularly used by if worms or small parasites of any sort | Tempie
tate for allowance.
bonos as the law directs. All persons having } in
Administration.
doing outside concert work.
any street or highway ui
demands against the estate of said deceased ac
the fishing boats. Over two thousand had been the cause. If fish had removed j
that notice thereof be given, three
Ordered,
the
When
was
I
ened
from
he
and then at the owner's
!
graduated
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, desired to present the same for settlement, and
Camden’s Christmas Tree.
live scallops were examined and many the flesh of the
Section
2.
No vehicle sh.<
Somerville
last
he
school
al!
indebted
thereto
are
to
make
valves
would
June,
the
High
pay |
requested
scallop
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
j wrote the class
went immediately.
j within the intersection of an.*
that all persons inierested may attend at a Pro
times this number of shells. The beds
play, Fooled, and took
undoubtedly have been separated.
HELEN
T.
AREY.
in
ten
feet
of
a
is
to
have
her
first
street corner.
Camden
Commu
bate Court, to be held at Bellast.on the 9th of
! part in the production, which was most
which were investigated were located in
Montville, Me.. Nov. 14. 1916.
Section 3.
No persons hav;Under date of December 9th Commis- I successful.
they
nity Christmas tree this year and wil of January next, and show cause, it anyallowthe
said
account
should
not
be
vehicle
shall obstruct any
have, why
West Penobscot Bay, East Penobscot sioner H. M. Smith writes that “The
Mi. Cook began the study ot the vio- have it on Christmas eve, which comes ed.
NOTICE. The subscriber hereJAMES LIBBY. Judge,
the same abreast of another '•
A true copy. Attest:
Ly gives notice that lie Ins hem duly ap- ease of an emergency.
Bay, Eggemoggin Reach and Blue Hill I Bureau is now giving consideration tc lin in Belfast at the age of eight years, on Sunday night. It will be held on the
Arthur W. Leonard, Register,
pointed executor of the last will and testament
D...
his first teacher being Percy Sanborn, Ocean House lot, recently presented tc
of
the possibility of making further investiARTICLE VI
who has a studio in Phoenix Row. To the town for a park ana public library
At a Probate Court neld at Belfast, within and
The mortality was present throughout gations with reference to offering ad- his first teacher
wife
JAMES C. WHITE, late or Boston, Mass.,
Mrs.
Edward
of
the
Bok,
DEFINITION:.,
for the County of Waldo, on the 12th day ot
young Cook attributes site, by
Section 1. 'lhe word **dnv»
the entire region investigated, but was vice for the protection of the beds.”
December, a. 1>. 1916.
much of his success and inspiration. He editor of the Ladies Home Journal, anc
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs. driver of a
of
There
be
no hope of doing
H.
Curtis
of
Philaseems
to
the rider
of
in
said
horse,
P. WENTWORTH
Cyrus
Knox,
All persons having demands against the eswas started right and his old teacher has daughter
greatest in West Penobscot Bay, where
operator of a motor vehicle.
tate of said deceased are desired to present
county, guardian ot Jesse F. Yeaton of
anything that will give immediate been a great help and source of encour- delphia. At the close of the regulai
of
in
said
Waldo,
thereat present the beds are practically ruined relief.
County
indebted
having pre- the same for settlement, and all
Knox,
The starfish is an enemy of ail
in the years of work since leav- Sunday evening services the eongrega
ARTICLE Vli
sented a petition praying that he may resign
to are requested to make payment immediately
Last year mollusks and its habits are well known. agement
for remunerative fishing.
tions of the various churches, headed by his guardianship
of said ward and that said
to David H. Smith of Islesboro, Me., mv author
ing Belfast
OBEDIENCE.
Blue Hill Bay was similarly devastated, Methods of control are difficult of appliWhile his plans are as yet undeveloped, their choirs, will march to the tree, resignation may be accepted by the Judge of ized agent in the State of Maine.
Section 1. Drivers must at
the Probate Court.
CHAKLi SJ. WHITE.
cation. It is to be earnestly hoped that Mr. Cook
| with
will, of course, make music where carols will be sung and appropridirection
but on the authority of the fishermen
any
by vo
Boston, Mass,, Nov, 14, 1916.
some way of fighting the starfish may
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to I
his life-work.
member of the police force,
He thinks of taking a ate services held. All householders arc
who operated the dredges the sample be
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
successfully developed to protect this ccurse at Harvard in harmony, counter- asked to burn candles in their windows order
starting, approaching or !.
to be published three weeks successively
and elaborate preparations are being
drags which were made there in this important shore fishery industry.
place, the manner or taku
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper pubpoint, theory and appreciation.
v.imo.
xv.
»» u'VL'o,
lished at Belfast, that they may appear at a Propassengers, or loading goods ii.
Mr. Cook is well remembered in Bel- made for a very effective and enjoyablt
investigation indicated a slight increase
foi
be
held
within
and
bate
to
at
Belfast,
court,
City Clerk’s Office,
Director Maine Agricultural Experi- fast as a
observance of the holiday._
in the number of scallops over the condiyoung boy with a big violin
ARTICLE VIII
said County, on ilie 9th day ot January, A. D.
December
1916.
Belfast,
Me.,
5,
(
ment Station.
1917, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cage, and as a youngster he took part in
PENALTIES
tions at the close of last year.
At a regular meeting of ihe city governcause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
His people moved
many local concerts.
the
cterk
December
was
4, 1916,
ment held
city
Section 1. all drivers upoi
petitioner should not be granted.
RECENT DEATHS.
to Somerville some eight years ago, but
The mortality was not confined to a reJAMES LIBBY. Judge
instructed to publish the following ordinance; of the City of Belfast, \Va!
are frequent visitors here, and it is hoped
A true copy, Attest:
with notice that the same will be enforced.
cent occurrence but had taken place over
shall conform to the above by
Arthur vv. Leonard, Register.
Attest: CARLETON DOAK, City Clerk,
that the young musician may be heard
Section 2.
Any person who
Knott C. Rankin, a retired lime manua period of several months previous to
in
his
native
is
the
He
above by-laws or any one
again
only
city.
At'i
I'l-iilintf <limit held Hf Heitnsf wit.nn
(COMPOUND)
ORDINANCE
the investigation.
Fully one-third of facturer and shipowner, died Dec. 12th son of Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Cook.
a tine
not exv
by
punished
of
on
the
12th day of
Waldo,
for the County
at his home in Rockland aged 85 years.
Saul
v.ollars for each offence.
For Piles or Hemorrhoids,
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then been in Belfast

had, however,
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and the

neighboring

even the Brituices had sent their
and it was not unral of them at anchor
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story of Belfast, Vol.
'Ill a single week of
;>els arrived from the
of them bringing
., one
;irs.” Catholic Irtsn
then landing in large
John, N. B., many of
aiiy following the trails
s aie, destined to settle
as the case may have
to lose eventually
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family
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Very Rev. Michael

move was
a

C.

O’Brien,

made towards the erection

i
o<

church, brought abobt undoubtedly bj
the fact that the little building on Primrose Street was much too small for the
large number of Catholics then in Belfast.
Sufficient funds to justify the undertaking
were pledged, and the hopes of the people would have been realized had nol
Father O’Brien’s pastorate at Rockland
and exigencies of the
come to a close,
times necessitated his returning to the
subscribers whatever funds that had been
collected for this worthy purpose.
On the erection of the parish at Winterport in 1877, and the appointment of
the present Rector of St. Mary’s, Bangor, The Rev. Jeremiah McCarthy, as
the first resident pastor, the mission at
Belfast was transferred from the care of
the parish at Rockland to that of the
Father Mcnew parish at Winterport.
Carthy and his successors in the pastorate at Winterport continued to respond
to the needs of the Belfast Catholics until the erection of a separate parish at
Belfast in the spring of 1894, when the
Rev. Maurice O’Brien was appointed first
resident pastor.
Sunday, October 7, 1877, while Father
McCarthy was in charge of the mission,
the first recorded Confirmation took
place. Under date of Thursday, Oct.
11, 1877, we read in The Progressive
Age: “Bishop Healy, Catholic of Portland, assisted by Father Murphy of Bangor, and Father McCarthy, administered
the rite of Confirmation of that Church,
at Hayford’s Hall, Sunday morning. Be
(ween thirty and forty were confirmed.’’
Catholic services had been regularly held
in Johnson’s hall on High street since
the temporary chapel on Primrose street
had been closed, but as larger quarters
were deemed necessary for this occasion
when many of the town’s people might
wish to attend, the Opera House was
secured, a move which was amply justified by the numerous audience, which was
much edified by the eloquent sermon
preached by Bishop Healy, who was then
at his best.

carried into effect while health ia
give
I would willingly hear more fron
you of the fulfilment of your plana fo
the glory of God and the salvation o
souls.” A few days later Mr. Branna
gan wrote Bishop Healy:
“We hav<

'you.

not bo far been able to obtain
any satis
factory plans for the proposed,structure
Our recent fire, in which
my home wai
burned, has tended to impair my healti
and prevent the immediate fulfilment o
my proposed work.” A letter writtei
by the Bishop a few years later agair
places the work before Mr. Brannagar
and at the same time recalls the forme;
days of the Church on Penobscot Ba$
‘when the Fairh bloomed like a rose ol
bharon,” under the fostering care ol
the Capuchins and other Fathers of the
Cnurch who knew the country anc
waters so well, all of which served ic
bring a decision to the hesitating mind
of the aged Christian.
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towns

East Ship

Suffrage Prescient Says Women Can
Better Aid Civilization Without Ballots.
The first national gathering of women

opposed to women suffrage was opened
Washington, D. C., Dec. 7th, with
delegates present from twenty-five
States. The keynote speech of the conin

vention
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ATWOOD’S

MEDICINE

useful remedy to keep in the house, it's so good for stomach
rubles, constipation, sick headache and bilious attacks. During
,l

1>ast
!l,;

sixty years it has proved so dependable for man, woman and
that in thousands of New England households itis looked upon as

The Old Home Remedy

V‘’1- f

Buy a 35c bottle at nearest store,
"

begii

without delay.
In a letter at hand, un
der date of July 19th, 1885, we read:
pray you that your good intentions bi

or

write

for free sample.

MEDICINE CO.POKTtANP. MAINE

mestic kingdom.

The greatest politics

triumphs
public lift
fade into insignificance compared witl
the serene glory which radiates from th<
domestic Bhrine and which she illuminei
and warms by her conjugal and motherlj
she could achieve in

!

Harbour,

~~

SHERIFF’S SALE

ouvv-cnDlui

December 9, 1916.

Taken on execution, wherein F S. Royster
Company, a corporation organized and
existing under the la*s of the State of Virginia, haviug an office and place of business at
Baltimore, in the Scat- »r Maryland, is Plain-

Guano

tiff, and Oscar Cole of Wintt rport. in said
County of Waldo, is Defendant, and will be
by public auction on the 'eighteen day ot
January, 19 7, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon, at
the office of Walter A. Cowan in said Winterport, all the right in equity which said Oscar
Cole had on the seventh day of December,
1916, at 2 o’clock and 30 minutes in the after
sold

>on, when me same was attached on the original writ, to redeem the following described
mortgaged real estate, situated in Winterporl,
to wit;
A certain lot of land with the buddings
thereon situated on the northwesterly side of
Main street, in Winter^on. village, bounded
northeasterly and northwesterly by land of
Charles E Littlefield; bounded southwesterly
by the house lot of George H Clements, and
bounded southeasterly by said Main street, being approximately 13-3 feet square, and being
the premises conveyed to (Lear Cole by Metta
Freeman Emersou o> deed dated October 10,
1907, and recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds,
Book 288, Page 179, excepting the part of the
premises described in said deed which was
convey id by Osc*’ Coie (u George H Clements
hy deed dated December 14, 1912, and recorded
in said Registry, Book 309, P< ge 228
Said real
estate is subject to a mortgage
given by said
(Lear C-de-to T. R Savage Company of Bangor, Maine, aud recorded in said Registry
of]
ILeds, on which there is sain to bo due about
n

$1 025;
Also, all the right in equity which said Oscar
Coie had on said seventh day or December to
redeem the following described real
estate,
situated in said Winterport, to wit:
A

certain

lot

or

parcel of

buildings thereon bounded

Beginning

as

laid with

the

follows:

at a

theatre aitdk
refreshed
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Female

Help

Wanted

on W ashington street just off Main sheet,
i have single and
double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers
desired. Your patronage issolicited
Telephones- stable 235-2, house 61-13.
Iy28
W. G. PlttCS I ON. Proprietor.

i

i

|

They

1-—-———-

AM

AM

3 CO

8 5C

PM

1

Special Bargains
In wood saw outfits, cut off saws, kerosene
and gasoline engines, electric lighting plants,
water plants. Send for circular. It will save
you money,

THORNDIKE MACHINE COMPANY,
4w49
Portland, Maine.

PM

Portland. 12 00

Mill Sites,

7

I have purchased

Ford delivery car and
will take orders and deliver in any part of the
also
will
take
out
city:
parties very reasonable. My car will carry seven passengers.
P, D. H. CARTER, Groceries,
39 Main Street, Belfast.
44tf
Telephone 257-3
a

Bangor.

Citypoint.

Belfast, arrive.
tFlag station.

d-hanc
of every de-

con

49 45
9 50

10

02

3
1
3
3
3
4
4
4
r4
4
t4

10 08
10 17
10 30
410 40
10 55
11 05
til 15
11 35
til 45
411 55
12 01

15
6C
24
34
60
00
OS
17
25
40

Farms,Sites

FOR SALE.
handsome 11 acre farm, all cleared anc
fenced. Will sell at a big sacrifice. As goot
productive soil as you will find in the State
A

especially adapted to raise fruit and vegetablei
of all kinds, high, dry and healthy location, n<
swamps or malaria; good house, 2 barns, poultry houses, farming implements; everything
ready to start to work. 1 1-2 mile from thi
center part of the City of Ocala; good schooli

HAIR

prepared to do a.l kinds of trucking,
Furniture and piano moving a specialty.

Water Rowers

Acme

just added

to my equipment a 2-ton
auto true kmade by the Cadillac con-

Leave orders at the stable, corner hf
Wain and Cross streets, and they will re-

cern

AND

Good Farming Land

ceive prompt attention.
Telephone connection

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.

W. W. BLAZO,

regarding locations
invited and will receive attentions

Communications

when

addressed to any agent
or to

of

126

Waldo Avenue, Belfast

the

MAINE CENTRAL,

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU

MAINE

CENTRAL

RAILROAD,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE

Dissolved in v/e tes* £V •• douches stops
pelvic cafti:/h, ulceration and inflam-

James H Duncan, C. EJ
SEARSPORT. MAINE,
Land

i

Surveying,
Valuation of Timberlands,

Topographic

j

mation.

.'.commended Iby Lydia E.
for tors years.
healing wonder for nasal catarrh,
sore throat and sore eyes. Economical.
Has extraordinary ncleansing u: J germicidal power.
[Sample Free. f*Oc. till d run.,-r Postpaid by I
u,,. L>.-eon. Mass, y
Voiail. ) lie Paxton 1 o.'-t L.

Pinkiiarn hied. Co,

A

Eastern steamship Lines
ALL THE WAV

and
I

Hydrographic Surveys,'
General

Engineering Work.

HR. \Y. (L LIBBY,
DENTIST,
Belfast, Me

GEO.t. JOHNSON,

Attorney at Law
BELFAST, MAINE.
Practice in all Courts.

Probate
2ft

Pilis i
KidneyGa.,R.R.
Foley
3,
Straynge,
.—

SOLD

am

Have

Unlimited Raw Materia!

are

v. MILLER.

TRUCKING
I

Mr. H.T.
Gainesville,
says: “For ten years I've been unable to sleep
all night without getting up. I tried Foley Kidney Pills and after taking one bottle 1 believe I
I sleep soundly all night
am entirely cured.

EVERY WHERE

GOODS.

_/.

give opportunity to those desiring to
make a change in location for a new start
in life.

Undeveloped

and Garments

HAND.

When you want furs would be pleased to have
44tf
you call.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

_

Taking

Cut to Order.

Muffs, Scarfs

LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE

a specialty.
and churches; excellent drinking water. Gooc
Title A-No 1. Terms t<
reason for selling,
MRS. A. M. WINZEL,
suit.
117 E. Forsyth St.,
3w49
Jacksonville, Fla. I

safely kill and remove the worm
with
from your -child’s system
Kickapo >
Worm Killer. This pleasant candy laxative ii 1
tablet form quickly relieves the trouble an< I
your child brightens up. Get Kickapoo Worn
Killer at your Druggist, 26c.

Trimming

Camps j

37 Main Street,

Florida Land

Phoenix Row, opposite the

on

Court House.

Fur

6 05

General Passenger Agent.
G. C DOUGLASS,
General Manager. Portland Maine.

find

ON

5C
f5 00

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold a*
$5.25 from Belfast.
H. D. WALDRON.

Chiropody, Manlcur
ng and Shampooing. Also Facial Work
Full line of all kinds of Hair Work at m)
parlors over Shiro’s Store, Phcenlx Row.

8e

49 10
9 25

Brooks.
Waldo. t9 35

NOTICE.
EVIE HOLMES.

7 16
7 00

Benton.
Clinton.
Burnham, leave. 8 35
Winnecook. 48 45
Unity. 8 64
Tlorndike. 9 02

Guaranteed work In

23tf

12 25

iTov will

for Summer Hoteis
and

YORKj

Miller’s Fur Rooms

Locations

AM

Waterville.

Knox

NOTICE

7 00

Factory

™tjiM-™

?

\

FURS

Quarries,

fguMimMi

mo

Manufactured
Country at Belfast, Maine.
BELFAST AOFNTS.

HALL

b

FERTILIZERS.

THE COE-MORTIMER COMPANY, NEV

...

Boston. 10 00

&

JACKSON

BELFAST AND BURNHAM.

j

will tell you to use E. FRANK COE
in the Best Equipped Factory in the

>

CtiMIKAL kAILKOAD

thirteen

LET YOUR CROPS DECIDE

1257

j

mm

■i^rwiiiuiiMN'.ivwa it^wgB>tn<MMMnua»*MW

Is situated

I

PATTERSON, Proprietor.

mi

Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable

MUSIC SHOP,
Belfast,

■

PRESTOM:S

^

and

KIDNEY PILLS
FOLEY
NR BACKACHE KIDNEYS AND BLADDER

at your favorite

PATTERSON’S
Street,

goods
scription. Furniture. bedding, carpets, stoves, etc
Antique furniture
a specialty. If yoi
virtues.”
have anything t<
sell drop me
Worms Easily Removed.
postal card and you will receive a prompt call.
H. V.OOMB8,
WALTER
Mother, if your child whines, is fretful and •
64 Main Street, Belfast.
cries out in sleep, he is probably suffering Iron
Telephone 249-3
worms.
These parasites drain his vitality am l-—make him more susceptible to serious diseases

Quickly

-pcrauun ana witn aright prospects for the future. The business is
located in a large and commodious storehouse on the wharf of the Eastern Steamship Company. The building has heretofore been used for storage
purposes, but
the necessary changes were m’ade and
it
has been readily transformed into a
factory. Claude Buyers is manager or supermtenaent, and under his charge and
with the co-operation of his wife the
business is moving along most satisfactorily, This industry was secured to
Winterport through the efforts of the
Board of Trade and it is a branch
of
Jacob Dreyfus &
Sons, widely known as
importers and wholesalers of men’s furnishings and manufacturers of “Congress” shirts, with general headquarters
at bummer and Otis
streets, Boston, and
with New York office at 200 Fifth
Avenue.
I hey have for some time had oth»r
branches in Maine towns and are interested m the manufacture of
shirts at
Waldoboro, Bath, Camden and Lewiston
as well as at
Winterport. They make in
the Winterport factory work shirts
from
cheviot, blue chambray, black drill and
black sateen. The
factory equipment at
present includes about fifty machines and
about forty are employed at
presen
tour men and the remainder
women.
The equipment includes four-needle machines and two-needle machines. The
present output is about thirty dozen shirts
a day
or one hundred and
seventy-five
dozen for a week, but it is
hoped later to
increase
the prospeciive output to two
hundred and fifty dozen a week. Additional hands could be
employed to advantage and it is hoped to materially increase the
factory’s capacity. Electric
power is used.-The Industrial Journal.

spruce stake and birch tree
at the westerly, corner of lot No. 176; thence
south 64 degrees east one hundred forty-seven
rods and five links by said lot No. 176 to a
yellow birch tree at the southerly corner of lot
No. 176, thence south 39 degrees west
eightyfour rods by lots numbered 289, 290 and 291 to a
cedar stake; thence north 64 degrees west one
hundred forty-seven rods and five links to a
stake by a &. ruce tree; thence north 36 degrees east eighty-three and one-half rods by
47 Main
Maine
lotJNo. 180 to the place of beginning, containing
one
acres,
hundred
seventy-seven
MUSIC MDSE.
twenty-one
TEACHING
rods, more or less, being the lot numbered 177
in the first division of lots in said
RENTING
REPAIRING
Winterport,
and bei.'ig the premises conveyed
by Samuel
Cole to Oscar Cole subject to a life interest to
J. LEE
Edgar S, Coie and Annie M. Cole by deed dated
December 27. 1899, and recorded in Waldo
Registry of Deeds, Book 257, Page 27*. Said
last described real estate is subject to a mortgage given by said Oscar Cole and Annie M.
If you are a girl with a fair education and
( ole to the Eastern Trust and
Banking Com- are neat, industrious and ambitious we can
pany of Bangor, Maine, recorded in said Reggive
you a place at once as clerk in our subistry of Deeds, Book 318, Page 411, on which
scription department. It is clean, interesting
there is said to be due about $990;
work. A year-round position and a substantial
Also, all the right, title and interest which advance in
salary are assured if you prove satsaid Oscar Cole had in ai d to the following deisfactory. We can, if you wish, give you a
scribed parcels of land situated in said Winterchance to learn typing, stencil cutting, adport on said December 7, 1915, at 2 o'clock and writing,
letting writing and work at which
30 minutes in the afternoon, when the same
extra good pay can be earned by those who
was attached on the original writ; said
parcels succeed. A promising future is open to all
consisting of two wood lots which were con- ambitious girls in our
business.
veyed to said Oscar Cole by Herbert Cole and Willingness to work and topublishing
study are the chief
others by deed dated April 18, 1908, and refor getting to the top. If you are
requisites
corded in said Registry of Deeds, Book 291,
willing to eta t small and if you are ambitious
Page 125, and described as follows:
to work up slowly to something good, write
First Parcel: Beginning at the southeaster- j all
about yourself to W. H. GANNETT, Pub.
i
ly corner of land occupied by Luther W. Fred- Inc,, Dept. R J., Augusta, Maine.
3w49
erick; thence north 38 degrees east thirtythree and one-eighth rods to a stake and stones
in the northerly ine of what is called the
Staples’ lot now owned by Ira M Hurd; thence
south 51 degrees east 63 rods to a stone in
what was formerly William P. Staples’ field;
thence south 38 degrees west thirty-three aud
one half rods to a stake in the line of land of
i
John W. Arey; thence north 51 degrees west
On and after Oct 1. 1916, trains connecting
by said Arey’s land to the place of beginning, i at Burnnam and Waterville with
through train.,
containing
acres, more or less, and infor and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and
cluding the privilege of crossing land formerly ; Boston, will run as follows:
of William P. Staples to enter said lot.
FROM BELFAST
Second Parcel: Beginning on the westerly
side of the Staples’ road, also called the CrockAM
PM
PM
ett road, in.said Winterport, at the northerly
Belfast depart.
7 05
12 L0
2 20
line of land formerly of William P. Staples, j
17 10
tl2 25
t2 25
Citypoint.
now of Ira M. Hurd; thence north 54 degrees
*7 20
H2 35
Waldo.
12 35
*est by said Hurd’s land one hundred six rods
12 47
2 47
Brooks. 7 32
to land formerly of Reuben Rich; now of Al44
17
12
59
Knox......
59
t2
bert Cole, thence north 36 degrees east by said j
1 05
Thorndike. 7 50
3 05
Albert Cole’s land thirty-two rods to land for7
58
113
3
18
Unity.
merly of A L. Kelley; thence south 64 degrees I Winnecook. t8 08
41 23
t3 23
east by said land formerly of 6aid Kelley one
1 35
3 35
| Burnham, arrive. 8 20
hundred six rods to said Staples’ road; thence
3 00
5 05
i Bangor. 11 45
southwesterly by said Staples' road thirty-two I Clinton. 8 39
5 11
rods to the place of beginning, containing
Benton.
8 48
6 20
twenty-one acres and thirty-two square rods, Waterville. 8 54
3 29
6 25
more or less.
Portland. 1150
5 50
8 25
Dated at Winterport, the ninth day of De3
20
8 00
Boston, pm.
cember, 1916.
lO BELFAST
FRANK A. LITTLEFIELD,
3w51
Deputy Sheriff.

■

.,

and at the head of winter navithe river. In early years comand shipbuilding flourished here
and Treat &
Company operated for many
years a great lumber
manufacturing
plant. With the passing of years'the
town has gone
backward, with a loss
both in population and business.
During
the present year there haB been an
upward tendency and the skies are materially brighter. This has been due in
no small a
degree to the organization
early in 1916 of the Winterport Board of
Trade, through whose efforts one important industry has been secured
and with
prospects of others. Joshua Treat, a
leading merchant, is President of the
Board, and the Secretary is Walter A.
Cowan, Esq., a prominent lawyer and
county attorney for Waldo County,
starting with a membership of 26 it has
increased in numbers until now there
are enrolled about 65.
An important
factor in tqaking
Winterport an advantageous location for manufacturing
purposes is that the town has recently
been supplied with electric
light and
power by the Penobscot Bay Electric
Company, a subsidiary of the Central
Maine Power Company.
The Winterport Shirt
factory is now in
on

mer^

“It is with great pleasure that I write
to tell you of the wonderful benefits I
have received from taking “Fruit-atives”. For years, I was a dreadful
sufferer from Constipation and Headaches, and 1 was miserable in every way.
Nothing in the way of medicines seemed
to help me.
Then I finally tried
and the effect waa
Fruit-a-tives
splendid. After taking one box, I feel
like a new person,'to have relief from
those sickening Headaches”.
Mbs. MARTHA DEWOLFE.
50c. a box, 6 for $2.50, trial size, 25c.
At ail dealers or sent postpaid by Fruit*
a-tives Limited, Ogdensburg, N.Y.

Suffrage.

|

Bangor,

After Taking-Only One Box Of
“Fmit-a-tives”

Nat l

was made by Mrs. Arthur M.
of New York, President of the
National Association.
“In this convention we do most earnestly protest against
a Federal amendment for Women Suffrage upon the demand of the minority
of the women,’’ said Mrs.Dodge. “After
sixty-five years of organized effort Woman
Suffrage is a minority movement.
The assumption that a minority has a
right to dictate to the unwilling or indifferent majority does not belong to a

A Penobscot River Town that U
Coming
to the Front Through the Efforts of the
Mew and Wideawake Board of Trade.
Winterport is located on the west bank
of the Penobscot, twelve miles
below
gation

continued.]

of
democracy.
“In protesting against the imposition
mg names of unmiscan
of political duties on women we Know we
n, families that
the
voice
the majority of women of the
position among
United Stales. After 65 years of organirgeiy due to the alT’U..
U~.-lPot-knli/va tVion
in
ized effort, woman suffrage 13 a minor!ly
of emigration that
Belfast encouraged Father McCarthy movement.
;o St. John, thence
We beiieve that woman has
a
of
matter
the
building
more
To have followed to take up
power in uplifting civilization
ha.1
alabove
as
stated
which
church,
,s they drifted from
through the home than man has through
would have been ready been broached while the late V<=ty his vote.
was in charge
i‘Tk.
.ns--...;.,,
k
C.
O'Brien
Rev.
Michael
when
we
ii m task,
roads of this early j of the little congregatio n A year fol- never ueen able to control the organized
ushed out, or were lowing Bishop Healy’s visit, the ques- emotion and radicalism in their ranks.
,.'h the virgin forest ! tion was taken up with the result that Under our form of government there is
the site of the present church was pur- great danger that such an element might
:M easily wander.
list
nnwairor
fnr.
chased by Mr. Brarmagan from Mary A. cripple wise legislation.
Hail, November 22nd, the consideration
I,,.' nail thus fortunate“1 should like to repeat what we call
,is visit to Belfast in given being four hundred and twenty- our creed ‘We anti-suffragists stand for
Journal
The
In
five
dollars.
from
OKI
Republicm
return
the
conservation of the best of American
his
nugh well nigh worn under date, Thursday, November 28, womanhood in all conditions and stations
!
privation, he taxed 1878, we read: “The Catholics aof this of life, for the preservation of the home,
large for the retention of the ideals of precedre to visit the Cathcity, who have become quite
vVhitefield and New- j body, are making quite a strong effort ing generations adapted lo the advanttheir
to
winch
conduct
a
in
lor
building
to them j
ages and opportunities given
videntiy arranged j
i
Ryan to minister 10 worship, and one which bids fair to suc- under modern conditions. We believe
w Catholics then at i ceed.
They last week purchased of Mr. that woman, according to their leisure,
soon Father Ryan 1 Joseph F. Hall, a lot on Court, street, ad1
opportunity and experience, should take
!
The
icountrymen and joining that of Thomas Limeburner.
part increasingly in civic and municipal
Belfast, we do not lot contains one-eighth of an acre and is affairs as they have always done in char.iinThe
i do so regularly well adapted for the purpose.
tanle, philanthropic and educational actention is to erect, at a cost of about tivities. And we believe that this can
it difficulty would
a
crtdit
shall
be
that,
a
a
building
best be done by women without the balstage route from $10,000,
Palermo to Belfast to the society, and an ornament to the lot, as a nonpartisan body of disinterested
(
!
existence more than location. A large sum has already een ! workers.”
f
rust have made his pledged for the purpose, a portion by
Miss Alice Hill Chittenden, President
m
mission on Penob- wealthy Catholics of oth. r places. T:.e of the New York
Association, read the
land is the donation ot Mr. VV. S. Branfollowing letter of protest from Elihu
!
em to indicate that
nagan, for many years a prominent CathRoot:
Held in the Sweeney olic citizen of Belfast. If a like liberal
"I am against having the Constitution
just below Crosby’s spirit shall be exhibited, the edifice may of the United States amended so as to
That
where the Post Office be completed the coming year.”
Woman Suffrage on the States
these promising plans niiscarried was no impose
that the Catholics conwhich do not wish for it, not merely or
fault of Father McCarthy, who had given
nere for several years
because my judgment does not aphis best efforts to the great undertaking chiefly
; Rj an was able to visit
of Woman Suffrage, but for a
of providing a Church edifice for the prove
time tradition is borne
much more vital reason.
that as a rule the first good Catholic people of Belfast. The
It is a destruction of the right of selfii. all our Catholic par- | opportune moment had not yet arrived,
and a subjection of the peoithin the sheltering walls l when their fondest hopes would be real- government
ple of New York to the Government of
.itholic home, where the ized.
others. Having tailed to secure the asIn the fall of 1879, Father McCarthy
was given hospitality
[.
sent to Woman Suffrage of such States
to Gardiner, and the
was transferred
u folic neighbors gathered
as South Dakota and West Virginia and
lovised altar whence the Rev. John Duddy, assistant priest at St.
Ohio and New York and Pennsylvania,
fur a time administered, John’s church, Bangor, was named to
the advocates of Woman Suffrage now
following Father Ryan’s succeed him in the Winterport parish. seek to compel such States to
accept it
s now prosperous town,
Beginning his laborB in Belfast on the
against their will and to compel them to
Hast, a young Irishman, third Sunday of October, 1879, Father
on their local government and seof tne integrity and
Duddy continued in the performance of carry
lect their representatives in the national
si.
lie, his love and fidelity his parochial duties until his transfer in
in conformity to the opinis holy faith, to be itlenNovember, 188z, to Great Falls, N: H., government
;
ions of ihe people of other States who
utistantial way witn the his successor at Winterport being the
are in favor of Woman Suffrage. I think
Church in the town of his Rev. Richard W. Phelan, who had for such an
attempt is contrary to the prinis
probably about 1835 some time been assistant to that well ciples of liberty upon which the Amerithe
church
in
of
known
William
BranS.
pioneer
priest
.an,
can Union was established and without
Belfast. Arriving in New Hampshire, the Rev. John McDonwhich it cannot endure.
n.
of 18, having enjoyed ald. Taking up his work in Belfast on
“Without the right of local self-govthe third Sunday of November, 1882,
.; a fairly liberal educaernment we should lose the better.part
Father Phelan continued to celebrate
ins native land, the
......
of our liberty.
!
by a stay of about mass in Johnson’s Hall until July, 1885,
“This conntrv is so vast, the difference
when the place of worship was changed
:■ iphia and Boston at
i in climate, in physical characteristics, in
Journal
as
we
note
from
The
his
Republican
advantage among
for production, in predominant
which he always used under date of Thursday, July 16, 1885: | capacity
and the resultant habits of
m both as citizens and j “Catholic
Church, over High School ; industries,
ami thinking, are so great that
Church. A willing building. Church Street supplied bv Rev. living
there are necessarily wide differences of
Dervict
is a question
of ad- t other rneian, winterport.
view as to the conduct of life, and to
j the fourth Sunday in every month.”
section of the country in its
In the early summer of 1888 Father subject any
n >se lot it was to visit |
! local affairs to the dictation of the vast
t
Belfast always found Phelan was appointed to St. Bernard’s
of
multitudes
voters living in other parts
parish at Rockland, which had recently of the
I,:y to give all possible
country would create a condition
been left vacant by the retirement of a
so that we naturally
of intolerable tyranny, and to use the
after the place of wor- former Belfast pastor, the Rev. James
power of the Nation to bring about the
exercises, and in gen- Peterson, who borne down by the infirm- condition would be to make
the Nation
lbsent pastor in touch ities of years and the labors of the minan instrument of tyranny.
i-‘S of the mission.
istry returned to Ireland, where he diec
"It
is
needless
to argue
that this
The
■>
uuse
proving irade- a few years later, June 11, 1888.
would ultimately destroy the Nation.
Hall just across High Rev. Patrick J. Garrity, presert pastor
“The one exercise of national power
of St. John’s Church, Bangor, was giver
ax Row was rented for
over Buffrage to prevent discrimination
Our people were here charge of the parish at Winterport, tothe black race was made and
Whitefield priests, the gether with its missions at Frankfort, against
only upon the same grounds
ir. an, O’Bryne, Caraher,
Bucksport and Belfast. Father Garri- justified
which justified the war and the Emanci.'.I about 1850, when the ty’s unassuming ways, his earnest and
!
and for the time
loore and Bapst took tireless attentions to the spiritual wel- pation Proclamation,
being destroyed ail local government in
lgious destinies, having fare of his people, won their confidenct the
States.
It establishes no
seceding
at the very beginning of hie long pastorassistants during then
precedent and justifies no attempt at
ate of twenty years at Winterport, thus
aouut ten years, Fathers
control upon a less terrible and compel1
Vigilanti, Pacciarini, enabling him to accomplish a great dea ling cause.”
more
than their number and meam
and Vetromile.all memOutside routine attain
Under the would justify.
ety of Jesus.
Cardinal Gibbons of Baltimore sent a
Jesuit Fathers, Mr. of his widely scattered parish, his firsi
message to the convention, in which he
•rranged a small building or notable work was the erection in 1880 ol said:
•
for Catholic Church pur St. Vincent de Paul’s church at Bucks
"1 regard ‘woman’s rights’ women
all probability was the
port. Seeing what the 6mall number ol and the
leaders of the new school of felioned in the Catholic Catholics in this town were able to ac
male progress as the worst enemies of
52, and which continuec complish when their best energies weri the female sex. I wish I could
impress
directed to the work, Father Garrity
nut 1870 when it was sole
on American women
the dangers that
turned nis attention to Belfast, when
can, who had always re
would attach to such innovations.
tne leading Cathode citizen, Mr. Williair
of the building whief
“The most precious, undeveloped asdtions still retained by S. Brannagan, had never ceased to loot
set of any nation is its children.
An all1 bers
forward to the day when he might assisi
of the Belfast con
wise God, through the law of nature,
at Divine services in an edifice dedicatee
•■ver large enough for al
has committed this precious treasure in
to the honor and glory of God.
The op
to assist at mass, many
a special manner to the mother.
Women
: main
outside, kneeling portune moment had now arrived; the cannot vote intelligently unless they
erection and dedication
of the new
ummer while following
time
to
an
of
give
intelligent study
politchurch at Bucksport; the kindly influ
ritice.
ical questions, and all such time taker
ence of Father Garrity on the aged Mr.
‘■hers were replaced it
from the household will be injurious tc
Michael Carrr.her, whe
Brannagan, now approaching the advanc the future
generation, without giving tc
ed years of three score and ten, had tht
<'<n cha. g\- of tlie Ca
the present generation any appreciable
•'
Elisnorth, Buck.-port effect of determining him to devote
benefit in the purifying of the ballot.
i'5 a lkfori.
part of the wealth amassed through tin
When lb(
“When I deprecate female suffrage 1
h was estaoboind th<
prudence and frugality of a long busi am
for the dignity of woman.
ness career, to the cause of
in that cilyi extendei
religion ii I ampleading
contending for her honor. 1 am
the town which had so long been hii
ar as Belfast, where wi
to perpetuate
those peerless
home.
The venerable Christian ha< striving
inbrances of Fathers Mad
prerogatives inherent in her sex, those
:
1:
Imasso, O’Keefe, Herber often been on the point of undertaking charms and graces which exalt womanFrom 1$70 to 1877, when : the work, but circumstances seem to in kind
j
and make her the ornament anc
established at Winterport tervene to delay his good intentions. It coveted
tin.,
companion of man. Woman is
1885 he had taken up the question will
5 attended from Rockland, ii
it
queen indeed,, but her empire 'is the doatht'rs
him
tne

progressive winterport.

**
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BY

WATER.

BANCOR LINE
Turbine St tel Steamship Belfast
Leave Belfast Mondays and Thursdays at
2 00 p. m for Cumdeu, Rockland and Boston.
Leave Belfast Wednesdays and Sa’urdaye at
7.80 a. m r'or'Sealsport, Buckspurt, Winterport
and Bancor
Return: Leave I.idia Wharf, Boston. Tuesdays a id Fridays at 5.C0 p. m. Leave Bangor
Mondays and Thursdays at 11 00 a m. for Boston and intermediate landings.

MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
Direct between Portland and New York.
Passenger service discontinued ror the season.
Freight service throughout the year.

METROPOLITAN LINE
DIRECT BETWEEN BOSTON AND

NEW YORK

Passenger Service discontinued for the season,
Freight Service throughout tb« year.
FRED W. POTE, Agent,
Belfast, Maine

WOOLENS
SAVE MONEY by buying dress material
and coatings direct from Factory. Write for
samples and state garment planned.
F. A. PACKARD.
Box B, Camden, Maine.
3m46

Searsport National Bank.
Searsport, JMaine.
meeting of the stockholders of
National Bank will be held at
their banking rooms in Searsport, on Tuesday,
1917.
January 9,
This meeting will be for the election of directors for the ensuing year and for the transaction of such other business as may legally
A. H. NICHOLS, Cashier.
come before it.
4w60.
Dec. 12,1916.
The annual
the Searsport

1

SEAR SPORT.
left Friday for her

Thelma Dunifer

Miss

home in Winn,
Mrs, C. M. Nichols returned Monday from
visit in Bangor.
Miss Florence

a

Keene left Monday for her

Belfast.

home in

Prospect Monday.

fum ral of Selden Clark in
Steamer
arrived

at

ping.
Barge Spring arrived Monday from Philawith 3.0C0 tors of coal to the P. C. &
W. Co.

delphia

Wilson

was

G. Kneeland of Somerville,
at the Searsport House

registered

Sunday.
Mrs. Henry E. Partridge,
fined to her home with

•

been

who has

bad cold, is

a

con-

now

im-

proving.
S&very has gone to New York
spend Christmas with her aunt, Mrs.

to

A, P. Stevens.
Abbie Dix has returned from a three
mother, Mrs. N. J Kimball, in Lowell, Mass,
Mrs.

weeks’ visit with her

Principal of the High
Monday to spend the vacation at

school, left
Athens, Maine.

George M. Cuitis left Monday for New York
a visit with his parents, Capt. and Mrs.
henry G. Curtis, Water street.

after

Mrs. Clifton Whittum and

grandson.

Mr.

trip for the

Waldo

All schools in

town

weeks recess, and

closed

have gone to their homes

to

for the fertilizer

plants

Macks

at

Point.

Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln R. Colcord and daughter Inez

baviDg

Tuesday

left

for

closed their house

city,

New York

winter.

who dwell

James Lombard, son of Mr. and Mrs
Lombard, has been confined to the
house for two weeks with a severe attack of
Master

we

Chester

Staples is spending a few days
Sear6port house before going to Wintbrop, Mass,, to spend t.Le winter with her son,
Mrs. Sarah P.

Edmond B. Staples,
Eliza E. Avenll, clerk in the post office^
confined to her home with a bad cold, and
Miss Mildred E. £>hute is substituting for her
in the post office.
is

The two trips per week for the steamers of
Eastern Steamship Co. went into effect
Tuesday with the steamer Belfast on the route,
arriving from Boston Wednesday and Saturday and Kavtng for Boston Monday and Thursday.

the

Frank

Curtis, formerly

E.

taken command of the

steamer

the American-Hawaiian

A

blizzard for many years set in
and continued all day Saturday

Business

was

mails

passable until
istering 24 above during the storm. The Boston boat arriving from Boston Sunday morning
and the Camden

Sunday

from

Bucksport

went out

Mrs. Henrietta Young was hostess for the
Friday club last week, and in spite of the low
temperature eleven members were present:
Mrs. Amos Nichols, Mrs. W. H, Goodell, Mrs.
Joseph Sweetser, Mrs. Nathan Gilkey, Mrs.
Cora Dow, Mrs. James Parse, Mrs. William
Parse. There was but one guest, Mrs. A B.
Pendleton. After a jolly hour with sewing,
tea and cakes were served by Mrs. Young assisted by her daughters, Mrs. Wilbur J. Carver
and Miss

Evelyn Young,

There is to be
conference

entertainment in the

unner

for the children of the

junior

an

room

department of the First Congregational church
on
the Saturday before Christmas, Dec. 23,
It is to be a Christmas
from 2.30 to 4 30.
party, the children will play games, tell stories
and have all sorts of fun.

Santa Claus will not

present, as the jolly old gentleman is very
busy preparing for Christmas eve. The hostare to be Mrs, James H. Duncan,
esses
and
Miss Harriet Erskine, assisted by the Kauetota
Camp Fire girls.

be

Bangor Y. M. C. A. *on from Searsport A. A
very fast and exciting game here laBt Fri-

in a

day night, 40
on

the

to

25.

locals

The
on

Bangor boys

the

got the
the tally

start,

ttnndirg S3 to 3 at the end of the first half.
Searsport came back strong in the second period, and rruoie mure points than the visitors in
that half. The Bangor boys made a good impression, playing a clean game thoughout.
The summary
B.

Y.

M. C. A.

(4»).

S

A

A.

(25)

Bridgham If 7 (3;...rb Delano 2
Dingman rf 8. If Rich
Hale cl.c

lb Sargent
Wilson 5 (3)

c 2
Mulvany lb 1.rf lii’key
Cold erg rf 4.If Vaughan
Referee, Trundy.

Fitzgerald

Ellen Treat Rich, beloved wife of Thomas
Rich, died December 18th at her home on Main
street. She was the daugnter of David N

HELPFUL HAIR HINTS
Worthy the Attention of Everyone Who
Would Avoid Dandruff, Itching Scalp,
Cray Hairs and Baldness.
"What will stop my hair coming out?” Reply: Parisian Sage is the beat remedy for hair
end ecalp trouble: said to prevent baldness,
grayneSB and dandruff.
"Before going te bed, I always rub a little
Parisian Sage into my ecalp." Bays a woman
whose luxurious, Boft and fluffy hair ia greatly
admired. This atopa itching ecalp, keeps the
hair from falling out and makeB it easy to
dresa attractively.

Beautiful, soft, glossy, healthy hair forkhose

You can get a bottle
use Parisian Sage.
of thia inexpensive French hair dreseing from
A. A. Howea & Co. and druggiata everywhere,
with guarantee of aetiefection or money refunded.

who

j

The

after

utility

6hower

at

was

the home

1

She

accompanied

was

Wnittier

who

seems

ject

on

her return

by

her

at the

sight

of

a

call from his company

at

any time.

only change in the corps of teachers is the
Hollis Orcutt of Franklin as
assistant in the Stockton Springs High school
for Mr. Barnard of Worcester, Mass.
substitution of

Mrs.

M. J

Goodere of Brownville, arrived

Thursday morning for a brief visit with
Mrs. Rufus L. Mudgett, Sylvan street, leaving

last

Friday for home.

Mr. and Mrs. Goodere, so
Stockton, which they so disliked leaving--the inducement to changp, being simply financial—are very pleasantly located, having a fine rent in Brownville. Their
son. Rev. Richard E. Goodere, is at present his

long

residents of

father’s assistant

at

the R. R

Station.

H. Morrison, Mrs. George C. Fletcher and Mrs. Carrie Hamlin, all Church street
residents, with Miss Teresa Ellis, Cape Jellison, drove to Belfast last Thursday for shopping. Mrs. Hamlin and Miss Ellis returned'at
Mrs. Wr

have

terrible storm—almost

!

an enormous

a

blizzard—which,

she fell

“Over the

27 years of age and a young
promise, the entire com-

at

the

family

house Sun-

Dec.

15, 1829.

his parents to
Boston, where on Aug. 1, 1852, he married Miss
He joined the Boston Fire
Elizabeth R^-ady,
and his diploma, now in the hands

Department,
of his family,

was

signed by Mayor Berjamin

Seaver, and bears date of Oct. 1, 1852. He
was probably the last surviving member of
the company. The following year, 1853, he
Hnd his wife came to South Prospect, now
Stockton Springs,to live, he to engage in shipbuilding in the palmy days of that iudustiy in

were preparing to take to winter quarters in
Cutler, Maine. Mrs. Morrison and Mrs Fletcher returned Friday noon.

Friday afternoon, Dec. 15th. the snow began
falling, the cold increasing at night, and the
wind attaining a great velocity, producing a

was

quietly
home

gestion, was born in Boothbay
In early life he moved with

night, leaving Mrs, Morrison and Mrs. Fletcher with their husbands, who were in Belfast
with their motor boat, the U..cas, wh’ch they

For some time the couple boarded
recently opened hotel kept by the
and Mrs. Stephen Cleaves, but event-

this town.

at the then

|

Doiiar

The interment

in

was

the

dining table and bearing her
At the same time the hostess pulled a

hamper

on

I

all

day Saturday, rendered

con- ;

late Mr.

ually built the School street house, since occuwere
pied as the family home. Three children
born to them, the oldest Miss Emma, dying of
typhoid fever at sixteen years of age, and the

streets im-

One Dollar invested in a .prir of these
handsonx
Comfy Slippers will make Somebody think of your

1

thoughtfulness

BORN

0;car Dow,

a

soles,

a

(PARCEL

Mrt

Men’s

No. 169.

and

Notice of First Meeting of Creditors,
United States for

Comfy Slippers,

Women’s Medium Cut
with heavy soft yielding felt soles,
in dark gray, black and red,

and
Mrs

daughter.

(PARCEL

POST 5c

s']

,

No. 170.

and

ft

ipl.^5

VIUUC

EXTRA)

One

MARRIED.

Dollar

Dollar

Bowden-Keene.
In Belfast, Nov 5, by Rev
A Blair, William W Bowden and Mrs
Waitie J Keene, both of Camden.
In Belfast, Dec 18, by
Betts-Drinkwater
Rev J Wilbor Richa.dson, at his residence,
Fred W Betts and Miss Vivian S Drinkwater,
both of Northport,
Vinal Brown. In Vinalhaven, Dec 9, by
D H Glidden, j F, Harvey C Vinal and Miss
Isa Brown, both of Vinalhaven.
York-Kempt. In Rockport, Dec 13. by Rev
D B Pneian, Ebon S York of Rockport and Eva
Al Kempt of Camden.

aforesaid, a Bankrupt.
Notice is hereby given that

of

ft

■

Arthur

!

$1.25 Comfy Slippers $1.00
(Parcel Post 5c Extra)

Corrected
PRODUCE

Weekly

MARKET.

(PARCEL POST 5c EXlRA)

dried,

Don’t

j

Your Interests Are
Linked With Qu

PAID PRODUCER.

Hay,
Hides,
6.50 Lamb,

RETAIL PRICE.

12 00
20 j
16 I
1.0*' i
8 \
60
1 50
12
8 00
26a30
2
12a 13
38
5 00
3 50

j

Beans, pea,
6 75 Lamb Skins,
Beans, Y. E.,
33 Mutton.
Butter,
10a 11 Oats, 32 lb.,
Beef, sides,
Beef, forequarters, 9U0 Potatoes,
60 Round Hog,
Barley, bu,
28 Stiaw,
Cheese,
Chicken,
25; Turkey,
37 l allow,
Oalf Skins,
20 Veal,
Duck,
48iWool, unwashed,
Eggs,
18a20
Wood, hard,
Fowl,
18 Wood, soft,
Geese,

>

Bank

t

!

memory.

RETAIL MARKET.

j

GET XMAS CASH by disposing of your old
pamphlets, books, autograph letters and pictures noted people. I also want old and curious pictures of citiea, buildings, ships, street
Want list free.
G. A. JACKSON,
8 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.,

and American views.

4w61p

s

Before callinfi by telephone, consult the tek [ 1 i
and be sure to obtain the correct numbei
often result from taking numbers from letti
business cards or private memoranda. Lo net

18 Lime.
Beef. Corned,
Butter Salt, 141b., 18a22 0at Meal,
1 24 Onions,
Corn,
Cracked Com,
1 19'Oil, kerosene,
Corn Meal,
1 19 Pollock,
28 Pork,
Cheese,
Cotton Seed,
2 30 Plaster.
10 Rye Meal,
Codfish, dry,
10'Shorts,
Cranberries,
(Mover seed,
24 Sugar.
lOOOallOOUalt, T. I.,
Flour,
4 50iSweet Potatoes,
H. G. Seed,
Lard,
20| Wheat Meal,

t

Forget

Last chance to buy the celebrated Hole
After January
proof Hose at old prices.
1st they advance all their numbers.

for The Journal.

00a2 00
per lb„ 7

Apples,p^r bbl,l

i

No. 173. Women’s Dark Gray, Seal Brown ami Bi ik
Fur Trimmed belt Slippers, with flexiC1
00
ble leather soles, $1.25 value,

Died.

WANTED

I_I

I
ft

Comfy Slipn,,,

One

Give the number to the operator distinctly and in
ate tone of voice. With the lips about half an
the mouthpiece, speak clearly the name of tl <
office and each numeral, separating the figtm
telephone number, forexample, “Beach, four-on.

(4150).
Listen when the operator repeats the number. Sn
if it is right. If she does not quote it correct I >
so at once and repeat the correct number.
As

of courtesy, the person making the c;
be ready to talk as soon as the line is connected
receiver should be held at the ear until the calk

a matter

answers or some

report is given by the operator

The identity of the person calling should be announ
soon as the call station answers.
If a wrote
has been called, say to the person answering,
your pardon, you were called by mistake.” Sir
operator, state that a wrong connection was nr
ask for the correct number.
7he party calling should end the conversation by
"I ood-bye,” leaving no doubt in the mind of tie
called that the conversation has ended.
NEW ENGLAND

|

Milk

T
In

B»nk™P*cy.
P. Cole, Bankrupt,
f
Creditors of Willis P. Cole of Winterport, in the County of Waldo and District

To the

on the 16th day
December, A. D. 1916, the said Willis P.
Cole was duly adjudicated Bankrupt; and that
the First Meeting of his Creditors will be held
at my chambers, 16 Central street, in Bangor,
Maine, on the 28th day of December, A. D.
1916, at ten o'clock in the forenoon, at which
time and place the said creditors may attend,
prove their claims, appoint a Trustee, examine
the Bankrupt, and transact such other business
as may properly come before said meeting.
JOHN R. MASON,
Referee in Bankruptcy,
Bangor, Maine, December 18,1916.

ft

POST 5c EXTRA)

TELEPHONE

Walker, Bankrupt,
\
AND TELEGRAPH COIViPA
To the Creditors of Levi Walker of Belfast,
j
in the County of Waldo and District aforesaid, a Bankrupt:
E. ti. SPEAR, Manag
Notice is hereby given that on the 9th day
of December, A. D, 1916, the said Levi Walker was duly adjudicated a
Bankrupt; and
that the First Meeting of his Creditors will
be held at the office of Dunton & Morse,
Savings Bank Building, in Belfast, Maine,
on the 12th day of January, A. D. 1917, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, at which time and
place the said Creditors may attend, prove
their claims, appoint a Trustee, examine the
Bankrupt and transact such other business as
Beginning January 1st I shall deliver first class nu
may properly come before said meeting.
JOHN R. MASON,
c .t
8
cents per quart to a limited number of custcmers.
Referee in Bankruptcy
Bangor, Maine, December 15, 1916.
g o near the city that I eliminate a long haul over conn

In the District Court of the
the District of Maine.

9

.pi ()() H

regular $1.50 quality,

for the District of Maine.

[

in 1917.

Eaton
In Deer Isle, Nov 23, to Mr and Mrs
K mball C Eaton, a daughter, Emma Gertrude.
Hussey In Rockland. Dec 8. o Mr and Mrs
Robert W Hussey, a daughter, Emily Jeanette.
Robinson. In Ruckport. Dec 11, to Mr and
Mrs Harry Robinson, son.
Thomas. Ill Belfast, Dec 16, to Mr and Mrs
Alton Ihomas, a son.

In the matter of Levi

Henry White of Brookline, Mass died
Dec. 14th. She was the daughter ot the late
William H. Hill, once chief owner of the Eastern Steamship Co., and the mother of Herbert
und Norman White, men prominent in boston
affairs,

morning

saving of 25c to 9
same quality
■
No. 167. Women’s Golden Brown High Cut Rjhb
8
Trimmed Comfy Slippers, Heavy telt
ft

“I know not where God's inlands lift
Their fronded palms in air,
I only know I cannot drift
Beyond His love and care.”

Brown. In Belmont, Dec 17. to Mr and
Ch irles E, Brown, a son—David
Billings
In Deer Isle. Nov 19, to Mr
Mrs Philip billings, a son.
Brown. In Bucksporc, Dec 9, to Mr
Mrs Harold Brown, a son
COLO MY. I.i Bucksporc, Dec 8, to Mr
Mis Llewellyn Colomy, a son.
Dow.
In Monroe, Dec 11, to Mr ar.d

every

9
9

Furthermore we can offer you a
50c over what others charge for the

j

Mrs.

In the matter of Willis

I
IB'

$1.50 Comfy Slippers, $1.00

j

the

1 10
5
j
passable and many residences inaccessible.
5
name.
No grocerymen or rural carriers were abroad
13al4
string and the bride-to-be was showered with ! and no
9
pedestrian, ventured out unless absoconfetti and rice from a bag suspended over
18
lutely compelled to force a passage through two sons, Herbert and Maitland R surviving
j
1
13
the door. The basket was prettily decorated
first
man
was
the
the father, Mr. La Furley
the snow. Trains were much delayed, the
5
and heaped with gifts, all useful, and d**ne up
1 65
night mail reaching Stockton about 10 p. m. to be made a Master Mason bv Pownal Lodge,
in white paper tied with red ribbon. The en- 1
8$
Sunday morning dawned bright and beautiful, the raising occurring Sept. 23, 1863. After
90
tire color scheme in the dining room was red
and a four-horse “breaking out team,” with a the dtciine of the shipbuilding industry in
3 1-2
and white,
ihe honor guest was overwhelmed
for several years
: company of snow shovelers worked all day, Stockton, Mr. LaFurley
6
for a few minutes, but recovered sufficiently to
striving to render travel possible in our main worked in Boston in a car manufactory,
give her thanks in the prettiest way imagin- i
in
the
skillful
or
Sunday being an expert joiner, very
streets. No preaching services
able. Much merriment accompanied the unNotice of First Meeting of Creditors.
He never gave up his citischool was held at the Universalist church, use of tools.
of the United States for
wrapping of the gifts. In each one was found
hen advancing years In the District Court
the condition of the roads being prohibitive. zenship in this town.
the District of Maine.
a little rhyme, and where they were ail ao
some
companalthough clear, brought a high wind, rendered it necessary that
Monday,
J
In the matter of Joseph
clever it would be invidious to give individual
,
Runlrr.intnii
ln
B*n««Ptcy.
ion be with the aged couple, the older son,
which kept the snow awirliug in a most unB McDonald, Bankrupt. \
j
praise. Miss Gilkey iB the daughter of Capfor many years
had
the
who
left
Herbert
K.
few
LaFurley,
McDonald of i
and
comfortable fashion,
To the Creditors of Joseph
people
tain and Mrs. Nathan F. Gilkey. She has |
as carpenof
Waldo
and
his
the
in
District
position
County
Freedom,
worked
away, gave up
shelter of their homes unnecessarily.
spent most of her life in Searsport and is an I
aforesaid, a Bankrupt:
Notice is hereby given that on the 9th day J
extremely popular and talented young woof Decembe A.D. 1916, the said Joseph B. Mcman.
She graduated from Searsport High
1
was duly adjudicated a Bankrupt; and
Donald
school in 1908 and attended Colby College.
that the First Meeting of his Creditors will be
j
She taught in Frankfort two years, and three
&
of
Dunton
held at the office
Morse, Savings
in Deer Isle. Mr. Webb is from Stonington
bank building in Belfast, Maine.on the 12th day I
of January. A. D, 1917, at ten o’clock in the ;
and is in the employ of the Portland Packin r
forenoon, at which time and place the said
Co.
Among the gifts were some sent from
creditors may attend; ->rove their claims, ap- j
1 distant friend*, four of hem classmates in the
point a trustee, exanrne the Bankrupt, and j
transact such other business as may properly |
Searapo t. High, Mrs. Frank Dt-xter, Mrs. Leon
come before said meeting.
Cot)belt, Miss Annie Gilkey and Miss Laura
JOHN R. MASON,
Referee in Bankruptcy
Truudy. The guests were Mrs. A. S. Trundy,
Mrs A. E. Colsoi:. Mrs. Gould Flinton and the
Bangor, Maine, December 15, 1916.
Misses Evelyn Young, Annie Wuittier, Mary
Notice of First Meeting of Creditors.
Inman, Bernice McCastin, Margaret Pendleton,
the District Court of the United States I
In
| Elsie Gilkey and Sallie Dow.
red

tinuing

;i

One V

Bridges. In Bucksport, Dec 5, Mrs Freeman
Bridges, aged 59„years, 10 months and 28 days.
the
and
fourteen
of
Dutch.
Ill Vinalhaven, Dec 8. Arthur Dutch,
E
O.
S.,
Bethany Chapter,
67 years. Interment in Prospect.
order succeded in reaching the bouse for the aged
Eldridge. In Bucksport. Nov 30, Mrs Mary
burial rites, four >f “the brothers,” Albert M. J
Eldridge, aged 87 years, 10 months and 2*7
Ames, L. A Gardner, C, N Fletcher and C. A. ^ days.
Gilchrest.
In London, England, 28 Ashley
Snow acting as pall bearers. Many village acW (Jordan), widow
the circum- Gardens, Dec 14, Rebecca
quaintances deeply regretted
of Capt Raymond L Gilchrest, formerly of
stances which prevented their attending the
82
Thomuston, aged
years
Hatch
In Belfast, December 15, Lydia A
funeral of this highly respected young lady.
84 years, 1 month and 20 days.
aged
Hatch,
were ordered, only a
flowers
beautiful
Many
Heath In Bucksport, Dec 7, Harvey Heath,
few of which reached the house because of
ag»d 52 years, 8 months and 23 days.
Jordan. In Orland,
the terrible storm Saturday.
Dgc 10, Mrs Almeda M
Jordan, aged 66 years, 7 months and 10 days.
“1 long for household voices gone,
JUDE. In El.sworth, Dec 10, Richard Jude,
For vanished smiles I long,
aged 69 years. 2 months and 11 days.
Bui Gud hath led my dear one3 on,
Miller, In Lincolnville, Dec 17, Josiah 8
And He can do no wrong.
Miller, aged 85 years and 4 days.
PlLLSBURY.
In Belfast, Dec 18, Mrs Abbie
And so, beside the silent sea,
N Fillsbury, aged 68 yeare, 2 months and 29
1 wail the muffled oar,
days.
No harm from Him can come to me
Rich In Searspurt, Dec 18 Mrs. Mary Ellen
On ocean or on shore.”
Rich, aged 73 years, 2 months and 17 days.
,*>MITH. In Montville, Dec 12, Fred S Smith,
Joseph LaFurley, School street, Stockton’s aged 53 years, 11 months and 26 days.
eldest citizen, holding the Boston Post’s goldBELFAST FRICE LURRENL
headed cane, who died suddenly of acute indi-

public schoi-ia mrougnout town opened
Monday, after a two weeks' vacation. The

the

uinely surprised

to

She

of unusual

and
the

day afternoon, despite the conditions of the
snow filled highway. Rev. A. A, Blair, pastor
of the Universalist church of which Mr, ar.d
Mrs. Kneeland are members, officiating most
acceptably. The deceased was a member of

The

hold

happy faculty of winning that much
article.
She found an “all-day
coveted
sucker” awaiting her nibbles.
Last, hut
not least, Miss Gilkey's name was called as
the winner of the third prize and Bhe started
by a devious way on her jcurney,which led her
to the dining room.
There she stopped, gen-

failed

The funeral occurred

David

of Mrs.

to

On the afternoon of December

munity offers deepest sympathy to the beparents and the brother, Mr. Percy
Kneeland and wife, in their irreparable loss.

Walker, who had been the guest
of her daughter for two months.

|

family
lot in the village cemetery. Sympathy is extended the two sons, the daughter-in law and
four grandchildren, who have so unselfishly
remembered the father and grandfather’s
delating.

reaVed

mother, Mrs.

Wilson in honor of Miss Henrietta

Annie

alum

came

woman

and

■

B

wants.

River

Auxiliary

postponed meetings until

H. Wardwell, Church street,
son Stanley, returned recently from a fortnight’s visit with her sister iu Hyde Park, Vt,

Gilkey, whose engagement to Henry Webb
of Stonington was announced last April in
Deer Isle. At 8 30 the guests assembled in the
charmingly decorated rooms and five hundred
At that hour dewas enjoyed until 11 o'clock.
licious refreshment^ were served by the hosAbout
tess, assisted by Mrs. A. Story Trundy.
11.30 the real excicement began when the
prize winners names were called. Mrs. Arthur
E. Colson was first and received a spool wound
with red string which after much untangling
brought her to a daintily embroidered handThe booby prize was awarded to
kerchief.
Miss

for Boston.

motor

Mrs. John

C.

Minnesotan of

delayed and roads were imSunday, the thermometer reg-

their

Year.

the New

lived, sufferirg

longing

attractive

most

Renfrew

line and sailed from

howling northeast gale.

a

suspended,

And how may

He

of

cross

Tuesday night, Dec. 12th,

of the

Tuesday for New York.

Friday night

as

with Christmas work at home.
Aid has also

tier; secretary, Warren Gray; patrol leaders,
Brown and Harold Whittum; dispatch
leader, Ernest Carr. The Club meetings are
held at the parsonage every Monday evening
and the boys given a good time that will count
fur manliness_As announced last week, the
j boys and girls of the Junior Department will
enjoy a Christmas party on Saturday afternoon from 2.30 to 4.30 in the upper vestry.

Columbian, sunk off the Coast of
Spain, Nov. Sth, by a German submarine, has

worst

the

hand.

no

Society of the Universalist parish, until after the flagging strength;
the holiday season, as the members are busy
asleep, to awaken in

Daniel

steamer

Tne

literally

right
By living

His

in

forenoon

Dunbar, Middle street, formerly engi1
the leadership of their pastor as “Knights^of neer-in-chief of the steamer America, recentthe Bound Table” and elected the following ; ly sold in New York to the Greek government,
officers:
President, Mr. Martin; vice presi- is at home with his family for a brief vacation
He is subdent, James Lombard; treasurer, Charles Whit- j —probably until after Christmas.

Miss

Boston

at

in?

contains

to respond, and gradually the end bealibi ugh, resisting ail discou;apparent;
boat Uncas for Cutler, where they will haul |
agement, she returned to her home, striving
up the boat for the winter,
by continued out-of-door sleeping ami cold air
Mrs. Albert C. Colcord, East Main street, reexhilaration to once more restore vigor to her
turned Dec. 12th from a two weeks’ visit with
failing system. How ever, every effort, assisther daughter and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
ed by the uest medical skill of Belfast, StockD. Shute, in Rockland, Maine. “Baby Harry”
ton and Bangor, brought no healing and Chrisis now reported as wearing short cloth s.
tian Science at the last proved unavailing, like
There will be no meetings of the Ladies’ Aid all other supposedly remedial agents, to revive

Monday

Stockton

individual is his

the

wood, but the sorrow
to comfort; yearning
over those who know Him not, and leading
little children. This is the fellowship to v/hich
even the humblest may belong and in there is
peace and joy everlasting.... A class of boys
from the Sunday school have organized under
not

at the

Capr.

enter

of mankind and

rheumatism.

A large flock of wild geese passed over the
village Tuesday afternoon about 4 30 o’clock,
Those
flying in a southwesterly direction.
who baw them thought there were over 100
birds in the flock.

by

and

Morrison

^■1

week) that he dined with
day before his decease. Gone like
the ripened wheat, ready for the sickle, none
could regret his translation, into the realms of
eternal happiness beyond the grave. Tne |
funeral took place at his late home, Dec
13ih, Rev. Mr. Henry, of the Congl. church of-

teacher, a graduate of the Eastern State Normal school, Csstine, she taught for several
years in Aioostook county most acceptably.
She left there to accept a position in the city
schools of Chelsea, Mass where she met with
flattering success, resigning her position only
when the ravages of insidious disease compelled her to enter a Sanitorium for treatment
expected to be beneficial. Alas! her system

Fletcher, Church
street, accompanied by Melvin Thompson, left
Messrs.

DOLLAR!

ONE

respected by all, acquaintances although

thesH items last

1916, the long-expected sadness fell upon
home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kneeland,
Cape Jellison, when their only daughter, Mies
Marian, succumbed to tuberculosis, against
which she had made a most valiant fight for
several years. A m« :-t estimable young lady,
the idol of her home, and a mo t successful

Hopkin’s

f the tenements of

one

For

them the

14.

Mrs. Charles A. Snow, Church street, is substituting in the telephone office for Miss Olive
Foster, School street, who is taking her annual
vacation of two weeks, beginning Dec. 11th.

suffering may we enter into this fellowship*
and linking with it the power of His resurrection belong to the glorious assembly of those

Main street for

on

chosen

made from

the

Stockton se^ds Christmas greetings to her
sons and daughters, scattered from Maine to

block, Church street.

fellowship is a
The quality of

Thus

is

Obituary.

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

into

R.

deeply interested, but for the past year weakHis
ness had prevented even that diversion.
frequent visits to his son’s family were his
only change from home. On 1 hanksuiving
Day, he dined with Mr. and Mis. Maitland LaFurley and children and greatly enjoyed the
day, which proved to be his last visit, notwith
standing the rumor, (erroneously stated in

--

avenue,

Phillip-

test. Two standards were set at the beginning of the story of mankind: Enoch, of whom
it is said, “He walked with God,” portraying
the spiritual type; Lamech, boasting in the
self-sufficiency of his own resources, the material. To which type do you belong? Saint
Paul speaks of the fellowship of saints, meaning those who are set apart for the service of
the Master
Only through a knowledge of his

Friday for a two
town teachers,
spend Christmas,

^ Leroy D. Littlefield has his mill in Mechanics
Hollow nearly ready for sawing barrel staves

headings

fellowship

the

out of*

tne

organizations.

natural human characteristic.

county, returned Sunday
from the Overland convention in Toledo, Ohio.
for

given

Royal Baking Powder
phosphate.

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Smith moved recently from the so-called Segar house, Morse

in brief

Maitland

son,

ed himself for many years to the tilling of an
excellent vegetable garden, in which he was

generations.

Gulf.

the

found in

all

cake, biscuits and.

California and from the Great Lakes to the

bis resurrection arid the

ol

varied

Overland automobile

W. Gilkey,

Edward

here

of

quality

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO.
New York

Because

Make

extreme deafness in late years compelled him
to give uo ail outside associations.
He devot-

wholesomeness for

3d chapter and 10th verse, “The powfellowship of
hid suffering.” Man is a social being and
where ver he is found fellowship results. Those
of like ideals are drawn together, forming

been closed

dealer

ia

sermon

The text used is

was

*

of tartar derived from
grapes. It is
pure and has proved its excellence for making food of finest quality and

nor

Somebody!
ft
Happy

|

an
industrious and upright citizen aid a
staunch Republican in political affiliations, he

absolutely

ians the

er

Sunday, the Penobscot river having
to navigation Sunday.

winter

Martin’s

summary:

thought of every housethought wnen buying

cream

reads the Sunin

and

use

Royal Baking Powder

afternoon.

held

and

de-

raised flour foods
depends largely
the
kind of baking powder used.
upon

Christmas party was given by
Keene, teacher of the primary grades at
Union school, Friday afternoon. Many parents
and friends were present, and it was a memorable day for the little folks. The following
Recitation, A Modern
program was given:
Santa, Charles Card; Merry, Merry Christmas,
Rita Colson, Alice Gray, Marian Cunningham,
Roy Goodwin; Christmas is Here, Carl Croce;
Orilla Whitcomb; Merry
Christmas Sleep,
Christmas Bells, by the Second grade: The
Runaway Stocking, Doris Nickerson; Red and
Green, Valerie Croce; Best Day of the Year,
Christmas Bells, Edith
Franklin Peterson;

was

family table

quickly

vestry,
day morning
and for the benefit of those unable to attend

to

M. A. Cook, who had been confined to his
past two weeks by illness, was
at his place of business Monday.
Steamer Camden made her last

The

ence

service

for the

>

LaFurley, with wife
four children, occupying a nearby home
visiting them very frequently. Always

second

baking powder?

Miss Flor-

Congregational Church Notes

home for the

ump

wife.

Do you

of the drifted condition of the

Daniel

Brown, left Thursday for Waltham, Mais
6pend Chiistmas with relatives.

with

the careful

Among those that !
visited the school Friday were Mrs. Myron
Parker, Mrs. Frank Whitcomb, Mrs. Henry
Colson, Mrs. W. A. Goodwin, Miss Susie Goodwin, Mrs. Haynes, Miss Maude Savery, and
the Misses Elsie and Henrietta Gilkey.

his home in

the

serves

wonderful

Hight,

Donald C.

and

lins of

Williams; Christmas Song, The School. In the
inteimediate room, Miss Ethel Lloyd teacher,
John Lowell impersonated Mr. Santa and did it
in fine style. The tree was brilliant with its
gifts and decorations and the children had a

Miss Maude

City

provided

and

A

Gilkey and daughter, Miss Henrietta Gilkey, were in Bangor Monday, shopMis. N. F.

Capt.

Food

Wednesday afternoon Dec. 20tn. Rev. Thomas
H. Martin officiat'ng.

Floridian, Capt. Joseph F. Nichols,
New York Dec. 16th from Genoa,

Italy.

Mass.,

Study Food Values

Belfast. Mrs. Rich was a devoted wife
mother, passing most of her time within
her little family circle and a true friend and
neighbor. She had been ill about three months
The funeral services were held at l:30o*c'ock

H. D. Curtis returned Saturday from a
brief stay in Bangor.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Clark attended the
Mrs.

|

on a steamer and caiibe to lire with hia parents, and was, sa his mother many times remarked, “very kind and thoughtful of father
and mother,” March 8. 1911, the aged mother
passed away, since which the Bon had been the
sole companion of the father in the home, the

ter

and Sophia Treat and was born in Searsport
She married Thomas Rich
October 1, 1843
They had three children!
August 14, 1872.
Mrs Eugene Brown of Belfast; Mrs. Augustus
Larsen, who died three years ago, and firs.
There were three
Cecil Roberts of Belfast.
grandchildren, one the late Mrs. Lewis Clifford
of Stockton Springs, who died October 29,
1916. Mrs. J Cunningham and Mrs. Ethel Col-
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